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For this department brief suggestions, facts,
ami experience arc solicited from housekeeper.'. farmer* and gardeners.
Address Agricultural editor. Journal office, Belfast, Me.

Cattle King ami
Farms.

County.

Warm Wkathkr Drinks. A French medijournal says: “Water should he drank cool
l*ut not iced, with the juice of quarter or half a
lemon in it.
Mineral water should also he
drank with a dash of lemon. Water should always he swallowed slowly. It is not the stomach which is dry, hut the mouth and throat. If
you to-s otV a drink of water you throw it
through your mouth and throat into yonrstomaeh without doing the former any good. while
>ou injure tin latter hv loading it with what it
does not
quire. Drink slowly, and keep the
water in your mouth for a moment when you
begin. It you work in a hot room in hot
weather tie a damp cloth around your temples,
and Nun will not experience half the cravings
for drink you otherwise would."
cal

Burnham

The Maine Fanner has published a long aca
\i-it to Mr. I. < Libby, of Burnham. with note> on some of the farms in that
Xi'U.ii n-iMi I'l i.Mv For urn* s<|U:ire, >one inch
town. M:. Libby ha> been a frequent contribui> na’th in column.' j?l.oo lor one week, and 2T
tor to the Journal, and his farm has been detor :* •!i -ul.»«*• «n*nt insertion.
\ fraetion ot
scribed, and tie details of his large cattle busi■'•jiiar charged as a lull one.
ness given, in the columns of this paper. Some
of the facts and figures in the Farmer will,
I’i>e following are authorized agents for the
however, hear repetition. Mr. Libhv’s home
is west of the railroad station at Burnham with
• \n i>. \o i.*<; Washington st.. Uosiou.
*
the residence and farm buildings in sight of the
IA
2.M and
\\ a-dilngton M., Boston,
id
llv«.ii.i A < «... pi state •'I
Boston.
passing trains. ]|. lias a farm of Phi acres,
11 *15
I 1 >« • »i».
with To acres under tillage in one ti. Id. and the
Washington *»t., Boston.
»<
I
lt> >w i.i i. \
In •'pruia m., \ew York
remainder i* u>ed for pasturage. The barn is
ii.
II I ’ark R -u
New York.
42 by 120, with sheep barn attached 00 feet long.
< Mi one side are the stalls and tie
op and on the
It**' I;I Id.i;nitting money or desiring to I opposite, the room for carriage.-, a large wool
><-i!i* add;-*
"i p;.[i«M> i-hanged, mu.'t state the
storing
room and the sections where the hay is
l'o-i *Mlie. t.
whieh ihe paper has been sent, as
stored. The farm yields one hundred tons of
n«dl a- 111*- oilii
to which it i> to go.
hay. with ten or twelve acres of grain. The
hay cut oil the farm i- all fed, and, in addition,
'u
ilH-i
art- requested to take notice of the
o\er
l.oou bushels „f grain annually. Through•mi tlie roh.red
'!ip atta* lied to the paper. It
o!;. loriu oi ivn ipi now u-ed. For instance. out Central and Eastern .Maine, Mr. Libby has
M
MM-ai:' that the subscription is
paid («» thirty men who buy cattle, veals, and sheep on
i:>:<
When a new payment is made, the date
joint account. (Hiring lss.j over live thousand
d
i..
,-..iti
iiii.'i
'pond, and sfltst RIB- head of cattle, three thousand veals, and thir:> \ i:k in
d i> i i n
l:» shi
ll \T ;n fib
teen thousand sheep were bought and sold, the
'»ATI\RF <*>URF‘ 1'. suhserihers in arrears
sheep and lambs coming almost entirely from
i'1' p 'jiii-.'ied to forward the sums due.
\roo-took. In addition to this, and in connection with F. W.Shaw and <
II. Merrill, of
Single Copies of the Journal
N< wport, Mr. Libby last year bought over 100
U i:ad :il the following placetoils
of
wool.
Thithe
volume
of busiyear
IP
t
\S|
J.
s.
—Iourua. Mlie*
ahlwell *V ( •».,
ness will be increased.
'■
M
M 1*. M >od'-o« k «v "on. Main "I
Already 20.000 sheep
l>. I*.
have
been
in
and
'.
over
150.Mi-, a
SI.
Aroo-took,
bought
Temple. High
U tin- Post < Min
list* >u
000 lbs. of wool stored. Mr. Libby has a family
1 a
Kspoi:
Fmcr\ *V « *>.
of eight boys mid one girl, growing to manu ix11 hp.mi>i. iiaii.
hood and womanhood. Four of the sons are
*
\Mpi n.- F. Lew i'.
in business with the father, one, (’. K., living
11* M 1.1»»N.—Leo. 1 arletoii.
at Houlton, another, A. 1*.. at Fort Fairtiehl,
while two remain at home, one of them going
Liocal Agents for the Journal.
! to Brighton w eekly. The younger boys take to
Tin* following are authorized t<> reeeiv «* suhserip
the cattle bu-iness as duck- to water. The
i; ms and ad vertisement.' f»»r the Journal
farmers of the Mate ale under obligation to
1. \d.llll
"I.AU'P* d< i.—<
> w vn\ I i.i.i-.. -Hon
such men as Mr. Libby, who, if he i< realizing
a
F Ni* kerson.
I a protit from the product of our farms, is sure'I* in it* m
Franklin * La
\N N KUP* »K l.—F. M Hail.
ly bringing the prices of the great cattle centres to our very door-, and pa> ing better prices
than could he secured in any other way. With
BELFAST DIRECTORY.
the magnitude of his business he is able to
market stock at a minimum cost, and so pay
i:
the highest price.
II.K* »A PS \N|.
II.AMH* >A1
< >ther Burnham farmer- noticed
fra M' i' .im •; Pi a. m., •i.na p. m. Arrive lu.4u a.
by the Farmer
are those of N.
F. Murray, who lias 30.)
m..
in.,
standard
time.
p
It
a' *
loi
11*»-1« n daih rx.-, pt >nn«la\ at
acres.
II.- cuts PHH) tons of hay and w inters 30
-'To p. i:
local time, or on arrival from lkingor.
In ad of cattle, 1«H) sheep and 1<» hor-. -. He beI lout- -a
foi Bangor and interm* diate iaml
lieve- in high feeding and con.-unies :dl the hay
i.i
a hoar U o', look, v
\l.
M 11 d.
cut on his place.
<i. J. Hodge ha< 500 acres,
FI. i.-ii.-f make> >ix round trips per
nits ion ton- of hay and keeps 40 cattle, 50
w irk
t w ri ii
llella't. ( astini*. Islesl.oro ami
its* uiph<*n Ti-.uims. In advance, $*2.00a
yc*:ir;
'"I'i'i the year, s2..'»*i. at the expiration oY the
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mil. -, through the tow n* of
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even .lav at'.'a. in.
Return
|.r -iailv at 7 a. m., ..nixing in Bel-
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iv.

4<i miles, through the towns
nl, Libert;, Moiitville, I'alera--all".i'o ami Augusta. Daily e\Leav. Belia-t e\erv <lay at :i p in.,
al Be.last at I I a. in.
to \
.;
iii s.-ar-pori. |u miles, via swanla ave- i»elfa*t at
j.. in. Returning,
1 lei I a-t al 12 III.
*i. ‘i.i -: to If. *ek la ml. Hi-' mile-, through tin- town*
n. ;'il |.. ri. l.ineolmille. • aimien ami Roeklami.
I »•'
\.*• |.i
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Leave
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ime
|-lays, arriving at
Belfast at 2.Mn p. in.
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*ear-port, 7 mile.*, Iw iee .iaiiv except
v-.i .lav
I. tv. Itelfast at !'a. m. amt 7 .D p. m.,
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neet w itli the trains.
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f.illowingis the

programme for
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•.
in t lie .liflerent ehurehes
«
High street, Rev. Geo. L. Tufts,
s.imi .-Hi *. ||.-.I. 1 I
III-; preaching, 2.1.*) I*.
ii
ora> ei' meeting. 7
p. m.
ti.ihureh. corner ol Market ami
-;i
-l
II
IJ<
\. Ros*, pastor.
Preaching
sai i..ith school. 12 in.; prayer meeting
or looture. 7h. p. m.
.*11—
t.'hureh. over High school huihling,
1
-a,.lie.l Lv Rev. Lather Phelan,
\V lii'erp.-ri.
-urtli •'umlav in every month.
M L « he
Miii.
re. t. R« v. B. <
Wcntwortli
in- ei mi: .ii a p. hi. ; sahhath Seliool,
pa-t"i’. Pi
h
a.
in.. |»reaching 2 !"> p. in.; voting people*'
etui-, r. j- m.. general praver meeting, 7 p. m.
! nitai ian ( imreh. ( hureh -tree', Rev. .1. A. sav>n
t"r.
I 'reach i ig hour jo.4.‘> a. iii.; stimlav
ag.
S'!iii..| !2 in.
’ii.
i'-ab-t Church, < oiirt -treet, Rev
(.. U
h i.kinPreaching lo.4.'> a. m.. Sumlav
past-n
Bi

«

>

1

Sr I..
12 III.
M v.*«»M(
aith. e.uner
I 'ah -tine
ii
ling- 2 I

The iM..lie- meet al Masonic Temple,
f Main ami High -tre. t*
oiniii.iinlery, Iv. T.. No. IL Regular
Wdne-.lay evening in each month,
special meeting* at call.
!\ eg s •i.iimni < ouneii, R. \ s. M.. No. I.
Regu
ir meeiii.g
1st Ttie-ia\ evening in eaeli month,
■special meeting* a! call.
< ••nut! i.in IP
\reit < 'haptor. No. 7. Regular
Me
Mug- 1st Mon !. ;. evening following full moon.
Pie. nix I.o.ig.
i

i.ii.g

■■.

1

No. 24
in-lor.

n

(haur*.l;

ii
!'

ii'gat rail.

o.i

Regular meetings M.mmoon,
special* at

lull

I.o'lge. Nh. 12*1. Regular meet
cuing in eaeli lmuith. specials
>

IM'I.H.M'I.M mhi.ku UI»I» Kl.I.I.' >w*. I*, ! ie*• j.i f eli.iw- Hall, corner
ui. et ai
Main ami High
streets.
< a in

Pal!:.-. P. M
No. 4,1 o.O. JHa ii on the 2<l Thurs.lav

n

w
if.
month.
P.-i.i

o

eaeli

.,

meets of
at

evening

l.m impuieiit. No. 2.*. Regular ineetP ic*.lav .-V cuing- in each
>■

Wald"

K..itge, N... l-j.

\

!
1

.'

'ii'i.Ai;.-

■
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Regular meeting t*vcr>

I> of \{. Regular meet
Tiii'-1 lay evenings of each

Hclf'a-t Lodge
Motclav evening

No. :jii. Regthe I ni\er

at

1 *. •« -111 '• mcrii:^ cM'i", >a tun
af tin I'nit.-irian Church parlor.
A
!{. I
•„ai!
Marshall Post. (. A R.,
x•
12
K _n lar meetings first and tliinl Thursday
< .n-h
..
iiiontli. over the Angler store,
11 igli -ireet

lay

■

P

".-a-ifli* »,range. No. 24.1. Regular
i_
>atiinla e\eniug over F. R. Know 1'I>.ii;. 11 gh street.
1IT", meet' ever} "aturdav
Grange, V
i.
.it the new building on tin Augusta road,
near K.uelall Kills'.
h
Vti.w » <m n« it S'.
Wikhk an Li-:<;i<>n
Meets at Geo. K. .tohnson’s ofliee,
II t\ for'i lliiiek, on the 1st and :id Mondays of eaeh
lit

u
llie

■ ■

\m. 7;t;. R.»v\i. Au<\\M m.
Knight'
Kahor room .lohiison Hall,
21 and tth Timr-da} evenings of eaeh

ym

at

<

-i

ii
it

m

1 >i>:!«.•
X'M.Miiia, No. ;l44:l, Km«.htsoj La
itoit.
Meet- Monday e\enings at 7 o'clock, in
.lohuso.
Hail, High Street.
HIM.FAST i’osT-On J« i:.

and after.June 2'.»th, the western! mail will ar
1 ai 1 > ltd fast time, at 11 .o*>a. hi., and »».:{() p. in.
It} railroad time western mail arrives at ln.4oa.
and .iiA p m. Leaves 7.0.*» a. iii. and i-Jn p. in.
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Director) of Agricultural Organizations In Maine.
MuM.'im. (.inv.i, P. of H
lion. Fred’k
P-'hie. M.i'ter. Gorham; I
A. Mien, Secretary,
l-. t't Auburn.
Maim. >i\h. A«ticm t in uai Sueii/n
Hon.
Unfits Prime. President. >onth Turner; A. L.
In unison, scerrtan Porlland.
M um It* »Aia* or Auiiiri i.il iit: Nelson Ham,
President. Lewiston; /.. A. Gilbert, s>eeretnry,
North Greene.
fivsiKKN Mum; Fan: Avs«m-|ation: lion..I. P.
Ha". President, liangor; K/ra L. Stearns, Seeret ary. Itangor.
Mum
statk .Ikkski t cm.K Association:
lion./
Gilbert, President; N. ii. Pike, Secre-

tary, Winthrop.
M

srati-.

\Ini;

Po.moi.ooicai.

Socikti

C.

s.

Pope. President, Manehe-ter; Samuel L. Hoard
Secretary, Augusta.

man.

M

Iti.r. Ki.i.i fks Assoc iation d. It. MaPresident, Meeliaoie Falls; Isaac Hutehins,

um.

so-retary Wellington
\\

I

r.si
t:n M aim. 111.i
A. Morton. Pre-i

.1

»r

rotnc,

Kr.i.i-r.us' \ssim t mos
lent. Ilethel h
|>. Well-

■"oeretar} Poland.

Mum. Mkiunu >nn;r Ittciti.hits' Assim i\< ol. >. \V. Tinkliam, President, Anson ; Geo.
p in
K. M'miiv, Secretary. North Anson.
Uev. <
M.
Anitiu
n uai. >ik tin
Mum
Herring. President, Hrunswn k Mrs. MAN llinek
Joy, Secretary, Howdoinhuin.

Physic, Sir, in Miner
A good story comes from a l*oy‘s hoarding
iiool in ‘.lerse}.'
The diet was monotonous
and constipating, and the learned Principal derided to introduce some old-sty |c physic in tin* applea 11e,e. and await the
happy results. One bright
•‘No

i.ni the -martist in sellout, discovered tin* secret
mine in his ijaui'i:, and pushing liaek ids plate,
'helped to the pedagogue. "No pit v sic, sir, in mine.
M
da«T told me to use nothin hut Ur. Pierce’s
1‘hasant J’urgative Pel jets?,’ and the} area doing
their duty like a charm!” They are anti-bilious,
and purely vegetable.
>

Pittsburg lias patented a machine
with which to blow window glass by compressed air, which, it is claimed, will revoluA

man

in

tionize the business.

How Women Would Vote.
Wen* women allowed to vote, every one in the
land wlm has used I>r. Pierce’s “Favorite Prescription” would \ote it to 1m* an unfailing remedy
for the diseases peculiar to her sex. Ity druggist*.

Right where the St. Paul ice palace stood last
winter the temperature is now RH in the shade.
From this yoij may infer that it has to be a
gold day when the ice pstface gets left,
“ttetlol” wc heard oue man say to another, the
other day. “I didn’t know you at first, why ! you
look ten years younger than you did when I saw

/W

ten years younger,” was the re1 used to*l»e under the weathei
to he any betgave up
ter. The doctor said 1 had consumption. 1 was
terribly weak, had niglit-sweats, cough, no niinetlte, and lost flesh. 1 saw Ur. Pierce’s ‘Golden
Medical Discovery’ advertised, and thought it
would do no harm if it did no good. It lias eured
me.
I am a new man liecauae I aui a well one.”

you last.”

**I

ply- ‘‘You know
all the time and

expecting

The addresses of a certain young man having
l»ceii declined In a young l*dy, he paid court to
“Ilotv much you resemble vour
her sinter.
sister." saiil lie ou the evening of the first call.”
You have tlie same eyes—" “And the same
nose!’’ she added, quickly. He has stopped
caliili" at tile house.
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Mr. lMwanl McPherson, the veteran compiler. of political statistics and secretary of the
Republican congressional committee, says of
tin Democratic record in the last session of
<’ongrc-s: **j have earefulh studied the variou- sr-sion. ot (’ongress for the part
years,
and I think thi- has tlf least lo commend it to
the country and the most to condemn, it of any
1 know of.
I Set. ween the year? ls<;.'> and IS,s’",
!<

and sells tell

o-

amona

and lamh.'. and put them on the market in
March and April when they command a round
price. Kdward Davis, with a farm of -too acres,
k •< p* a splendid head of 40 Devons.
He cuts
To tons of hay and grows 1.000 to 1.500 bushels
of turnips on which he fattens a thick of sheep
each winter. Finds turnips prolitable to raise
and feed in connection with grain,
.lames
Hraley A Sons own one mile square, and arc
progressive farmers, having good stock and
feed all their hay with grain.

Oleomargarine

Law.

of two edit' a pound amounts to nothing do
not know what they are talking about.
Tie
objects of tin- hill have been accomplished. We
had no desire to obtain revenue hy a tax on
bogus butter: that was far from our desire.
< Mir main
object was to have some law passed
hy which bogus butter could not be sold for
genuine butter, and in that we have succeeded.
Dairymen all over the country were divided a>
to the amount oleomargarine should be taxed
Sonn wanted it tweiit\ cents in
per pound.
order to kill otf it' manufacture : others thought
ten cents
pound sufficient, while 1 ami a great
many other** w. re in favor of a five cent tax.
I. of course, worked to have- the biil passed at
the latter tax. but as it did not, I am happy
that the purpose' of the original bill have been
n at two cents p,r pound.
attained.
We
wanted a tax sufficient to pay the expense' of

Household

Hints.

>yki I’oi Vinegar. Fourquarts vinegar and
pounds sugar I,oiled until a clear syrup.
Hottle it. I >c one or two tablespoons to a glass
of water, and it will Ik* found a very agreeable

two

beverage.

Shelves over Door Frames.
Moorish
fret-work mako an effective finish for shelves
over door frames.
These shelves are excellent
receptacles for the odd pieces of pottery or
porcelain that would be “lost to sight” iii tin*
recesses of some china closet.

Lemonade Always Heady, Squeeze the
juice from a dozen lemons; boil the pulp in a
pint of water and add to the juice. To each
pint put an equal measure of white sugar and
boil ten minutes. Seal up. When wanted
tablespoon tq a glass of water.

use

one

< akes for Tea.
These cakes are good with
afternoon tea: Mix for fifteen minutes four
eggs with half a pound of sugar, half a grated
nutmeg and as much powder cloves as will lie
on the tip of a dinner knife.
Then add half a
pound of dry and sifted liour.and mix thoroughly ; have a greased or waxed tin: drop a tablespoonful of the dough at intervals upon it. and
bake a pale brown in a moderate oven.

Tomato Omelet. Reel four ripe tomatoes,
and cut or chop them into little dice. Make a
heaped tablespoonful of flour into a smooth

paste with a little cold milk: add a little salt
and pepper, six well-beaten eggs, and the tomatoes.
Heat the mixture thoroughly and fry
the omelet in the usual way. It may be folded
over if liked, but it must not be turned. It will
require from six to eight minutes to cook prop-

erly.

A Way to Cook Calf’s Liver. Trv this
Austrian method of cooking calf’s liver: Remove the •'kin from the liver and cut it in
pieces as thick as your finger and lay them in
milk for several hours. Then take them out of
the milk and sprinkle them with flour;
dip
them in beaten egg and cover them with flour
with which you have mixed a little salt. Fry
them in hot drippings and serve garnished
with minced parsley.
Fried Apples, though a very old-fashioned
dish, taste well for breakfast. Lay some small
bits of salt pork on the griddle,‘and remove
when the griddle is very hot, and lav pieces of
fair, tart apples, as large as can be cut. skin
uppermost on the griddle. They must be laid
singly, like buckwheat cakes. Cook moderately fast, turn when brown and sprinkle with
salt. When softened thoroughly arrange on a
dish. Th(*y will be found very palatable. The
apples should not be mellow.
Work-Bags of Ticking. Little work-bags
blue and white or pink and white ticking
made in the shape of an envelope eight
inches long by six wide. The colored stripes
have a line of golden silk in stem stitch. The
white stripes have colored silk briar, herring
bone and others of the various fancy stitches
through the centre. The lining is of silk, and
a bow of ribbon forms the fastening.
Hags in
this shape of larger size may he made in the
same way or of plush, embroidered, as well as
of canvas, worked with silk,
of

are

Airing Houses in Summer. Every house
closed for the summer should be opened once a
week, so that each room mav lie thoroughly
aired, every waste pipe shouhf be well flushed
with water and have a generous
supply of disinfectants. The cellar should he well aired, and
if the winter’s supply of coal be put in during
the
family’s absence,‘floor and walls should be
thoroughly swept and the coal dust removed,
not thrown into tin* coal bins.
At least one
week before the return of the family the rooms
should 1m* ventilated every day ami the flushing
of the pipes attended to.’
The Duster and the Soft Cloth. The
feather duster as a flirter is unequaled, and, as
with other flirters. effects are so instant and so
pronounced as to blind the eyes to the real results. The dust flies, and because it flies it is
regarded as dislodged permanently. Never
was there a more mistaken notion.
The feather duster reaches inaccessible places and is the
least dangerous method of freeing statutes and
paintings and all general ornamentations of
wall or ceiling from the untiring and pe net rat-

Ol

\\

the

people,

and that it would he

so

dis-

tributed if the Democrats were-hen the reins
-overnmeio.
Tie
part) came into power
on tlie tih of March. T>s.*i.
There was on that
dale ^sjoO.nnO viu-plus. on .limt d!\
that
surplus had reached .s7."»,t)('H).f»00. Why was it
not paid out in bond calls*:’ Vibis administration went from the liii of March till December and • lid not pav a cent of debt. If is probable that none would have been paid at that
time had led tremendous pr< ssurc been brought
to bear. The Democratic leaders have accused the lb publicans of wastefulness, and yet
here is a Democratic President appropriating
nearly sfiO.OOO.OMO more this year than la.-i.
It is not to be wondered at that the 1 rulers arc
discouraged ami do not know what t<> talk
about."
of

Tile farmer readers of the Journal will he
interested in the following remarks made hy
Senator Warner Miller, of New York, to a report* r. concerning the character of the oleomargarine law just placed in the statutes.
The passage of tin oleomargarine hill, says
> en at or Miller, was a
very important and wise
measure.
Those who claim that the reduction

stamping and general internal revenue -crvcil)auce. and two o nts will amply do it. Hy this
means there call In no imposition in the 'ale of
bogus butter, and that u;i- what we fought for
from the 'tart.
Hvery tub of bogus butter lias
to be branded so it can be read plainly. The
\ery drayman who takes it from one store to
another run read the brand and know what stall
In i' carrying. In addition to the name plainly
branded tin-re i' the revenue stamp, which has
t" lie tin-re tin* ‘•anirasoii tobacco and whiskey.
Lf tin- stamp is not there the dealer is subjected
heaw» penalty for violating the provisions
to
made ami provided for hy the law. lie can he
arrested for his failure to comply with the
revenue law and he dealt with accordingly.
Kvcry wholesale dealer has to have a license to
selI oleomargarine, tin- same :i' a saloon-keeper:
and every retail dealer lias likewise to show a
license.
Tin inspection of places that sell
bogus butter by the leNelllie officers will go Oil
tin- same as if tin y were inspecting a saloon.
Tin* present law. as just signed by tin* President. lias an additional \alue, as it protects the
State.- from the sale of imitation butter. It was
impossible for a State to protect, itself against
the sale of the 'tutl. The manufacturers shipped it into neighboring States by the ear loads
as genuine butter.
There was no one authorized to inspect, and hence everybody was deceived, and the saie of bogus blitter went on
uninterrupted. All that is stopped now. Tin*
dairyman only asked that the oleomargarine
dealers should sell it for oleomargarine ami this
law compels them to do so.

.iini 'HM'.uun
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debt. They started with an animal interest
••harire of shTT.OOO.nno and rcdue. I it i<>s47,000.ooo. There is .somethin-- to bra- of in that record. The financial record of this administration i> had.
Mr. Hendricks and others .-aid on
the stump that tin-re wa- a surplus of spwi.ono.o.io in tin*
treasury that ou-iit to be distributed
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liV C. S. GRIFFIN.
NO. X.

republic, is founded on the principles of
co-operation, and if our government would
strive to carry out those same principles all
trouble from foreign pauper labor might be
removed. When Congress enacted the preemption and homestead laws it made a noble
stride in the right direction, and it is quite
A

time to make another.

Governments

are

gen-

erally maintained for the good of tin* wealthy
few at the expense and to tin; disadvantage of
the great majority, and this is well proven by
tiie fact that poverty, crime, misery and law
all accumulate together, and a country has
more of them as it grows older, ami the oldest
the most. General prosperity seems to flourish
only under very young governments. The
cause of poverty in every country has always
been ascribed to immigration and over population, and this false doctoring still clings to
shallow minded people. Wherever all the real
estate and personal property is in the hands of
a small minority of the people that country is
immediately considered over-populated, no matter whether it lias a large or small population
compared with its area. Or in other words,
whether it has ten thousand acres to tlie individual or only one acre to the individual
it is over populated if a small minority of
tin* inhabitants own it all. No country ever
yet had so dense a population that its soil if
cultivated would not amply feed ten times as
many. Place three men on an area of ten
thousand acres and then establish among them
a principle of property by which the smartest
imii make, himself owner of it all, and immediately we shall find it over populated. The
owner of the whole area will employ one of
the other two to do all the work necessary to
hi> wants and feed and shelter the one
he hires, and the one not hired is over population. and all over population in every country
has been produced on exactly this same prin-

supply

The Democratic Heeoru.

year-old l»ee\e>. lie seeks to matim* his stock
rapidly, and thus makes farming profitable.
farm of 2<Ml acres, with a
Sidney Dodge has
tin* orchard, cuts .".m tons of hay and winters 20
head of cattle.
His practice i> to fatten sheep

H.
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quotations.

Sheep and Lambs—Tiiose from the West were
all owned hy tiuteliers, costing landed at the yards
from
n.v.<- per lb. live weight for Sheep and 01.,'
§7‘2c per U>. live weight lor Lambs. Those from
the North and La-t were taken by butchers to
slaughter and market at a commission.
swine. Western Fat I logs are costing butchers
fmm .Iii.'iV per lb. live weight landed at the
slaughter houses, all being owned b\ lmtehers. In
our number we give amount of all the Western
Fat ll"gs brought in over the several railroads for
the week.

••
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« v |!‘ 11,: P.rightoii Tallow, Ik*
oiimiy Hide-. TfjT'.e P .1.; < imtry 'Callow,
¥ tt*; (alt >kia.-, t)« iur Pi;.; Lamb >kin.-,
4oyt;:»r each : dairy skins,
y.'.lie sheaved skins,
g-ioe each.
Tlicrc was not much change to note in the trade
from that of .me week ago, there being a fair rail
for l.utehers’ trade and a good siipph of t attle in
market, manv of them a nice grade of !,,wrs, and
intended for the export trade. Prices or butcher-‘ Cattle ranged mostly from £1 To go 7,7 2 per loo
ll.s. live weight, a lew only being -old at our high

tt>;
1 !a y-

P

«•

s11* c

Market.

llor-r-. ton; ntunlier of Wrstrrn ( attle, l.tls; North
ren ( attle. TO.
Prices of Ri el t attle ¥ loo It. live weight—Kvtra
qualitv. sj j'.rt.T :>•»; lii -t quality, si st|jr,;
second quality.
\
n\ 7'.; third quality, s:» .">(»
n, t 1‘2'?. poorest grade.- of eoarsc t >\eu, Bulls, tVr.,

o

I’.i'ockw dir.

Cattle

Rostov. Ti K'Hav, Aug. 10.
Amount
t live stork at market—Cattle, 14is;
•sheep and Land.-, 10,v;.i; Swine, 0,000; N eals, In;

..
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Co-operative Industry.

•

Burnham's

Largest Circulation

ini? for, hut unless supplemented hv the soft
loth, which holds and can remove the enemy,
the fall ini' cloud simply returns to Us former
condition.

FARM. CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

IJKPI HI.IOAN JOI'RNAL.

ciple. It is therefore not overpopulation but
monopolization that tills a country with paupers and criminals, and thi> being the fact, who
are tin* actual criminals?
If one man owned
t!i> whole state of Maine nine-tenths of its
present population would immediately become
tin? most miserable, depraved ami unprincipled

beggars. rii»* jails would be over-crowded ami
standing army wouM In: necessary to keep
tit- pi-ai-i
ami keep rioters, murderers ami
highway robbers in subjection, and every other
state in the union would enact stringent laws
a

to Uei p from their soil the pauper labor and
criminal classes of Maine, exactly as \ye shun
similar people from other countries.
The
public mind is beginning to view these matters
in
new light and it is time for a change.
Home and all other ancient nations fell when

part of its dividends. All persons entering a
Maine Matters.
colony should be treated as employes of the
corporation and work for wages until they be- NEWS AND GOSSII* FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.
came members.
Suppose Smith applied to the
THE STATE FAIR AT LEWISTON.
agent in Boston to be sent to San Francisco to
cultivate oranges. The agent in Boston would
We are in receipt of the new premium list of
tell him what the San Francisco colony was the 25th Fair
of the Maine State
paying for that class of work. The rate of Society to be held on their Park Agricultural
in Lewiston
wages should then be put on Smith’s certificate
14-17.
Every department of agriand his wages should not be reduced so long as September
culture and allied interests is included in the
he worked for that colony as an employer. If
list of premiums offered; which canSmith, after having a chance to choose his em- generous
not fail to bring out, as in years past, a magniployment, and change it at the will of the col- ficent exhibit,
and the trustees
exony, was still too shiftless and indolent to earn pect the largest and best fair confidently
ever known in
an honest living he should be expelled and
the State. The cattle department is largely
turned over to the government as a pauper.
including large premiums offered
Thus every applicant would have an opportu- represented,
for all leading breeds and
the horse innity to get into honorable employment and a terest. is fully considered ingrades;
all its branches, ingood living or get where he rightly belonged. cluding the valuable silver
for best stock
cups
If every citizen had the above opportunities
stallions; the sheep, swine and poultry deopen to him all through life he would always
are fully recognized; the
trotting
feel insured against want and would thus have partments
purses are larger than last year, amounting to
more courage to strive on in his own private
about *3,000; the pomological society, which Is
business before resorting to the colony. This consolidated with the
State, offers its usual
fact alone would be a constant stimulant to all
generous schedule, while in the miscellaneous
men and enterprises throughout the country.
or hall show, the premiums are
Men generally fail not because they arc too department
extensive and cover multitudinous articles. The
weak to win lmt because they fear to go whole
in all its departments will be
exhibition,
ahead. The citizen ha\ mg such an opportu- held on the
park, this year, and one
society’s
nity open to him cannot he made to sutler from admission fee
will admit to all.* This innovathe influx of foreign cheap labor. This would tion
to be
promises
popular with the
settle all our troubles from this source and great mass of visitors. very
The hall will be devoteven the Chinese question -for no foreigners
ed wholly to appropriate exhibits. In addition
would be admitted into the colonics or even to the
regular premiums are the following
employed by them, and they could easily be specials: Bv Rufus Prince, President—*10
for
self-supporting within themselves without best cow
the most inches of cream the
having any dealings with the outside world, 2d day of making
the fair. By A. L. Dennison, Sec :—
and consequently would not be disturbed by
*10 for best exhibit of needle and
work
foreign cheap labor. This course would re- by a girl of 20 years or under. Bvfancy
II. S. Osmove all excuse for strikes and boycotts and
for best painting by amgood,
Treas:—*10
remove the evil effects of lockouts and of dull I
ateur, on silk, velvet, satin or plush. By
periods, and would instruct the people in the j Alonzo
Libby, Trustee :—*10 for best herd of
art of united self support, and make a perfect
six cows giving most milk on second and third
and harmonious union of labor and capital.
of fair. By S. G. Jerrard, Trustee:—*10
days
All trouble originates with a suffering few and for
largest amount of print butter made in one
if that few are always well provided for no
week from any cow. Test commence Aug. 30,
trouble can arise. The above method shows | end
5. Full statement required. By
how they can he amply provided for whenever i Geo. Sept.
E. Brackett, Trustee:—*10 to boy 13
they feel the pressure of so-called over-popula- years old or under making the largest and*best
tion and immigration.
This course would exhibit of farm
products, grown on farm
show to every citizen that the government where he
worked the present season; exhibit
stood ready to he a direct blessing to him in
confined to 25 square feet in hall. By Benj.
person in case of need, ami was holding up beHilton, Trustee:—*10 for best pony broken to
fore him a life-long insurance against poverty
saddle and carriage. By II. C. Burleigh:—*10
and want for himself and little ones in ease lie
for best pair of fat steers of anv age, by boy of
failed in his single handed effort to get a living. 13
years old or under. By G. M. Twite hell :—
These enterprises would cost the government Pair
Plvmouth Rock chicks for best lot of butnothing because what the government invested ter six lbs. or more, made
by farmer’s daughwould be incorporated co-operative industries ter 15
years old or less. Make all entries to A.
which would pay the government back princi- L.
Portland.
Dennison,
See.,
ple and interest on all invested in them. In tin*
A TEST CASK INVOLVING FISHING RIGHTS.
I'liion Pacific matter the government loaned
its credit to a corporation of rich men, why
In 1330 the legislature of Maine passed an act
need it bo partial when it can with greater for tile protection of
migratory fish upon our
safety and advantage loan its credit to a cor- coast, prohibiting the use of purse and drag
poration of poor men. The property purchas- seines for taking mackerel, Ac., within any bay
ed and covered by the government’s mortgage
of inlet not more than two miles vide under
will always lx* worth all it cost even if the penalty of a fine not to exceed #200.
The legcolonists should nil iihandon U : so the governislature of IS*) amended this statute bv includment will risk nothin#.
nut mor; man mree nines wnie, irom
ni.u
I f < 'ongress would establish co-operative in- laud to land, and increasing the extreme
pendustries throughout the I'nited States for tin; alty to $500. As amended, section IT of
chapbenefit of citizens wherein they eouhl he ac- ter 40 of the Revised Statutes, on fish and fishtually free and equal in a practical and benefi- eries, reads as foil jws : The taking of mackerel,
cial sense it would be not only consistent with herring, rshad, porgies, or menhaden, and the
the constituted character of our government fishing therefor by the use of purse and
drag
hut would only he extending its former prac- seines, is prohibited in all small bays, inlets,
tices. customs and usages. It has legislated harbors, or rivers, where any entrance to the
from its foundation to protect and stimulate
same, or any part thereof from land to land, is
capital invested in “home industries'’ and it is not more than three, nautical miles in width,
time
for
some
direct
legislation to assist under a penalty upon the master or person in
quite
and protect the laborer himself.
charge of such seines, or upon the owners of
any vessels or seines employed in such unlawful fishing, of not less than shoo or more than
Generalities.
#♦>00 to be recovered by indictment, or action
of debt; one fourth of the penalty to the comHerbert Spencer is seriously ill.
plainant or prosecutor, and three fourths to the
Small pox is increasing at St. Pierre, Mique- county in which the proceedings are commeneand there shall be a lien upon the vessel,
etl;
lon.
steamers, boats and apparatus used in such unThe prospects of the Helaware peach crop
lawful pursuits, until such penalty, with costs
are very good.
of prosecution, is paid.
The first seizure under this act occurred last
The lied Star ocean steamship line is cutting week, at Old
Orchard, where two Portland
steerage rates.
vessels were found fishing in the manner tieThe President will leave Washington for his scribed, within the limits of the hay. The owners of the vessels, it is said, intend to make a
vacation this week.
test ease of this, to see whether the law will
Over nine millions of tin* public debt was cut
he sustained by the courts.
otl'last month.
KEt SIM EXT

the whole property got into the hands of the
few. The science of preserving national life
is tin* science of preserving the r'ujht.s of the
homy, and this is especially true of a republic.
A legal light of freedom with only the possessions of a beggar is no right at all. The meanest slavery is an improvement on such freedom.
If a few people in tile l Tilted States
gel possession of a majority of all the wealth
The Western Farmer's Work.
in the country how much will it relieve the
situation by proving that these lew got ail this
A close observer will sic tin; industrious
wealth by strict business j>ri itrijifes. How
farmer crawl out of bed four h-uirs befon daylight. soften bis boots with a hammer and com- they got il is of no consequence. If they are to
mence his dav's work with
lantern in one retain it, for their retaining it will ruin us. no
hand and a bucket of frozen slop in the other. matter what kinder how many apologies the\
The hop crop throughout Central New York
oiler upon their manner of getting it. When is
He lias from one to a thousand !u>frs. which
reported a total failure.
shove their noses into hi> face, and tip the con- all the earth, all machinery, means of travel
ami means of employment have been turned
Machine coal cutters are to replace the striktents of his bucket on him, where it freezes until lie looks like a skatimr rink.
When he has over to tin few, either by law or otherwise, the ing miners in the Hocking Valley.
escaped from the ho- pen he hunts up six or great majority of the people must be slaves,
Two hundred weavers are on a strike at the
paupers and criminals. The fact is so well
seven buckets and crawls through a wire fence
settled that it needs no argument. The ques- Salmon Tails, N. 11. cotton mills.
to milk 27 cows.
These Mdmals wait until In
tion is, can our government do anything that
has the bucket nearly tilled, when they kick it
An extra session of Congress is talked of, but
will remove this impending danger**' i’ndcr it is
over, aiming so that th«; contents will kalsovery doubtful if it will be necessary.
the homestead laws an attempt was made to
mine >uch part' of hi> clothing as the ho.-'s
man
a
farm
who
would
take
It
is intimated that a new Collector for the
the
give
every
spared. Now and then they vary the monotony
by kiekin.tr him instead of the" bucket, which gift. This was good as far as it went but it ac- port of New York will soon be appointed.
complished but little. The man who took one
makes him feel tired and homesick. When the
The Senate continued the nomination of B.
of these farms, outside of the small fee for excows have been milked he
^oe- t" feed the
amination, surve\ and record, had to have con- 15. Smalley as collector of Burlington, N't.
lioi’ses and finds the sorrel mare doubled up in
siderable capital,
lie must be able to move
tin- man-el- with the colic. H then has to mix
The Naval Construction bill passed both
himself and family out there to the farm, must
up a lot of aconite and water, which he athouses. It provides for large additions to the
be able to buy a team and tools sufficient to
to
down
the
animal's
tempts
pour
mouth, when
navy.
it hits him on the teeth with its front foot and cultivate it. and must be able to buy at least
Alabama held a State election Aug
makes him wish he had never been born. He six months provisions to keep him and family
the
works around ail the mornimr with tIn* old until he could raise and sell a crop. As a re- I>oinocrats electing their candidates by a large
sult men who actually needed assistance could majority.
mare and tlien proceeds to curry tin dun mules,
j not avail themselves of the
which try to ><•. which can ki<U the hardest,
gift of a farm, so
The introduction of an alleged octoroon into
and by the time he is thromrli he feels as though the homestead law only helped those who were
aristocratic blue grass circles has created a senlie had passed through a com slieiler.
When already well situated. What is wanted is help
sation
in Kentucky.
for
the
Whim
a
has
a
helpless.
person
he has fed tin* liens, and watered the eatth and
family
on hi- hands and has no work, no
limited three hours
a 2d-ccnt pi-\ and chopmoney and
I’xtensive intrigues by Irish and Russian
credit, then he wants help, and if he cannot
ped half a cord of elm fort lie house, and carried no
dynamiters against the Knglish government,
have it he and his family are in danger of be40 buckets of water to tin* horses, and shelled
have been discovered.
bad
and
this
alone*
citizens,
to
coming
ought
three bushe 1 of corn by hand, and shovelled a
The President has withdrawn the nomination
road through 1“ feet of snow, and milked the demand relief even if we have no humanity in
the matter. Offering charity and pauper sup- of H. A. Beecher to be Collector of customs at
cows, and curried the nudes, and doctored the
is
in
itself
•Port
and
to
be
ought
plies
Townsend, NV. T.
old mare airain in the cveninjr, he jrocs to bed
debasing
and acts up a-ain in the morning four hours tolerated only when such measures cannot be
Morrison, in a speech on the
Congressman
before dayli-ht and eommem-es the whole tllillir improved upon. If a nation has a right to demand that all men shall stand by it in time of surplus resolution, made a bitter attack upon
over a-ain.
[Atchison (ilobe.
the
in
the House.
President,
need, so too has each man a right to demand
that the nation shall stand by him in time of
James A. I.. Whittier, a Boston lawyer, is
nccii.
How to Solve tlie Labor Question,
iii mum 111110 wiii'ii
hoi King people an;
under arrest on the charge of embezzlement of
sorely pressed they have frequently demanded trust funds amounting to sl2o,0(M>.
1 know wlnU it i- to be ;i laborer.
I started employment from the government,*stating that
in lit'*- a laborer and had my bread to earn with the government can atford to make
The published statement that Gen. G rant had
public immy hands alone. I know what it i- to be an pnnements for the sake of giving them em- expressed a wish to he buried at Mt. McGregor
of
labor.
I
know
the
trials
and
employer
perployment. Tlii>. like tlie alms house, is better is contradicted by Col. Fred Grant.
plexities of tin laboring man in the support of than no relief but that is about all that can be
Texans are preparing themselves in ease of
hi> family.
I know the anxieties of those emsaid in its favor. It is only temporary and
ploying labor. The labor question will be solv- sooner or later must be paid for in taxes. In ;iny trouble with Mexico. One volunteer militia
has already been organized.
ed. and in my judgment must be. by referring time of need each
person wants relief t/nn and company
all ditVerenees to boards of arbitration. The thrr/\ and lias a
right to demand it. lie also
Tim popular Baby Pathfinder for August is
-real important point is that the ri_rl»t men
lias a right to demand that that relief shall be out with all the latest
changes, and can he proshall be <• hosen arbiters. They shouhi be fair actual,
permanent and honorable; and the
mimled men. men who may appreciate the business of statesmen is to find that relief, or cured of any newsdealer for live cents.
claims of both. When this is*done I think the
During a sham tight at the Indiana State enstep down and out of oiiire. I claim that the
labor (pi 'tion will in a areal measure be set- government can render this aid, and can do it
campment one militia man was mortally woundtled. Then* should be no strikes. When dis- without
ed
and twenty-five were prostrated with the
or
and
1
will
dilliculty
expense,
prosatisfaction exists, the whole- matter should at ceed to
explain one of the ways in which it heat.
once be referred to arbitrators and the work
can be done.
It should incorporate and equip
be allowed to go on.
An extradition treaty has been concluded
[IIon. .1. R. liodwell to a co-operative industries in all the states and terDelegation of Portland Workingmen.
ritories for the carrying on of such industries with Japan, covering substantially the same
class
of crimes as the proposed new treaty with
as are best suited to the various localities.
We
Great Britain.
should not expect a colony to grow oranges in
Was He Great?
Maine or harvest ice in Texas, grow wool in
The Grand Army parade took place in San
Mr. Tilth'll left lu liiml liim scimvlv imv uil- Florida or cotton in Vermont. We should ex- Francisco Aug 3. 11,000 veterans were in line,
each
to
he
for
that
incolony
while 300,000 people witnessed the procession
equipped
tlrrss "i- writing wliidi justitii's tin- hitrli repn- pect
tation for ability that he enjoyed. Hi- life dustry best suited to its locality, and those in- from the streets.
dustries not dependent upon locality should be
was spent in the acquirement and management
The wife of Sir Charles Dilke is said to be
stimulated in each of tin* colonies. Land for
of a large property and in the details of political manipulation. lie was a strong thinker, each colony should he bought by the govern- nearly demented on account of his social and
and his knowledge of public questions was ment, if it did net own the land already. All political downfall. She should not have hastenincluding live stock, building materials, ed to marry him after tin* scandal came out.
equalled by not many public men of his day. stock,
tools for all the industries to be carried on and
and yet he has made scarcely any valuable adIn the murder trial of the Chicago anarchists
dition to the political literature of his time, and food and clothes enough to supply the colony
witnesses were introduced who testified that
future students will he apt to wonder whether | until the colony could supply itself should the bomb was not thrown from the
alley and
his ability was not greatly over-rated by his ! be supplied by the government. The mem hers
that most of the shooting came from the police.
of tlit? colony should put up all buildings, set
V.
Tribune.
contemporaries. [X.
all machinery, build all fences and break all
Col. Fred Grant denies positively the stories
soil at the expense of tin!government. In this of
disagreements between Mrs. Nellie Grant
Boston girl—“I thought of a pretty idea to wav the colonists would earn their food and Sartoris and her husband of so serious a nature
designate engaged girls, and 1 want you to clothing until they could produce them. All that Mrs. Sartoris was about to leave her hushelp mo carry it out. It is for them to wear a this labor would add to the permanent value band.
little ribbon tied around the left arm. like this of the colony, and like the price of the land and
Mr. Gladstone was received with cheers in
(showing.) New York girl—“I’m afraid that cost of stock and materials it shall all be reckoned as the cost of locating the colony. The the House of Commons Thursday. It is exwould never do. I know 1 never could alVord
he will raise the Irish* question in
to Imv >e' eii different colored ribbons for each
colony in consideration of their right* to ope- pected thaton
an address in reply totheQueen’s
rate it should be obliged to give back to the
the debate
dress!”
government a mortgage bond on all the prop- speech.
erty of the colony,.subject to foreclosure whenThe witnesses for the defence in the anarchists
“For economy and comfort, we use Hood’s Sarever the colony failed to
carry out any condisaparilla,'’ writes an intelligent Buffalo, N. V., tions in its charter. The colony should have trial at Chicago endeavor to show that the
Doses
100
One
Dollar.
lady.
police wen: to blame for being massacre* 1 in
an unlimited term of years in which to
pay oil
their bond to the government, with such a rate the Haymarkct because of their dispersing the
I
(toalitliologieal. “Oh. what bird is that?
of interest as the government was obliged to meeting.
have just joined the Auhtidon Society, and am so
interested in bird calls.’’ “That’s our goat.”
pay on borrowed money. The government
P. T. Barnum is reported to have remarked
would retain its right to foreclose until the that if he lived much
longer and retained his
You hardly realize that it is medicine, when takbad
back
all
the
the
colony
paid
expense
govpresent activity he would exhibit himself in a
ing Carter’s l.ittle Liver Pills they are ver> -mall:
ernment bad been put to in establishing it.
no had eHerts; all troubles
as
Side
tent
“one
of
the
liver
are
greatest curiosities that
from'torpid
Tin: colony should have absolute control of all
relieved by their use.
Barnum ever handled.”
its allairs, but restricted of course by the rules
It is
Miss Minnie Gardner of Jonesville, Mic higan,
only begging tin-question fora fellow that laid down in its charter. Only ('lifted States
has eloped with his girl to explain that he was percitizens could enter a colony, and let us illus- rode a self-binder to cut 50 acres of wheat and
fectly carried away with her.
trate the matter bv a single citizen.
He is in a cut and raked all the hay on her father’s farm.
Excitement in Texas.
village or city and is without work, money or She says she enjoys that kind of work, and
Great excitement, has been caused in the vicinity
credit, and to attend to such eases some officer prefers* it to swinging in a hammock.
of Paris. Tex., by the remarkable recovery of Mr.
of the I'nited States such as postmaster or cusFitz John Porter was confirmed to the posi•I- E. Corley, who was so helpless he could not turn
tom house officer, or some officer of the town or
in bed, or raise his head; evervbody said he was
should be by law the local agent of all the tion to which he was nominated on the retired
city
list by a large majority. The Senators appear
dying of Consumption. A trial bottle of Dr. King’s colonies. Let us call the
needy citizen Smith.
New Diseover> was sent him. Finding relief, he
Smith goes to the local agent and says he wants to have overcome their fears that under the
bought a large bottle and a box of Dr. King's New
form
of his commission In* might be entitled to
to enter a colony. The agent takes his name,
Life Pills; by the time he had taken two boxes of
back pay.
Pills and two bottles of the Discovery, he was well
age, a description of him and his place of birth
and had gained in llcsh thirty-six pounds.
and such references as lie may require. Then
A Gloucester fishing schooner which anchorTrial Bottles of this Great Discovery for ConSmith tells the agent what kind of employment ed in Shelburne Harbor, N. S., Aug. 9th, was
sumption free at It. II. Moody’s.
lie is used to and what kind lit; wants and in
prevented by an armed guard from the
what locality lie prefers to goto. Smith will Canadian cruiser Terror from sailing when the
Little girl, looking at a picture of Kve—“Ma, did
Lvc live at the seaside?
“W'hv, no, Bessie; what make oath to the truth of his statements and skipper desired to leave. He had to enter his
makes you think so?” “She always has a bathing
promise under oath that lit; will go to the col- vessel at the Custom House.
suit on.”
ony designated and will remain there one year
The queerest part of tin* stories of destitution
or until his
labor shall have paid, over and
Very Remarkable Recovery.
above Ids living, the cost of bis travel from
at Labrador, New Brunswick, and NewfoundMr. Geo. V. Willing, of Manchester, Mich., writes :
where be applies, to the colony sent to. Then land, is their denial. A Quebec steamer just
‘My wife has been almost helpless for live years, the agent shall give him a pass over all the IJ.
returned from atrip to tin; Labrador coast, says
‘o helpless that she could not turn over in bed
S. mail carrying lines necessary to get him to
the winter on the coast was a mild one, and
slone. she used two Bottles of Electric, Bitters,
that colony he desires to get to.
If Smith cod fishing has been good. The Indians did
and is so much improved, that she is able now to do
took the pass and used it only to get across the well hunting and are better ofi’than usual. It is
her own work.”
Electric Bitters will do all that Is claimed for
and
never
went
to
a
country
colony and work- said, however, that distress will ensue unless
them. Hundreds of testimonials attest their great
ed out the cost of it, he would be guilty of there is something done for the people.
curative powers. Only .*><> cents a bottle at K. II.
both fraud and perjury, both of which crimes
Moody’s.
would send him to State prison. When travA Conundrum Solved.
to the colony he would he registered
eling
Phosphorized cod liver oil, taken internally, is from
What are the Maine Prohibitionists agitating
place to place like a registered letter ami
recommended to restore premature gray hair. We
could be easily captured if be attempted to be for? Not for the principle of prohibition, for
have concluded to let ours go on pre-maturing.
dishonorable. If Smith was honest in carrying it has been recognized and accepted there for
out his agreement be would find that lieliatl years, and has had as fair a trial as it can posHandsome versus Homely.
been taken in an hour of need and sent to just sibly have under the existing conditions of huWho is that line looking lady that wc just passed,
Not for an extension of the
Clara? Why, that is Mrs. .Snow.
Well, there, his favorite place and occupation and furnish- man nature.
what a change; when I saw her last, her skin was
ed every thing to work with under the best of Maine
for the Maine
system to other toStates,
so sallow and muddv
it’s
1
no
wonder
be dissatisfied with
looking,
circumstances, anti all just for the asking. If Prohibitionists profess
didn’t know her. Wiint has produced that lovely
Smith bad a family and wanted them with him the operation of the law at home, as executed
complexion? I heard that she took Sulphur Bit- a pass would be furnished them on the same under their own
eyes and noses. Is it because
ters, the great Blood Puri Her, and now would not
a few of their leaders happen, for personal
terms. He lias been sent to a colony where be
he without them.
2\v3*2
is unknown. He may be honest and industri- reasons, to hate Blaine worse than they hate
ous and lie may be a worthless vagabond.
He rum? fN. Y. Sun.
“Do you know the nature of an oath ma’am?”
inquired the judge. “Well, I reckon 1 oiler,” was anil the colony are both entitled to protection.
the reply. “My husband drives a canal boat.”
After he has worked out the expense of his
A great problem has been solved, and we
coining and earned his living in the time, then, know where all the great and good men go
Advice to Mothers.
but not till then, he may either quit the
colony when they die. The Portland Advertiser
or become a member of it at his own will.
Mus. Winslow's Soothing Syrup for children
makes this statement:
teething is tin* prescription of one of the best female After becoming a member of the colony ho
Dr. Hanson of Waterville, whose death was
nurses and physicians in the United States, and lias
may at any time resign and settle, take what reported a few weeks ago, has gone to Squirrel
been used for forty years with never-failing success
l»e
him
due
and
leave.
Or
he
may
may at any Island.
by millions of mothers for their children. During time he
Those who know all the f‘\rts in the case,
expelled by a majority vote of the colthe process of teething its value is incalcuable.
it
on v.
Only members of a colony would be en- may not see anything strange in the above
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery and
titled
to
vote
at
the
election
of*its
or
officers,
diarrlnea, griping in tin* bowels, and wind-colic.
statement; but those who do not, might get the
By giving health to the child it restsAhc mother. bold any office in it, or own any part of its impression that the final destination of all mana
bottle.
Price 25c.
estate after its debts were paid, or receive any kind was Squirrel Island. [Oxford Democrat.
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Summer in

Springfield.

Springfield, Mass., August, 1880.
To the Editor of the Journal: For
the “stay at homes” who by reason of circumstance or inclination arc spending the heated
term in the city, home life lias its compensations. Indeed I sometimes question if they do
not have the “better part.” They can live in
as easy and
“go-as-you-please” a manner
their circumstances and surroundings will
permit, and by attention to diet, regular habits
of sleeping, etc., can come out the gainers in

just
as

strength and pocket in the autumn. And, dear
Mr. Editor, if we ail took that view of tiie situation, our country relatives would also bo gainers in strength and
pocket,
Springfield is not by any means a bad place
in which to pass the summer. Delightfully
situated on the Connecticut river, midway between New York and llostou, witii fast trains
leaving for tiie four points of the compass
every hour, we have all the advantages of the
larger cities. While I shall ever bold a warm
corner in my heart sacred to the “rocks and
rivers of Maine,” yet I must acknowledge that
the climate of this inland city is far superior to
that of the seaport towns of Maine to which I
accustomed. It is a very rare occurhere to see any fog, and a whole day of
continuous fog would give us all tiie blues.
Even the “mists that curl from the river’s
was once
rence

shore,”

early dispelled by the morning sun.
Springfield is essentially a “city of homes.”
are

It is probably true that no other eitv of her
size in the United States has so many and such
beautiful dwelling houses, as this city. We
miss the massive old stone houses with
their wide old English lawns, which arc a distinctive part of the city of Portland, hut instead
streets upon streets of elegant modern
houses, odd shaped and unique, with tlowering

are

balconies, and smoothly shaven lawns, with no
fences to break the harmony of combined art
and nature. Among the many tine old places
of Springfield may be mentioned “Highland
Home,” the residence of the late Col. James
Thompson, for many years prominently connected with the Adams Express Co.; “Fair
View”, the home of Col. Homer Foot, one of
the oldest and most respected men of the city.
“Crescent Hill,” a sightly elevation, is covered
with elegant mansions, and adorned with all
embellishments of art in the way of landscape gardening. “Round Hill,” at the north
end of the city is covered with a fine old growth
i of trees, and through the foliage we see more
beautiful homes. About a mile from the city,
on the Chicopee road, stands the little village
of Brightwood. Here are clustered the extenj
sive works of the “Wason Car Co.” On the
right of the village* rises a steep, thickly wooded hill, and through the trees we catch the
gleam of a bright red mansion of peculiar conthe

struction. This is the original “Brightwood,”
owned and occupied by the late I>r. d. C.
Holland.
From this quaint house the little
J village below derives its name. From 1S4D to
1806 Dr. Holland was connected with the
j Springfield Republican. In 1*70 be became
the editor of Scribner’s Monthly, now the
Century Magazine. His books have been
j
widely read and greatly admired. His “Life
of Abraham Lincoln” bad an immense circulation, and many of his poems are household
words.
He has passed “To where beyond
AI. HEIN I( >NS.
these voices there is peace,” and bis body minThe twelfth annual reunion of tin* Third
with dust in our beautiful and picturesque
Maine Regimental Association was held Aug. gles
S p ri ngticl d ce mete ry.
11 at Grand Army Hall in Gardiner, and was a
successful att'air. One hundred and twenty reBrightwood is now owned and occupied by
sponded to the roll call, among them ( apt. M. Geo. Fisk, treasurer of tier Wason Car Co. On
B. Lakcman, Malden, Mass., Charles Watson,
Atlanta, Ga., and Col. II. G. Staples, Augusta. the same hill is also delightfully situated the
The following officers were elected: Presi- summer home of Geo. Atwater of New York,
dent, Joseph S. Smith, Bangor; Vice Presiand to this comfortable mansion is given the
dents, H. X. Johnson, C. W. Lowe, Waterville, Henrv Penniman, Winthrup; Treasurer, name of “Roeksimmon.” Roads have been
Geo. S. Fuller. Hallowed; Secretary, J. Edwin constructed around the bill,
connecting with
Nye, Hallowed; Corresponding Secretary, Lew- the main street below. Rustic
bridges span
is Selbing, Augusta. Voted to petition the
Legislature next winter for assistance from the deep ravines, and with a safe horse and
the state to erect monuments at Gettysburg light buggy, one can easily imagine themselves
commemorating the part taken there by* Maine
the heart of a large mountain.
soldiers. Rev. K. W. Preble was appointed riding through
The growth of the city is now almost wholly
historian of the Association and requested to
write a history of the Third Maine Regiment in an easterly direction.
Several years ago,
with an appendix containing a history of the two
gentlemen known as the McKnight brothreunions. The next annual meeting* will he
held at Augusta the third Wednesday in Sept- ers, bought large tracts of land east of the
ember, 1SS7.
Armory and began business operations. Their
The Sixteenth Maine Veteran Association
is to lay out and grade a street, put in explan
held its eleventh annual reunion at SkowhcThere was a business meeting cellent sewerage and sidewalks, build a fine
gan, Aug. 11.
in tin: afternoon and a camp-fire in the evengrade of houses, varying in price from $4,000
ing. The following officers were elected for to $10,000, and then sell to desirable people.
the ensuing year: Daniel L. Warren, StamiDh, President; Luther Bradford, Woodfords, Thus they have improved and beautified a barSecretary and Treasurer. The meeting next ren waste, and a locality that fifteen years ago
year will be at Gardiner.
was the abode of the lowest class of colored
people, and locally known as “Hayti.” is toTWENTIETH MAINE REGIMENT.
tin: most beautiful part of tlic city, aboundMajor Jf. S. Melcher, president of the 20th day with
lovely little parks, adorned with
Maine Regiment Association, furnishes the fol- ing
fountains, and brilliant with bloomlowing description of the monument erected hv sparkling
flowers and foliage plants, while the resithat association at Gettysburg, on the great ing
dences are perfect in taste and design. All
boulder on Little Hound Top.
honor to the MeKnights. They have indeed
The granite base is four feet square, resting been
public educators and benefactors, and the
on the boulder, which is twelve feet
high, on best of it all is, the vast sums of money they
the front, towards which the enemy attacked.
have nearly all been paid to Springexpended
The die is a three foot cube, highly polished,
field men, thus making business good. Their
surmounted by a cap with apex in the centre,
a good lesson in political
is
economy.
nine inches high. On the polished faces of the example
Springfield is noted for its varied industries,
die are cut the inscriptions in square and bevel
all depending on steam for motive powsunk letters.
nearly
er.
To enumerate the different varieties of
On the first face in large square sunk letters
manufactured here would occupy too
is the following: “Twentieth Maine, Third goods
much space.
It is also renowned for the
Brigade, First Division, Fifth Dorps.”
wealth of its churches but not for its charitable
Second face. “Here the 20th Maine regiment
institutions. The city of Portland, no larger
(Colonel .1. L. Chamberlain, commanding,) than this, has forty odd, while those of
.Springforming the extreme left of the national line of field can be counted
on one hand.
Hut as a debattle, on the 2d day of July, 1803, repulsed
mand always causes a supply, let us take it for
the attack of the extreme right of Longstreet’s
granted that Springlield people are more
corps, and charged in turn, capturing 308 pris- perous as a rule than those other cities proswho
oners.
The regiment lost 38 killed and mortal- have better
equipped public charities. The
ly wounded, and 02 wounded. This monument, city library building
is one of the finest in the
erected by survivors of the regiment A. D.
state, and contains more than 50,000 volumes.
1880, marks very nearly the spot where the It is free to all. The
building also contains a
colors stood.”
tine museum of natural history and antiquities.
On the third and fourth faces of the die are
To the continual dweller in Springfield, the
cut the names, rank and company of the 38
United States Armory has become an old story.
who were killed in the defence of that vital
Hut the curious stranger within our gates
position.
should ascend the State street hill, lined on both
THE PENSION ROLLS.
sides with grand old trees and elegant houses,
The territory of Maine which is under pen- and enter the gate guarded by the lonely senHe is warranted harmless, however,
sion agent Anderson contains about 12,500 pen- tinel.
sioners, who receive £2,300,000 yearly. The ami you pass in unmolested. The grounds,
rolls do not include naval pensioners, who are comprising some 72 acres, are enclosed with an
paid in Boston. During June, there was dis- iron fence, and beautifully laid out with trees,
bursal to invalids £200,581.02, and to widows shrubbery ami flowers. About 500 men are
£128,080.00. There are 153 survivors of the employed, and during the civil war some 3,000
found occupation here.
The United States
war of 1812 on the rolls, who received
during
June £3312, and 930 widows, who received Armory was formally established in 1704, al£29,790. There are no revolutionary soldiers though the germ existed during the revolution.
drawing pensions, ami only one revolutionary Much of the culture and wealth existing here
widow—Mrs. Susan Curtis of Topsham. There is due to the Armory. Such an old institution
cannot fail to be a public educator in more
are 15 pensioners who receive £1 a month, and
23 who get £72. The largest number receives ways than one, and many of the rich families
£4. £0. and £8. per month, 513 draw £24, 202 are descendants of the old armorers. The ar£3«», 12 £37.50 and 43 £50 a month. Among tin; tist or poet can gather inspiration from a visit
best known who are drawing pensions are Gen. to the tower of the arsenal. We go up the
Joshua K. Chamberlain £30; Gen. Seldon Con- long winding stairs, pausing ere we reach the
to take a look at the huge bell which has
nor. £30; Corp. 1>. F. Davis, £4; Gen.
George top
L. Beal, £12.50; Gen. Neal Dow, £7.50, and rung out its sturdy chimes at the bidding of
Uncle
8am for so many long years. As we
Gen J. i\ Cilley, £25 a month.
step out on the little circular platform at the
INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.
summit, if the day be clear, no fairer view ever
The Maine Ked Granite Company, of Red
met the eye.
Below us lies the whole ConnecBeach, are polishing two large urns for Van- ticut valley, like* one vast garden. The noble
derbilt’s tomb at .Staten Island, N. Y. The river threads its sinuous course like a silver
urns are three feet in diameter, seven feet
coil. The old mountains, Tom and llolvoke,
high and are considered to be the largest ever outline their rugged peaks against the* soft
made in the* world. The company are also till- background of the summer sky. Far off in the
ing an £18,(XX) government order consisting of distance, lie blue mountains, like banks of tintplant cases for terrace work around the Capi- ed snow, and directly below us lies the fair
tol at Washington.
citv, “whose clamrous jars” seem hushed and
The Georges River Woolen Mills, Warren, still.
Fertile farms and prosperous homes
are now running more than half their machindot the green landscape, and tin; whole fair
scene is softened by the purpling haze of the
ery and have enough help engaged to run it
all. .So it is now only a question of time, and summer day.
that but short, before the strike will be a thing
As we retrace our steps through the beautiof the past.
ful grounds, past the piles of cannon balls and
The Bath Independent learns that a promi- the great guns with their open mouths, we can
nent citizen will start a nail and tack factory in
only urav that the time may come when there
the shipbuilding city upon the advent of the will be no need of manufacturing firearms.
new water-works.
And there comes to my mind those noble words
The Lockwood Mills, Watervllle, manufac- of Longfellow in his poem on the Arsenal at
tured during the past year 17,185,000 yards of Springfield:
sheetings and shirtings*.
“Were half the power that tills the world with
GOOD SPORT IN MAINE.
terror,
Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and
Deer are reported to be more numerous in
Maine this summer than for years before.
courts,
Many are being seen near the* settlements, Given to redeem the human mind from error,
while in the forests they are especially plenty. There were no need of arsenals or forts.
They are frequently seen feeding in the past- Down the dark future, through long generaures in Turner.
The greatest deer park in
tions,
Maine, or in fact on the Atlantic slope, fs in the The echoing sounds grow fainter and then
of
Nicatous Lake. A few weeks since
cease,
vicinity
James West and wife of Camp Nicatous, while And like a bell with solemn sweet vibrations,
canoeing from Nicatous Lake up Gasabcus I hear once more the voice of Christ, say
‘Peace.’
stream to the Lake of the latter name, saw
twelve deer in one forenoon. J. Darling of
Helen N. Packard.
Lowell, on a trip to Gasaheus a short time
since saw eighteen deer in one dav. Mr. MerThe June number of the Bangor Historical
rick, a somewhat noted hear hunter, on a
Magazine has a fine steel portrait of Chief
recent visit to Gasaheus, saw seven deer in the
lake at one time.
Justice Peters and the following table of contents: Peters Family, Maine Branch; Karly
Fish and

Twenty-two Ashing boats were seized at Deer
Thursday by Canadian authorities for
smuggling. They were valued at £200 to #400 each,
Island

The

Augusta

ease was

Journal says

that

once

Settlements

Fishing.

The fishing steamer Novelty ami schooner Emma
M. Dyer, arrived at Portland Friday.
Both vessels have made successful voyages. The Dyer
brings in 375 barrels of mackerel.

and this amount in each
the boats were released.

!

deposited and
fishermen

in

many parts of the State are forming petitions in
regard to ending the dose time on black bass and
white perch at May 20th. Every wielder of the rod
and line is strongly in favor of'the movement.

That abrupt, explosive, discourteous monosyllable “Thanks,” got a Roland for its Oliver
the other day. Madame dropped her cardcase
in Trcmont street, Boston, ami a brisk little
newsboy picked it up for her. “Thanks!”
said she. “Welks” said he, and bolted.

Penobscot ltiver, Orono, Milford, Argyle, and Bradley; Hammond Family,
of Bangor; Islands in Eastern Penobscot Bay;
A Letter of Abigail, Wife of John Adams;
Letter of Gen. David Cobb to John Peters; Inon

corporation of Goldsborough; Islands in Blue
Hill Bay: Islands in Frenchman’s Bay; Incorporation of Sullivan; Additions and Corrections.
We are in receipt of a large and very carefully executed engraving of the new Standard
Oil Company Building, 26 Broadway, New
York, which is noteworthy as the finest business

structure

on

the greatest commercial

thoroughfare of this continent. The enormous
granite pile, 200 feet deep, and almost two
hundred feet in height from foundation stone
to pinnacle, is entirely given up to the executive offices of the Company.

Facts and

Theory.

Washington County

To the Editor of the Journal: With
your kind permission, and the indulgence of
your numerous readers, l will say a few more
words as a final reply to your Stockton correspondent who has honored us by more than a
column of explanation of his “Jheory” of rain,
explosives, thunder ami lightning, cohesion,
and several other obscure natural phenomena.

33.
Notes.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Incidents

not

arc

abundant in

Washington

County which may he interesting to those in
other Counties; still we know that even the

commonplace

matter may many times
person when least expected. A
!
wanderer from home may light upon some item
which will he as “cold water to a thirsty soul.**
After I had written a short reply to your Such lias often been the fact. Your correspondcorrespondent's “theory of rain,” I was sorry, ! ent has tasted somewhat of the prevailing
thinking it was only a joke on his part, but fear- epidemics which haunted our coast in the
ing that some, less versed in science than he months of early spring, making themselves
must be, would be led from the truth by such
very free indeed among all classes of people,
theorizing even in fun, L sent it. But it seems with no discrimination in character, position
now that he was in earnest, that having slept all
or other
The usual avocations

through these years

most

interest

a

qualifications.

scientific research and
progress, he has heard in his sleep a few chemical terms and has just awaked and tells his
of

of

citizens have been carried on. however,
with their usual energy and persistency, and
our

generally with pleasing results. Farming opera-

antediluvian dreams in modern phraseology.
Or is he still asleep, and only murmuring these

tions increase with each returning season, and
the people arc le» dependent upon the old
things in his dreams?
time stereotyped vocation of lumbering and
As he has hinted, I had not tin; purpose of sea going, although of course these useful
crushing rising genius, or of preventing the industries must -till have their proper place.
publication of theories to account for natural
There an- great facilities in Washington
mysteries, but simply to show that this partic- I County for making money, and the people are
ular “genius*’ with his “theories” was on th'- not slow in adapting themselves to
changed
wrong road, and had not mastered the facts of circumstances, shipbuilding is an almost unscience well enough to warrant the promulga- known quantity in the entire County, but there
tion of his ideas. There are no rules for deis a constant discussion of other industries to

j

formation of a theory, but certainly one prerequisite is a mastery of the facts upon which
the theory claims to be founded. Besides,

take its place, and earnestness which takes no
denial seems to have taken possession of the
minds of many business men in different

theories should be viewed from all possible
points of view, and the maker of them should
carefully examine them to ascertain if they lit
the facts. Every man is- born more or less of

A very large acreage of hay and
crop* will reward the farmers, both
permanent and amateur, for their season of
toil. Fnglish grass is nearly all cut and has
been put in with very little rain, and although

theorist, but every man does not publish bis
theories in a newspaper. A very illiterate
New Hampshire man, some time ago. felt
moved to preach, and when reasoned with by

localities.

other

a

enlightened brother, asked: “Don't the
Scripters command us to go out into the world
and preach the Gospel to every crceter?”
“Yes,*’replied bis friend, “but they don’t command every ‘crceter’ to preach the Gospel.”
Now first, your correspondent seeks to explain why water evaporates when exposed to
beat, or the sun, and bis explanation is about
as follows:
Nitrogen which exists in large
quantities in the air, has a great desire for

I

a more

a
full crop in quantity the quality will
make up the difference in value, and the balance sheet will show well at the close of the
year. The fair promise of good crops will

not

stimulate many to higher attainments in farm-

ing.
The inflow of visitors is growing more and
each year. There are no greater attractions in any quarter for tourists and
pleasure seekers than on the coast of Washington county. There are localities which in a few
years would attain as great celebrity a> liar
more common

1

Harbor, were there only some fortunate strokoxygen which is in water; it siezes what it can es of policy given to start the ball. There
liol'l and carries it oil’, while the hydrogen
must be individual sacrifice and pluck to iniwhich is thus left behind, takes what remains tiate
any gn at enterprise. If a company of inof the water and flics after it. Nothing could dividuals would build a summer hotel at
Enghe farther from the truth than this. In fact, lishman river in
Jonesboro, there might he a
nitrogen has scarcely any alii nit y for oxygen, j boom started in the direction of summer tourand although it has been mixed for age* with ;
ing there which would in time make a large
oxygen in the air, it has never yet seen tit to I village and he almost a rival to Bar Harbor.
unite with it chemically any more than water The Boston and Portland boats run in
sight of
does with the sugar dissolved in it. 1 will not there
every trip, and could easily touch there
insult the intelligence of your reader* by ex- at all times.
Every summer large numbers
plaining the well-known cause of the rising of resort there and tent out, or get into the houses
vapor, and will only add that your correspond- of the
Not one, hardly, in the

might gain considerable insight into the
dark mysteries of evaporation if lie would
take the trouble to experiment with an air
pump or the Torreeellian vacuum. Though
no nitrogen is present in these vacua, yet water
ent

evaporates and the vapor arises with the greatest

facility.
Secondly, he has confounded the ideas of
chemical union and physical union. In the

former, two or more substances unite to form
another totally unlike either, and can be obtained again only with the greatest dilliculty; in
the latter no change takes place other than a
tine division of the substances, each of which
may lie readily regained by evaporation, siftother proeess. Here i* an experiing
ment that any one can make : 'Fake equal quantities of powdered sulphur and iron tiling- and
mix thoroughly: then with a magm-t we can
pick out every grain of tin tilings. .Mix the
substance again and beat them gently over a
candle and they will unite* with a brigl t flash
and all the skill of the >toekton correspondent
could not separate them.
or some

Thirdly, his explanation of thunder i* very
curious. It seems almost like cruelty to quote
bis words. ‘‘There would be no tliundei if the
air did not contain the four elements we lind in
dynamite, namely, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,
and carbon. Leave cither‘of these out and
von will lose the thunder, the
lightning ai d the
destructiveness/’
Now whether thi* i- meant in earnest or not
I cannot say, hut the little grammatical joke in
the latter sentence inclined me to think that it
is not. If was a belief of our grea: grandmothers that lightening an I thunder were due
to tin; explosion of combustibles which had
collected in the air, lmt since* tin* time of
Franklin, no sane man has doubted that the\
'\crc Min- m cteemeiiy.
wo strata "!
air
(•harp-il with different 'kinds «»t electricity, or
in ditlcrent degrees with tin* same kirnl
approach
each other, ami when near enouah to allow th«•
electricity to overcome the resistance of the
air it leaps across the chasm ami restore' the
equilibrium, ami the thumler is the meeting of
the air—molecules that have been so violenth
separated. Hut your correspondent, is not
satisfied with his dynamite theory of thunder,
hut he oilers another, so that one may take Ids
choice at the same price. “My idea” he >»a\s,
“is, that it is the explosion of rain drops, one
the explosion of another as thev fal!.*1
causing
What in the world should make rain drops e\plodc because they run into one another, or
should make them kick when set on tire, or
why they should he '•» willing: to burn up in
“cloudland” ami be so obstinate down here. o
why tliey travel so rapidly as to make zigz:u
lightning up there, and yet fall <o innon litL
as not to injure the upturned nose would take
a Stockton philosopher to
explain. One needs
to read this extraordinary paragraph of hi' in
which lie constructs a double barreled, dynamite loaded, seven shooting drop of water by
just taking it up a few miles where nobodv caii
see him.
Fourthly, he exclaims : "Now if the m>i'e of
explosion neither helps nor hinders tin- rain
why does it thunder?" I think this must bill printer's blunder, and should read
“why in
thunder does it?" It has always secim-d tome
that the reason why it rained when tin- thunder
becomes heavy is that the rain-bearing< lou i'
have arrived over-head.
Hut time fails me to speak of your correspondent's computations, all based upon inaccuracies; of his total forirctfulness of the
ditlusiveness of hydrogen; of his universal
sticker, carbon, over whose properties he
waxes eloquent, forgetting
totally the distinction between adhesion and cohesion; of his
total ignorance of the fact that the (.erman
“needle gun" explodes all its eatridges in the
centre; of his highest rain drop' coming from
the highest clouds; and only suffices to say a
kindly word to our "timid adventurer.'' Do
not stop your theorizing but give us a
theory
of the earth, showing how Hat it is, and Insure never to look into a book to substantiate
vour

figures; give

us

a

theory

of the moon,

based upon the adhesive properties of carbon,
or show us how “porous plasters"
givi us their
most affectionate embraces by means of this
great sticker; and finally explain how the sun
is only a great “brcachburm-d" rain drop and
that water is tire; if we could only be ignorant
.1. i:. <-.
enough to believe it.
The numbers of The Living Age for August
Tth and Uth contain Louis Agassiz, London
Quarterly; History in I'umli. The Novelists
and their Patrons, ami Pasteur, Fortnightly;
Kdmuml Hurke,Contemporary; The Primrose
League. Nineteenth Century; The Meditations
of a Parish Priest, Blackwood; The
Templars,

by J. A. Fronde, Good Words; A Christening
in Kirpathos. Macmillan; The Beasts and
Birds of the Law, the Spites of Killers, and
the Contrast between Huddhist and Christian
Teaching. Spectator; The First Water-Meadow,
St. dames' Gazette; In Heligoland, All the
\ear Round; On the Variations of Climate in
the Course of Time, Nature; old Letters,

(Kobe; with instalments of “Don Angelo’s
Stray Sheep,” “This Man's Wife,” “A Garden
of Memories,” and “Sainto Mario.” and Poctr\.
Our dealings with China and Japan are becoming more intimate every day. With us the
“Japanese craze” is everywhere apparent by
the introduction of Japanese costumes, and
numberless embellishments for the interior
decoration of our houses. It is curious and interesting therefore, to notice how, in exactly
the same manner, our friends the Japs are do-

ing their best

to ape us in their dress, their cusand their methods of bringing up and
educating the rising generation. A very graphic
description of Japanese life is running in Outing, and the August contribution of “The Last
Voyage of the Surprise” contains much that is
toms

interesting

on

this subject.

Comrades of the old Third Maine Regiment
waiting with much interest the forthcoming history of that famous organization, of
which Gen. 0. O. Howard was the first comare

mander.

It is

being

Preble, formerly

written by

Rev. E. W.

chias already own handsome cottages there,
which they occupy themselves or rent to others.
in the western part of 11 enmity quite a
number of the residents of < hcrrytield, Harrington and Millbridge ban cottages in the
most romantic localities
on
their adjacent
coasts. The time will surely *onie when the
entire coast of Washington, as well as Hancock
counties, will be a great public resort. Cutler,
on t!ie Machias Bay. already lias a boom for a
resort. There are many things in its
favor, and the people there are enthusiastic in
relation to it. Bobbinston and Eastport are
already receiving their shun: of recognition as

summer

resorts.

summer

Calais is having water Works put into her
streets, an institution much needed tin iv : not,
however, exclusively, t > keep the persons
clean. but for comfort and safety in other res*a much needed article in Callow water there would be much less
safety in ease of tire that there will he when
water in all parts of tin* city shall be easy of

Water N

peets.

ais,

as

at

access.

Washington county is preparing to hang on
the political pot. A smart tin will he made
under it, and the* way it will boil in a short
of time will he a caution. The way the
of this county will roll up the majority
for our popular representative in Congress,

space

voters

will astonish every one hut a native. John E.
Lynch, INq.. the candidate of the n formers,
is dieting for his political tunerb. lie is eon*
-eious of his impending fair. :m<l i- *ryine to
Tic- 1 >emocratie
hear up bravely under it.
papers arc trying to enrol!rap• him by telling
him that he ought to win. So he ha ! if he ran,
hut when hr cannot, what is the use of wasting
printer’s ink, telling what lie « iiuht to do.
John will

never

go

to

Washington

on

a

hoom

Haukis.

like that.

News and

Literary

Notes.

A member of Plymouth Church is w riting a
novel in which Henry Ward lien her li.im >as

the hero.
Dr. W. I'.. Laphatn. of \ugu-ta. has nearly
completed his history of Norway, Maine, ami
it will soon lie ready for delivery.
The August number of the Ladies Floral
Cabinet is full of interest to the housekeeper
and

tlorist.

is the best kin I of

H

book."

Ladies Floral Cabinet
street, NeW York.
\V. F. Watson,

former

a

•*..

a

22

‘‘ladies

Ye-ey

student of llonlton

'oll»\ Cnixcrsily. has made
arrangements with a publishing house to issue
in. hook form a eolleetion of poenis J his own

Academy,

now

ofi

production,-ays tic Moulton Pioneer.
hit of racing in the August Outing, i- a
valuable and seasonable contribution, and
sinmld be in the hands of every racing man and
jockey in the land. The hints about how to ride
A

most

so as

to

only to
chapter

get the most out of your mounts has
he read to be appreciated, while the

on Hurdle Racing ought tohceommitted to memory by every rider over “the sticks."
'I’he illustrations that accompany the sketch
are particularly line.

Illusions of the 'finies and others F»ays by
Richard Proctor comprise the current issue
of the Humboldt Library of Science, published
by J. Fitzgerald. 10* Chambers street. New
York. Here is a collection of essays by that
most original and most versatile of the popular
expositors of science. The e-says upon psycho*
logical subjects the problems of mind are

especially intere-ting and valuable: but those
upon other subjects are hardly inferior in inter*
est.
A splendid array of light, brief, and seasonable
articles is offered in the August Brooklyn Mag
azine, and makes a number especially adapted

for summer reading. Nearly all the thirty and
odd articles and poems given have the breath
of summer about their titles or text, and by
their crispness and number offer a delightful
variety of reading matter. Besides these are
also the Fngli-h sermons thus far delivered by
Mr. Beecher across the water, and the out-ofDr. Talmage, revised by
a remarkable literary
feast, at the still more remarkable modest price
of *20 cents. The Brooklyn Magazine, T Murray Street, New York.

town

sermons

of

themselves, making in all

Babyhood, in its August issue, introduces a
department of “Nursery Observations,*’ consisting of short extracts from its large and varied correspondence describing special traits of
children. It says: “Such a compilation of the
observations of parents, representing as it will
a great variety of circumstances and surroundings, should, we believe, he useful for the purpose of comparisons, since comparison is the
most helpful way of solving many questions,
great and small, which arise in the minds of
parents who are interested in knowing whether certain individualities are usual or peculiar.
While making no pretension to scientific
achievement, such a record cannot fail in time
to have a scientific value.” The other departments of this number are unusually entertaining and instructive. One of the most important articles is “Diarrhiva from a Hygienic
Standpoint,” by Dr. II. I). C hapin. Other
medical authorities discuss “The Baby in Its
Carriage,” “Sea Bathing for Childreu,” and
“Water Filters,” Marion Harlnnd writes on
“Old Wives* Fables,” and Mrs. Lucy White
Palmer on the “Tin* Coming finest.” [If> cts.

popular pastor of the Universalist church of Bangor, and will be issued
this full. The Gospel Banner says: Dr. Preble
has been painstaking in gathering materials,
and with his talent for graphic writing, his

a

book will be up with the best in its class.

York.]

a

vicinity

people.

think they have done quite the thing unless
they have spent a few days or weeks at “the
river." Quite a number of the citizens of Ma-

number:

a

year.

.'> Beckman St., New
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Every delegate responded to the roll call at
the Republican county convention in this city
Saturday, which means that the Republicans of
Waldo are on deck and ready for action. The
campaign is to be a short but active one. In
this county we may fairly claim to have put
forth a ticket to which no exceptions can be
taken, and which merits support. There is
certainly no need for third or fourth party
ticket.-*. Tin Republican ticket is now, as it
has been for years, a temperance ticket; and
In- Republican party lias earned the confidence

some
came

in. asking invitations for frieuds, and their
“sisters and their cousins and their aunts;*’
the arranging with the several railroads; the

Representative to Congress,

SETH L.

of the excursion to its
No one lia> the least idea of
out

ceiving replies; the numerous wants of
recipients of invitations; the letters Unit

BODWELL,

OF

Aroostook.

Ceil.

minutest detail.
the magnitude of arranging such an excursion.
The issuing of the invitations: the delay in re-

GOVERNOR^

FOR

J.

Goes to

(Jratit’s tour around the
l*roh:tbly
world there has been nothing like “Atwood's
Exploration thirty" to the Aroostook, for style,
enthusiasm and right down enjoyment, and to
Atwood, first, last, and every time, belongs the
credit for its inception, management and the
Mtice

forming of committees in the ditterent towns
w hich the party would
stop; the details of

|

in

I

of matters

I

j
j

hotel and other accommodations, ami hundreds
are unknown to
any one but the pro-

jector. Probably no one but Atwood would
have attempted it. hut ho is an Aroostook

crank, and has believed in that county for
j years, and he knew that if he could only induce
others to go there, that in every visitor lie
would have
convert, and a new convert is
several degrees hotter than
wood is persistent and lias

old one. Ata bull dog grip.
Once he fastens to an idea,
you may throw red
pepper and cold water, hut he never lets go.
If lie wen-a young unmarried man. 1 should
hate to he the girl that he got mashed on if I
didn't liappi

an

fancy him.

He would marry
me just as sure as the fact that
you can’t run
on a foul hall.
All praise to Atwood, proprietor of the <ireatest Excursion on Earth! To
him belongs all credit, and one and a!! the excursionists cheerfully accord it.
The party mot at Bangor from different parts
of the state and New
We had
England.

delegates

n

to

from New

Hampshire. Massachusetts,

Rhode Island, Connecticut and Ceorgia. 1 am
not much acquainted in Bangor. and I made a
little mistake in securing my lodging place. I
foreign pauper labor. This is. as ( ongressman intended to put up at a liotel, hut by some
naans or other, i
straggled into a ‘lunatic
Millikeii said, in one sense an off yi ar. but it is
asylum. 1 did not have a chance to go about
the preliminary struggle in the campai n of tlie
city any, but 1 discovered that there are
1 sss, and our sister Republican States an look- several tow n clocks which strike the different
hours
of the night, at least from ten in the
ing to see Maine illustrate anew the signify a nee
evening until six in the morning. I learned
of her motto
Dirigo! Let us exceed th. ma- this hv lying awake ail night. I did not hear
jorities of 1SS4. \n lien we rout! d the 1 Vmoerats whether there was any labor difficulties in
in many of their strongholds and redeemed Bangor, hut I know* those clocks were on a
strike of a certainty. There did not seem to
towns which had been temporarily in the he hut one
violent patient in the asylum, ami
hands of the enemy. We have not the incen- jit was in the ward in which my room was,
in the same corridor, and only one door from
tive of a Presidential campaign: but the record
I feel that 1 rightly diagnose his ease,
me.
of tin1 Democratie House, tin vetoes of the when 1 avsert
that lie w as laboring under an
I mmocratic 1‘resident, ami the demonstrations. unmistakable lit of “dun dams.’* There were
some twenty convalescent patients la -ddes
myNorth and south, of a spirit hostile to our inself that will concur with me in this statestitutions and dangerous to tin* common weal, ment. I
hey also laid awake all night. Nothing
ought to admonish every Republican to buckle could sleep within ten rooms of him, not even
a hard pine railroad
sleeper. Duringthe entire
on his armor and do battle for the right. From
night this maniac howled and raved and talked.
m
until the morning of election (lay there j| l learned in the morning that he was a Rhode
sboi.
be unceasing work in behalf of the tick- I Island man. That state is so small, that one
• annot
g*-t on a very extended drunk there.
et which "c;.resents tin industry, integrity ami
! hut it is a mean trick t<» get full in one state
temperam sentiment of .Maine.
and then go into another and haw the dim
dams. 1 shall hereafter he sun- when I hook
Mr. Bodwell's Letter of
my name for a room that il is a hotel I am
the working man by efforts to protect bis inter! >ts and to guard him from competition with

of

Acceptance.

registering
Arriving

at.
at

the depot in the morning, we
spc i.d train of live bran new ears, be! bmgingto the New Brunswick I.\ R. under tin*
| personal supervision of (h nl. Manager V. \\\
1
election is given in full in tin* supplement with Cram, who took charge of the excursion, and
| throughout the entire trip did every thing
this issue of the Journal. It is something more
| possihi** for tin- comfort and enjoyment of the
than a letter of acceptance. Mr. Rodwcll i< j party. • ram is a railroad man from the word
go.
He is cram full of it. A Bangor boy.
nor :i public speaker. and does not
propose to j lie ha> been train
j
hoy. has handled freight, run
make a personal canvass. ami lie lias taken this an engine,
punched tickets mid worked hini>e!f
to
his
nreseiit
nosition hv liC own
opportunity to define his position upon tin*
exertions and through pure merit. He can
leading issues of the day. and more particular- • 'i' ll a telegraph transmitter,
lire up an engine,
ly the question* of local inten >t and 'igniti- and run it (JO miles an hour, take it apart and
it
• ance.
make
again,
put
together
There can bo no doubt in the mind of
up a schedule, or
manage successfully a U. |j. line, as he lias
any one who read* this letter.—and it merits a dou« the New Prunswick. lie is a
quia, uncareful reading from all,—as to where Mr. assuming gentleman, polite and affable, and
Hod well stand>. lie has expressed himself possesses that rare quality so seldom possessed
answer
by man, of being able to give a
clearly and fully on the labor question, the to a question, and yet tell you polite
nothing! This
temperance question, and other issm : and the happy faculty saves him Hie trouble <>f very
lean
behind this letter gives it additional otten telling iii> questioner that "lis none of hi>
business, which men of ordinary calibre are
Weight and value. Mr. Hod well not onlv obliged to do. Manager Cram
took the New
<
write* from xperieuec in treating of the labor Prunswick. when it.- shoes were run down at
the
heels,
it^
trowsers
patched and ragged, its
question, but on other issues hi> record i* in
bat shockingly bad, and he now has it all
full accord w ith tin* sentiments expressed, and dressed
up in new ears, steel rails and the best
the patriotie sentiments with which he con- "f locomotives, and doing a larg-- and lucrative
If 1 owned a little railroad that
cludes will find an echo in the breast of every business.
wa< in a decline, and otf its feed. I should
try
t rue son of Maine.
and get Manager < ram to take charge of it. anil
if lie could not bring it out of its troubles. 1
<Hir summer visitors should understand that should swap it for stock in some base ball club.
In the party the press was well
the hot days of last week were not specimens
represented.
That \ etcran, ( ol.Joim M. Adams, of Ha; Portof Maine weather, but simply to remind them land
Argus, i' as giddy a< a young boy when
of what they escaped from in coming to the re- 1m- starts off on an excursion,
lb- just docs his
gion of cool nights and breezy, invigorating Jacksonian Democracy up in a little package,
and j uts it In hind the door at home, and 110days. And this recalls to mind the story of body would ever know to talk w ith him wheththe demist who advertised to pull teeth with- j er he was a Democrat. Plaek PopuMiean, or a
Free Will Paptisf.
Ib* always takes Mrs. ;m,j
out pain.
A victim presented himself, the denMiss Adams along with him. two more charmtist adjusted the forceps and there was a pull
Indies
than
whom
it is hard to tind. and if
ing'
and a yell. “That** said the dentist, “is the there is any fun anywhere about,
they get their
Another pull and lull share of it. Then there is Pu*t of tin*
way I>r. A. pulls teeth/’
v-ivc
Age. Dakin of Hie Industrial Jouranother yell. “That is the way Dr. B. does.** lTogri
nal and Purr of tin Pangor Whig.
When I
The tooth now hung by a thread and as the see Pro. Purr I alw
ays want to lend him some
dentist whipped out the molar he triumphantly money without taking his note. His pleasant
smile and holiest face, is worth inure than a
exclaimed, “that is the way 1 doit/* The way
good many men’s bund. Smith of the Lewiston
We do it on the Maine <ea * ,;ivt jn summer time Journal had not
got out of sight of Pangor bei* to treat our visitors to saline breezes ami fore lie distinguished himself by losing bis hat,
which blew oil'as be was passing from one ear
nights when blanket* are necessary for cowl- to another. He sat right down in tin- corner
ing. The weather of last week was such as of the ear. and what he said from t hat time till In*
prevails in the hot and crowded cities. Com- reaeln-d Yanceboro, w hen- In- purchased another hat. would not make a
very large volume.
pare the two and. see how decidedly the advanProbably nothing can happen to a man that
will make him feel more foolish than to be
tage i* with our Maine climate.
minus a hat in a party of a hundred ami titty
At a regular meeting of the Republican ladies and gentlemen. M<-< leery ot the Postoil
Journal
is not an uproarious chap, but be can
Hate Committee held at the Bangor House,
see
a
statistic farther with tin- naked eve
Monday evening, Hon. J. R. Bodwell, tie Re- than I could w ith Lord Moss'telescope. Tinfor Governor. Senator editor of the Journal has a hobby that a man
publican -andidat
Hale am! Representative*. Boutelle, Reed and ln-cd not breathe, that it is all nonsense, and Inwill sit up all night holding Jiis breath, and
Millikeu wen* pre*eiit. The reports from the
burning incense, The other name for his pevarious counties were very favorable, and the culiarity is asthma. Mayo of the Fairlield
opening prospect' of the campaign regard- -1 a* Journal is one of the whitest men you can tind
when you don't take complexion into account.
Very satisfactory. Delegates, representing all I never shall
forget Mayo w hen he met me a
parts of the State, were chosen to attend the stranger at the State
Fair, where beds were
scarcer
than
lien's teeth, how he just put his
Anti-Saloon Convention at Chicago. The local
arm around me and took me into bed with him.
delegate* are George K. Brackett, of Belfast, ami 1 remember the sweet confidence lie showami T. R. Siinonton, of Camden. The active ed in me
by getting into bed without lirst putwork <*f the campaign will begin on Monday ting lib watch and pocket book under his pjjluw
And I remember too how he snored, but
no matter about that now.
I have some artificial eardruni's,, that I can hear about as well
San Francisco papers bring glowing accounts
a' ever.
Pohhins of the Lastcrn State, Dexof the Grand Army Reunion in that city.
Ii is
ter. looks just like our genial Atwood, set back
evident that the veteran* were magnificently a dozen or lilteen veal's. If he had borrowed
1 red's glasses and assumed command of the
entertained on the Pacific slope, and that their
expedition ! think he could have fooled most
visit was one of unalloyed enjoyment. The of the
party. A. \V. ( in-ever represented the
Maine* delegation bore a prominent part in the N. L. Farmer, hut as 1 didn't see any one with
bay seed in li^ hair I somehow got an idea
proceeding*, as they did in the battles for the that
we had n >
literary Grangers with us.
l niem which led to the formation of tlieG.
Minds ot the Portland Press and myself repreA. R.
sented the long and short of it. He was tinyoungest member of the party, but anybody
William (.ray .Jr.. trea> irer of tin; Atlantic win- takes him for a soring chicken will be
sum.
Mills of Lawrence and the Indian Orchard sauiy
From Bangor to Vaimeboro we rail over the
Mills of Indian Orchard. Mass., is alleged to Maine Central road. From oldtown. ora lith* a defaulter to the amount of sioo.ooo or tle above, to some distance lteyond Vaneehoro
we strike
*.V)0.000. which has been squandered and false ness not toa piece of country that it is a kindmention. 1 will treat it as one does
entries made in the books.
the dead—turret its faults and only remember
its virtues, hut owing to a shortness of memory
With Ebcn F. Pillsburv on the .stump in be- I do not seem to call to mind just now anv
half of a candidate for Governor who has re- prominent virtues.
At MeAdam Junction we cross the line
peatedly stigmatized the members of the Grand New Brunswick and those who desire can into
obArmy as “a set of d—d hummers** there tain a_drink legally, a thills'of course imposought to be a rousing Republican majority in sible in our prohibition-in-the-oonstitutionState. Here we saw an object lesson in astronMaine this year.
omy, in the shape of a large and small cub
bear, representing the constellations of the two
Presque Isle has water works underway, and dippers, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor. Me< aribou is moving for the formation of a Water Adam's June, oilers rare
inducements to a
j
Power Company with the view of building a man of capital, to come there and open a land
or
a
real
office,
estate bureau. There is no
dam across the Aroostook, and a water supply doubt but that
such a business would pay,
for the town will no doubt be next in order.
for there is not a particle of land in
sight, aiid
if one could oiler some rare lots of land, or
any
I he President has gone to the Adirondack* job lots of real estate, there can be no question
f->r a month’s vacation,and the members of the but what it would be snatched up quickly. It
is said that the late Cov. Coburn
perpetrated
Cabinet are seeking recreation elsewhere. Sec- the
only joke of his life at this place. When
retary .Bayard only remains in Washington, the railroad was first opened the Governor
chanced to be one of the passengers, and he
and lie doesn't count.
stepped out of the car and took a look at the
country. All he saw was rocks, and then some
Rev. E. Dennett, Prohibition nominee for more rocks, and then another lot of them.
The
old gentleman took in the view, and then
Congress in the third district, has not only dewent back into the car exclaiming, “Well, this
clined the nomination but cancelled all his en- is the first time
that I was ever out of sight of
gagements to speak in the interest of the third land.”
At \\ oodstock we strike the St. John, and
party.
from there the scenerv i* as beautiful as one
The Brunswick Telegraph is waging war could wish. The valley of the St. John is nearly all settled and the land cleared, and line lookupon diphtheria, or rather upon the causes ing farms arc everywhere noticeable. It is alwhich produce the disease, of which bad drain- so noticeable that the buildings are not as good
generally as in the State of Maine. They are
age is not the least.
not as well built, well painted, or in as good order as they are with us. If a Yankee is going
Keiley has at last been quartered upon Egypt, to live at all, he generally intends to live as
after his rejection by two or three foreign well as he can. That is a characteristic of our
people, while with a good many other nationalpowers of greater kicking capacity.
Egypt has ities they don’t seem to care how they live as
our sympathy.
long as they live. Toward the latter part of
the afternoon we near Caribou, and when the
train stops we find ourselves on the “other
Florida papers are advising their readers to
side” of the Aroostook river. At Woodstock
preserve oranges by packing them in sand. our party was met by a committee from CariThat is the way the dishonest grocer “saves” bou. who came down* to extend the hospitality
of the town to us. When we arrived, I thought
his sugar.
they had extended the horse-pitality of several
towns to us. for there was at the depot
every
The despatches headed “Rioting in Belfast”
variety of vehicle which the town afforded, and
do not refer to the base ball discussions in this all free for the use of our
party, and when you
city. The other Belfast, across the ocean, is consider that there were 150 in it, it needed
something more than a wheelbarrow to transmeant.
port us. I here learned that there was not
lodging accommodations fonts all at the hotels
Dr. Billings aptly rechristened the Mug- and
that we were to be taken in charge by the
wumps, the neuter party. Like the mule they citizens and lodged. For the first time in mv
life
I felt like a
have no pride of ancestry, nor hope of
conference, which
posterity. swoops down on religious
a town and subsists on the
The Pope has condemned the Knights of country, but certainly no conference ever
struck a locality where hospitality was more
Labor organization, and has directed the Bishfreely offered than at the several towns our
ops to proceed against it under the Papal ban. party visited, and 1 think 1 may also add, more
Uint Gkokgk.
freely accepted.
7-9-11. These are the September days on
which the British cutter Galatea will endeavor
We doubt the truth of the report that Carl
The letter in

hich Hon. J. R. Rodwcll formally acceptstlie nomination a- the Republican
candidate for Governor at th. coming State
w

found

a

*•

•-—

to

carry the America’s cup back to

England.

An exchange has an article captioned “Horticulture for Girls.” Some of them have too
much haughty culture now.
The Burr family reunion at Costigau lust
was a great success.
The Burrs stick to-

week

gether.
Bar Harbor boasts of its

dry fog.

Schurz is about to accept the captaincy of a
Milwaukee baseball nine. lie would sell the
games.
“Public office is a public trust,” no doubt:
but why shouldn’t Democrats act as trustees r
[Bangor Commercial.
Because they cannot be trusted. Ask something harder.
The average of South Carolina crop reports is
so favorable as the planters would wish.

not

A

Trip

to

Waldo

Sridgton.

ANNl AL

SESSION OF
T1IE MAINE GltAND
LODGE, 1. (). O. F. BRIDGTON. LONG AND
SEBAGO LAKE.S. TIIE SERPENTINE SOXGO.

the 14th Inst.

held at Portland every other year, and on the
olV year at such place as the Grand Lodge may
select. Last year it was voted to hold the annual session of 1880 with Cumberland Lodge at

crease

FELLOWSHIP.

The first liody to meet was the Relief Association. the insurance branch of the order.
The present membership is 4700. The sum of
sl5oo is paid on the death of a member.
During the past year fifteen assessments of si each
have been made, and the sum of scl,r>00 paid
to the widowed families.
Add to that the sum
of S47.000 winch the several lodges in Maine
have paid to sick members, the relief of the
widow and orphan and the burying of the
dead, together with the si0,000 paid for the
same purpose bv the encampment branch, and
over 850.ono by other local relief associations
of the state, and the grand total which the Odd
Fellows of Maine have paid out in the past
year reaches the magnificent sum of over 8108,000.
What, other society can show such a grand
ncni

in

me

n;«"

'nmberland Lodge. Tin.1 room was
handsomely decorated with flowers donated by
lilt; holy members of Eudora Lodge l)aughters
of Kcbekali.
In addition each Grand oflieer
was
presented with a button hole bouquet.
About 220 members were present. The proceedings were very important to the order ami
mainly interesting to them only. The followimr are lie (irand oflieer- elected and appointed for the ensuing year: Freeman T. Merrill,
Portland, (irand Master: (too. \V. Goss, Lewiston. Deputy (irand Master; Judson 15. ilunbar, Portland, Grand "Warden; Joshua I>avis,
Portland, (irand Secretary, Stephen K. Dyer.
Portland, (irand Treasurer: Rodney 15. Capen,
Augusta, (irand .Representative;"’ Henry C.
Bagiev. Portland, (irand Marshal; F. C. Simmonds. Kennelmnk. (irand Conductor: Rev.
M. <'rosier, Portland, (irand Chaplain; R. G.
Dyer, Belfast, (irand (iuardian; Win. H.
Austin. North Berwick, Grand Herald.
The following are the (irand Encampment
ofliccrs: A. F. Richardson, Fryeburg, Grand
Patriarch; Charles H. French, Portland, G.
High Priest: Leonard P. Woodbury, Lewiston,
<1. S. \V: Joseph G. Gilliott, Portland, Grand
J. \Y ;
Benjamin < ’. Stone, Portland, Grand
Scribe : Albro K. ( base. Portland, (iraml Treasurer: Milton Higgins, Portland, (iraml Representative: Geo. s. Winn, Portland, (iraml Mar>Hall; Frank P. Bennett. Bridgton, Grand
Sentinel; H. A. Fuller, South Paris, Deputy
(iraml Sentinel.
<

"inn

uni

iron

vessels,

ne

omit the

Dolphin

choice.
..14
.:>n

and O. I>. Wilson was nominated.
On motion of c. W. Haney, of Belfast. Win.
\\ oods, of Belfast, was nominated lor
County
Treasurer,
acclamation.
The Committee on .Resolutions reported the following which was accepted unanimously :
Resolved, That we endorse the platform of prinplcs announced by the Republican State Convention recently held*at Lewiston, as wise and
patriotic, and expressive of the broad statesmanship
and progressive views of the Republican
partv.
Resolved, That we recognize in lion. Joseph R.
Bodwell, our candidate for Governor, a true exponent of the
enterprise of our State and a type of its
best manhood; one who will zealously labor in official life as he lias done in the capacity of a private citizen, to promote its welfare, and to whose
triumphant election the Republicans of Waldo
county will contribute their full share.
Resolved, That the faithful and etlicient services
of our Congressman, the Hon. Seth. L. Milliken, in
attending to the interests of his constituents, his
successful .efforts in their behalf, and the distinguished ability with which he lias represented the
district in Congress, entitles him to our confidence
and cordial support.
Resolved, That wo pledge our best efforts to sc
cure, by all honorable means, the election of each
and all the candidates nominated by this eonven

Democratic

set of

men now

control the

party.

figures of those who in years past ran
the old Democratic party of Waldo county. The
Jeffersonian .Jacksonian element wa conspicuous
by its absence. Tin* long haired Morrow of ■Sears
mont wa. not there. Renegade Republicans now
control the party. A Democrat of ten or a dozen

entirely submerged

leaving

a

solitary

tree

standing above water, in the top of which is a
fish hawk’s nest. The tree and nest resemble
a spindle buoy on a sunken
ledge. Shaw says
that for thirty years fish hawks have nested
there. The inhabitants about the lakes are
much attached to the birds. Sometimes a
stranger shoots one of the old birds on the
nest, when there is much sorrow. Abe says
whenever this happens tlie remaining bird
will disappear for a few days and then return,
accompanied by half a dozen fish hawks, and
for some time there will be high carnival about
the tree. When a mate has been selected by
the resident fish hawk the others depart and
life goes on at the nest ns before.
The shipping on Sebago Lake are a curious
craft. Tlie schooners are a cross between a
canal boat and a St. John’s wood boat. They
have two masts, foremast well forward, no
bowsprit, no shrouds and but two sails.
The city of Portland obtains its water supH. <i. i>.
ply from Selmgo lake.
More Democratic city officials are on the
gridiron in New York, and it is predicted that
thetimeof Mayor Grace will come soon. Why
not make a wholesale job of it and send the
whole gang to Sing Sing?

Manager J. 1$. Itich is fishing up at Moosehead Lake and killing mosquitoes, If not trout.
[N. Y. Herald.
It is the close season for mosquitoes at Moose-

head, Mr. Herald.

was

nominated.

sioners.
The nominees were J. H. Kidman, Prospect,
Samuel Kingsbury, Waldo, M. S. Stiles, Jr., Jackson, G. W. Ciark, Cnity, J. I. Watts, Belfast, and
(.). I). Wilson, Searsmont.
The ballot:
Whole number of votes
Necessary so a choice..

Kingsbury
Clark
Watts
Wilson
Stiles
Killman

had.

.,

..

..40
3
11
12
15
IS
,20

and there was no choice.
Second ballot.
Whole number of votes.Ihi
Necessary to a choice.4f>
Kingsbury had..‘I
Watts
7
Clark
Ill
Wilson
.17
Killman
.22
25
Stiles
and there was no choice.
Messrs. Wilson and Watts withdrew from the
contest for first commissioner.
Third ballot.
Whole number of votes.si
Necessary to a choice.42
Killman had.30
Stiles
.43

Scattering.S
and M. S. Stiles, Jr., was nominated.
For Second County Commissioner the first 1
Whole number of votes.70
Necessary to a choice.30
Kingsbury had.3
Watts
.II
Wilson
.17
Killman
.10
Clark
20
and there was no choice.
J. I. Watts withdrew.

Second ballot.

week

we

are now

j

|

people

to a

choice.12

Mr.

MeGillieuddy

is

young man, and an eloquent and fluent sneaker, lie confined his remarks chiefly to the labor question and airaigned
the* Republican party, charging that it was not in
sympathy with the poor man. The Democrats
want to abolish the law against imprisonment for
ilebt, but the
oppose. The DemoL iats want to abolish the trustee process, but their
opponents oppose. He dwelt at length on the ten
hour law which lie championed in the last legislature and which was killed by the Republican Sen
ate. His remarks were well received by the audi*
a

Republicans

Hon. James G. Blaine and Gen.
will
on

address

the

Gibson, of Ohio,

Republican mass meeting at Unity,
afternoon of Saturday, Sept. 4th. Special

trains will lie

run

at reduced fares from

Belfast

particulars next week.
lion. Eugene Hale will speak at Union Hall,
IVinterport, Friday evening, Aug. 27th.

and from Burnham.

Full

have

Army

estate.

Bar

Harbor

and

seen,

throngs

closed, fewer carriages

were

fasts.

The

then;

was

absence of

an

the main streets, but it
in and around the hotels, and

the usual

on

enough
iek, which is said

have

to

at

thousand

a

schooners and

-,

the steam

same

y>ai as the steam yacht* Yo-emite and
>(ranger. Tin latter visited this port a few year-

The excursionists weir all notified that the
Uoekland would leave promptly at
r m., local,
and she had backed out from the wharf when one
ol the party w as srn making a -10
gait dow n the

pier.

The boat put back and took him
ami then proceeded on lew
way. Two

i

Kelley,

Totals

W

ednesday... .The grounds and streets have
been put in order for the
rampmeeting, and it bids
fair to be the largest attended
meeting that has
been held since the ground was
Dr. B.
opened

t
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j <l'liinney,

were
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and

11 .BO.

at

tend to

more

tents

are new

Meeting
The Good

da\ ...Mr. Bohiii-mTs family, of Bangor, are now
occupying their cottage.W. H. sayward, of
Thorndike, made («. It. Bich and family a visit on
Sunday last. He was much pleased with the
grounds and surroundings.Tin* Selectmen of
the town have made some grand improvements in
grading the hills through the grounds, and they
have the thanks of the Society for their kindness.
...F. H. Durham’
two daughters, of Belfast,
Lena and sarah, and B. s. Bich and wife ami
daughter, are stopping at Rich’s cottage_L. <
Morse
wa*

lost a valuable
with them at the

away. Any
ed. He is a

one

dog

Tuesday

on

last.
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0
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inst.
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The weather

members.

In the afternoon

Grange hall
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It.VNtiOU li,
>atnrda\ the home nine

;;

o
(i

defeated—'*

wa-

Bella

'"cene\.

I

to

w

ent

II

v

a

gne.-t- at the p«*pular
M. s. French, II
R.

searspnrt House last week
Perkins, -J. D. Miller, Leo
I’ayiH'. Kdward Floyd, W. R. Ilunnewel!, W. II.
l‘re-. l,ttaud family. I.. 1'.
small, Irving Hirhbnrn,
-I. (
Brown, Mi-s Addio Perry, Florrie Perry,
Mi-- F.dith Seinlder, all of Boston; K. J.
Cunningbam Daniel Barnes. \. Foster
Clark, K. Pert, of
New York; A. Kastman,
Warren; Cyrus True,
‘.ale-burg. 111.; ( o. Dunton, W. II. Lord, Winterport; A. Hayden, I!. Troy; II. o. Hobbs, F. T.
Foster, Portland; 11. I., and Mrs. P. A..Johnston,
aslnngton; !.. A. Dow. Sears Island; ( apt. J. II.

game. Know It on, the catcher, was bothered
what bv Phinne\
left-handed deli1
1 hi

thing

••leord and

j

family, Hong Kong,

China; C.

K.

Barnard, (,. W. Butler, t'nion; K. M. Henderson
family, Hallowed; M. W. Pember, Hartford,
(t.; I-. A. Darker and family, C. W. Potter, Jr.,
MLS L. Park hurst, Prof, and Mrs. ,J. s.
Sewell, C.
K. Bliss and wife, W. 1..
McDonald, R. W. Wheelden and wife, W. Sawyer, Frank
Truck, all of
Dangor; Dr. P. P. Nichols, Searsport; Fauna
shute, Sandy Point; F. D. Moody, A. Drake,
J.ineolnville: A. A
st. ( lair, Rockland; It. L
* ivson, o.
Murray, D. < ooper, Montville; W. R.
Hcagan, Prospect; K. .Small, Swanville; .J. M.
Cushman, .1. Clmtterton, c. a. Mahoney, F. s.
Pendleton, Dr. Beecher, Belfast.
and

The following guests were at the Acadian House
week
Hon. II. A. P. ( after. Hawaian Min
> : J. K. 1 >ennett and
to I
wife. New < Mleans
Proi. .J. (,. ( ro-well and Mi-se- Marv and Annie
i—well. ( ambridge, MaK. .)\ Jlever and
wite. Mrs. JL D. Goodw in, II. A.
Fisher and fami.John ('ruml\.( .. Wm. s. Dana and wife. Miss
! laughton, F.. c. Wing, .Mi-s
Topliile, Win. II.
»:-!i>>j» and wife, Boston. Mis- shattuek, Daw
1'fiieo
Mi— Madeline Smith, M. T. Ilvde and wile.
Aeu ^ ork : Wm. !.*• Baron. (
liieago; .J.T. Ilii'dieand w ife, .1. T. Arnold. .1. W Robinson. Foxcroft;
«
I-.. Knight, ('. 11. Drown, Portland: A. D. Mar
-on, Noah
inen and wile, Miss Lord, J.T. Rines.
wile, child and maid, Dangor.
i.i't
i't<

..

out-mi NT.
< >i*r

1

nut

Mr. 1. \\

(

nun Its

has t \v<»cotta,ri,s.
iif which lif
occupies himself and out* rented to
Mr. Mayo of ItrewiT. other
cottages at tin* Point
..lv
those u| Mr. dame- Littleliel<i, of Boston;
* ;ll|l
'N filmier; and Mr.
Elijah Webster, ..I
ihviio; the Mi-i’sf villa,
belonging to Hon. !.. .1.
Mors.-, oi Bangor: tin* line house of President
>"Mfii, <>! the Boston base ball team; the
cottage of
»• \-bov.
Clallin. of .Massachusetts, ami the elegant
house ot Mr. E. Jl. Detislow. of New York.
Mr.
I )f ">iow has purchase'l tin* Dickfv
farm, so called,
m Mocklon, and now lives
there, having shut his
t ort Point house
up for the season.
<

J>liILTWOUl».

1 he

cottages

at

Islesboro

wholly hy Bangor people.

are

eupinl almost

^lt*

cainpmccting ot the Penobseot spiritual
emple opened its fourth annual session at Verona
ark, on Saturday, \iigust lith.
Pour captains named Pendleton at Isleshoro had
an evening rc.uatta there last week.
Tlicv sailed
t
I

the island over to the
thoroughfare, six miles
auay anil returned. Very quick time was made.
( apt.
leld Pendleton sailed the
winning
Irom

sloop.

Transfers

in

Ileal

Estate.

1 iie

toll.•wiiiq: are the transfers id’ real estate in
( ounty, lor the week
ending August isth :
Clifford 1>. Abbott et. als. Belfast, to Martin It.
Hunt, Itebmmt. Catharine .1 linker, ami others,
Winterport, to David V. Porter. Etna. Inliahi
Waldo

tints <>f lteimout
I tel fa st.
Janies

to

heirs of Nehimiah

Abbott,
Itrown, Searsmont, to Inhabitants of said town.
Israel Co\, llelfast,
to Abide
It. Cox, same town. susun L. Dear
born, Troy, to A. W. Fletcher, Jturnham. Ar.
ritta M. Enderle et. al. (Quincy, Mass., to Robert
Erskine, 2nd, Stoe.kton.
Estate of E. D. Five.
Freedom, to George It. Five, Unity. Dudley Gil
man, Stockton, to Dorimla Richardson, same town
Winfield Greelv, Parlermo, to Alden Turner, same
town.
Jona. It. Geteiiell, Unity, to Lindly II.
Mosher, same town. George W. Garland, Oldh>wn,to Charles liurdett, Union. Henry A. Harding, Lowell, to Albert Chase, Troy. James F
Jewell, Chicago, to Orillia A. Carter, Monroe!
Nathaniel C. Knight, Unity, to Kind
Willey, same
town.
Margaret Levenseller, Lineolnville, to F.
11. Levenseller, same town. Abbie J. Marriner,
Searsmont, to W. K. Thomas, same town. Howard
Murphy, llelfast, to Frances L. Hazeltinc, same
town. Abigail Nickerson, Swam illc, to Edwin
II. Nickerson, same. town.
Gilman Philbriok,
Knox, to Florence V. Rose, Thorndike. William
Richardson, Stockton, to Dudley Gilman, same
town. Burton Robinson, Lineolnville, to W. K.
Thomas, Searsmont. 1. G. Ricker, Jackson, to
Elizabeth F. Davis, same town. Lewis Robinson,
Bangor, to Carrie.L. Robinson, same town. Richard
Smart, Belmont, to Samuel Smart et.als. Portland.
Gilbert B. Sites, Troy, to Edward II. Myrick, same
town. A. C. Tyler, Mass., to Abial Erskin, CaliD. C. Toothaker, Belfast, to Mary E.
fornia.
Thompson, Searsmont. .Joseph Williamson, Belfast, to* George R. Williamson, New York. Israel
Woodbury, Morrill, to Elisha Thomas, same town.
Belfast

as

a

c.

Port

The fact should be
lias

now

ample

for

Repairing

Shipping.

generally

known that Belfast
facilities for all kinds of vessel

repairs, including a marine railway capable of taking out the largest coasting craft. More than this

repairing

can

elsewhere, as the capcheaper
tain of the barkentine Florence L. Genavor, now*
oil the Merchants’ Marine Railway, Belfast, after
full enquiry brought his vessel to tills port. It has
been stated that the rig of the Genovar is to be
changed from a barkentine to a three-masted
schooner, and is estimated that this will effect a
saving in running expenses of $500 per year.
than
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Avenue groan*;-. The R:
to the .Juniors in a -core
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the
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Among

large

;im-

barter v
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|{clia.-f.

while
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a

farms which your correspondent visited
those of Columbus Hayford, Kdwin Wiggin, K.-q.
It would take too
and Hon. E. E. Parkhurst.
much space to attempt to describe the crops or
stock upon these farms. Suflice it to say they are

intelligent, industrious, progressive farmers.
V. K. N.

Between the Mexicans and the Canadians
a lively time of it.
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U*It town I* relay morning. It i~ ~;ii«t that he hat'* Toronto, thti- jumping tin contra* a
II
t«.

es*el.

\

SiKAMi.u

—

I

another

ng

shall pan-e r.. a-k
W aK'li i'
may In- in tin* right
in. i'
will l.fai, win If it I >f at
it at!
I'"1 T till’ uM'Ifr dug in tlif light.
!'"V

....

*>

Marcus Pierce ha- been transferred front the For
-t ( ity t" the katalidiu and ( apt. Mark L Ingra

rrailahle t«* all.
Mr, th-rrish says in reference ii. them
“I shall
devote mueh time to these articles, ami a
1 have
goo«l material I hope t>» make them of ran- inter
est."
The lirst of these articles will begin in September
ami we shall publish one earh mouth thereafter
during the >ear.
The articles are fulls copyrighted, and will not
appear in an;, other paper p’uMislic'l in this < ount\
nor any paper having a general circulation in till'
most

pilot of the Penoh-eot, placed in e. ui
Forest City. ( apt. Home: wa- an
•Undent, capable and obliging nicer and the t ra\« i
ng public a-well as the company regret his n
Imved retirement and hope for a -peedy lcr.-vriy
lam.

llr.-t

natal of the

o

from hi- illness

...( apt. >. P. ( on-ins ha- been
lir-t pilot of the steamer Penobscot,
mi) (’apt. John Long to second pilot.... steamer
May Field of Vinalliav en arrived hi Siu.da. with

ironioted

to

dramatic

Insolvency
There

was

no

new

Court.

»arty

business before the

Insolvency in this city last week.
I. \V. Frederick, of Winterport.
held and preliminary oath taken.

Pkksi>n

sec.

\i
Rev. T. B. (ircgory, of Biddcfurd,
(,rcgory, is spending a two week-' vara
ion in this city-F. F. Richards. Ls.j., of ( am

ml meeting

vith Mrs.

James
Jones, of lielfast, second meeting
held, oath taken and a petition tiled tor discharge
returnable sept. l.V
On petition for discharge of Iturnham F-des of
Troy, objections were tiled and a hearing was had
on Friday.
An examination of
>f Daniel

n-sets was

field

on

the

len. Bank Kvaminer,

Maine Heuniun

at

i-it
o

estates

a special effort to Init is their first reunion and it is desired to

orm

a

permanent organization of the regiment.

!t is

expected

there

w

ill be

a

<

-f

Meeting

at

run on

vill

extra

run

Northport.

trips.

obtained for the occasion and the best

if the State will be

shildren’s

day.

in

Bella-t.... Mrs.

.Miss ( ora B. Cottrell, of Quincy Mass., i.-in this
ity, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. Y. Cottrell_
lr. K. Bicknell,of the tlrm of Biekuell Bros., Law.
•nee, Mass., was in Belfast on Wednesday.
The
icknell’s are from Searsmout.I»r. Thomas
[all and w ife, Thomas Hall, Jr., Harry Adams,
ml Miss (Jertrude Hall, all of Boston, were at the

large steamboats

The finest musical talent will

speakers
present. The different tombe
of
the
will
state
repreorganizations
lented by their officers. Saturday, 28th, w ill be
»e

Waterville, is visiting friend-

ille, Mass., are in Belfast, the guests of Mr. and
Irs. 11 W. Marriner....Prof. L. C. Bateman will
cginthis seasons lecture tour in Massachusetts but
is principal tidd will be in Yew York and Penn.

made for

the U. It. and the

Belfast and Is the gue.-l .ofMr. and .Mr-. \. ('.
...Mr. I.. T. shales and family an-enjoying

Miss Jennie I linsmnrc, of (’helsea, Mass.,
visiting at Col. R. s. Smart’s.W. (). Pitcher,
ml w ife with their private team and W R. Pitcher,
f the Portland Wheel Club, all of Portland, arriv
d on the boat Wednesday, for a ten days visit in
A
Toward and children, of
toifust-Mrs. II
faterville, are in Belfast, the guests of Mrs. M. Anow-Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Robinson, of Soiner-

a monster
being
Arrangements
emperanee meeting at Northport Saturday and
Sunday, Aug. 2sth and 2t*th on a plan similar to
hose at Maranocook and Sebago. special trains

vill be

last week_•.

-haw

lam bake and other

j

are

town

'. C. Wildmau and daughter, of Boston, are visit
ng in Belfast, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank

•ntertttininents

Temperance

in

on, of Boston, were in Belfast last week, and re
urned to Boston Monday ...Mr- W. B. ^milcy,

regiment will make
as

was

Ksip, of st. Louis, is making his annual

..

Northport.

here

to

I -ley

i>,

he sea breeze.- at the ('amp (• round.... B. P. Field,
•i--|., and wife, of this city, are at Phillips' Lake,
Re. J. A. Ross preach
>cdhnm, for a few day•d at Bridgton la.-t Sunday.Joseph Williamson,
Air. Wil
•:--p, returned home on Thursday last
aril Jones, of Fairfield, is visiting his brother
lira in Jones, in this city ...James W. Brown and

The fourteenth .Maine hVgiment Veterans will
told their lirst reunion at Northport August
1 st
»nd September l>t. and it i> Imped every comrade
>f the

Lew

\

Meservey, and .Mrs. thrislimi Morison.

14th

troupe bound to >carsport. A small
lauded hen-Five steanilioats made
in this city last Sunday.

wa-

amlings

Court of

mranee

Secretary Bayard is having

If

in the

-lay h-r Bangor.

..

a

were

l..

n

made, how

hanging a saw at Mathews liras, miiI e this city,
"he day last week, got his haml in eoataei with
tin saw. reeeiring ha I Uesh woumis in the fore
tiagi ami t aim!
(apt. < lo-som of the liella-t
-'•ho-oier i.eorge shatlmk, while sailing up to
liangor Monday met with a peeuliar accident otV
Wiiiterji.-rt. In some manner he got h; logs caught

Bank- and

to-

T'-iiiiii. Barren and Frank Larrahcc
it a-cd fr<*m the Belfast t.-am.
The

during

productive

1.
liar

lie dovv

wa.-

by Me--i

made

were

ar"::ml the sha ft...

V-rthpor-

W
T
M ita
a.
i. 1111 -. l«
-va- k'
dav la-' II'
game at .Meilf.-r-l Ma- .--u s;i;
standing 1- hind the halter whi n a f.-i
tip w
-truck vvhi-di hit him on tin- body. II' w. iked

Herlirst husband's

and

were to

attempt

I

m

not get the full particulars of the ball
Main -trect until too late fm- mir 1.i t

made the bit

Hall's

appropriate for the oeeasion. Half
j are is
expected on all the railroads and steamboat
ines. Arrangements have been made with the
Judge Chase. Mrs. Chase retains her faculties to
of the Waverlv House for quarters at
a remarkable degree for a person of that age, be- \ •roprietor
M.oh per day.
ingable to read coarse print. She converses in-

the

an

v

Phillips.
p.di-her ii
eity, got hi- hau in tin
hlork <d tho hoisting gear Saturday and l-->t the
rails of two Ungers. The same »lay Mr. Henry
Knight had a narrow escape at the same ,.|aec, Hipants caught in the main shaft of the hoisting grai
hut tore ;iw;ij thus -a\ ing him from being earn* il

ei

M

on

t,

i-v.

Carry occupied the

wa-

steamer.

was

centenarian.

had

fall;* recognized hut hi- prowes. at tin- hat
surprised everybody. It is understood lie in ha I
tempting oiler- from several league teams, hut lie
i- saving hiaiself for tin next amateur nei'eh pirn
ia tin- city. It only remains toa«hl that ‘.Jen v
umpire«I tho game with his usual lmr-o -ease

po-t.m-,1 t W. dm
atteniooii, the Bangors coming b*-wn in the B«-.-toa

Farmers.

matters that have occurred

le ei.airman

\in a

A committee

...

Bangor Reserves ranie
day, and played the 'Juniors

liis

She bids fair to live to become

It. i

-d

Saturday

been

p.AMUUt KKsElt' I.-'•

The

Owing to the rain

guson's family. Mrs. Chase was horn in Canton,
she
Mass. Her maiden name was Aspinwall.

long life.

issiu

Little

the home -due at the N-utliport avenue
ground-. Friday the Ik lfa.-ts will make at "\eui
sioii to .Bangor on -uanier Rockland, a-ueliiug a;
Sear-port. Fare for the round trip r»n cents. In
tin- afternoon tiny will play tin- Bangor-.
It ihoped their friend will accompany them, -a tun lav
tin Bel I a-t nine will go to Rockland and pin; in
the ..ftcruonn, returning home sianluv tm tie I'mest City.
HEl.l'Asr.n N101:S

lid
oti

ing au'l

gage

Belfast and Bang«»r

there the crop of potatoes will exceed the crop of
former years. Airs. Nancy 1*. Chase, who will he
100 years old Nov. 10, 1886,is a memberof Air. For

her

iimupsmi

\n i!;]suece.--ful

Aci'lhl

mine to

a

telligently upon

ILoi-e last

.-urt

front window caromed -m a r.»-«•
through <
wood i■;i>kt i, demoralized four chamber sets, went
through tli»* brick wall in the rear rail of tin* build

>

C'lMIMi 11 AMES.

Thursday

He gets

ate

Smith, her second Hreenlief Porter,
her third Hezekiah Chase of I’nity, known as

t

t

1

good round

fair crop of oats. Potatoes and wheat
first class. It is estimated by the farmers

name

1<>
Hi.

c.iuva—er

The 1 humeral-

>

the«

The lamb and the lion

game

Wild pil.rhi.-s, I’hinne, i.
Fa--cd hall-, lim ns j.
f irst l»a-e on callc- nail- BangorIb-da.-tKir-t hast on error- I’.ar.gor- J, Belfast--J. -truck
out. hv <>\lty 7; l»v
IMiinnev
Three 1-ase hit.
Howard.
H-mc runs. Chattcrfon, Me A utilesFamed runs, Belfasts j.
I><>ubie play, Kuowl
!on, Fhinuey and
allahan. Ba.-r.- stolen, Ban
Left on hase.-, Batigurs I.
gor.- 1; Belfa.-t.- J
Bell'a.-ts 7. Time of game, _lu, loin. I'mpire, M
< i. Robinson, Warren.

I">ilworth,

eight from the latter. Air. F. estimates his crop of
potatoes this year at loot) bushels. He has less
acreage of potatoes this year than usual. He will
cut about liffy tons of hay beside a line crop of

has been three times married.

P. i

r.

We

1

••

the Pn-1

Pi

mica .-red

e

the cry of the

was

( Am

a caucus at

atory n marks
Thompson.

IWIM.v
ll

iii-lfl'tfil
at

commi-

II. Ivaler, B. W. Kll:-. Frederick Blown.
loo
2
4)
o
!»
U

1
1

has been rel- a-ed. Brockton lit,\

good fortune of your correspondent
while exploring Aroostook last week to be enter
tained by Mr. C. P. Ferguson, who owns a tine
farm on the main road between Presque Isle and
Caribou, about- live miles from the former and

look

u

\.

1

lb -ckhmds.

the

wheat also

o

ii

heen

erty.

was

4

il

r-

in this citv last week

Some

i

l

owr

Sarah -lane W man, late of I.inolm ille.give i..
her husband, Seth. <.. W\ man. the u.-e ami income,
•
luring In- .'natural life', of 11.< duelling hou.-e,
land, etc. A; the death of her hu-hand. she giveami devi-es loher sons, Kalph 1\. Koscoc <;. and
Charles L. Wvnian, the above mentioned propi'o her Ihrcc -mis she also give- s]uo each
and the household furniture. To Lizzie >. Wv man
she gi\ es s-VO and some clothing ami to Fannie Al
den q* 10.
Mehitahle Crosby, late of Swanville. after-m il
bequests of stork, household articles, etc., to her
grandchildren Albion T. Crosbv, Nellie F. 15rir
gess, Annie L. Mrlvn-n and l-i-.-rida
15. M K.
i.
gives in equal parts all her nionrv on deposit to her
granddaughter. Annie L. AIcKeeii, Flora A. P.m
gess and Nellie F. P.urgcss. The same parties are
given the hou.-ehoht furniture, etc. The out door
personal property cattle, horses, carnages, etc.,
not before disposed of, are given to her grandsonHenry -L, .1 Woodbury and Willi- |>. Iturgess.
Annie L. MeKeen i- appointed executrix.
Samuel KackliiV, late of Lincolnvillc, requests
that all his just debts he paid. To his wife. .1 ulia
A. KackliiV, and his brother, Pcltiah KackliiV, In*
bequeaths a sullieient amount from tin- income of
the homestead to support them during their natural life. To hi- daughter- Kmma and Kdna lagives a home at tin* homestead until thev have
homes of their own. 'I’o his children, Marv Miller,
Levi KackliiV. llcnrv A. KackliiV, Frank KackliiV.
Caroline A. Conn. Com F. Kankin, Nettie Iole
man, Kmma Kaeklitl'and Kdna KackliiV. he give12a each. To his son Austin KackliiVinn. aiid t,
his son Kenjamin *.><>. To hi- wife, .tuba A. Kack
1 i*V, ho gives tin* residue of his credits, household
furniture, etc. To his son, Fred KackliiV, he gives
the farm, buildings, etc., and the Stetson wood lot.
and he is also made executor.

It

n

i*.i>.
r*
n

The lir.-t lime 1‘hinin ;•
Belfast'c\v pitcher,
the hat in Frida\game he -truck the bail

Filed.

tin- will- tiled

tlm

o|

run
m a bolting ticket.
Tin* following
Pb-rcc
George
compromise ticket prevailed
Francis Jones, Stephen G. Bickiuli, sylvan.i- T.
I. dgc mb, Fli < ook, lb urv W man
Fred U
Blow n. Simon A. Pay son, < harle- Roger-. Joseph

went to

_

following

n

4

Bangor.•

game-

■

The

I

1
!

Belfast almost invaria!-!

B vs- ->lt. \ugust
Isn;.
H't.v. FlJKD A w iHH*. W inlet n- rt. Me
Von have made as your debtor.-, for the la-t four
days of unalloy ml enjoy ment w ith y on a.- im tnbei
of the Aroostook exploration part;. w iiich licit her
money nor gratitude can fully repay V-m t-ugge-t
»‘<1 it to the various railroad managements and tliev
responded by giving you a carte blanche. \ oil
not i lit-* j the inhabitant
of A roost ook < omit \, that
Von, w ith y mi!' New I-nglaml friend.', -acre >>n
your way, and eii masse, they met and welcomed,
you and us to their hospitable home.' ami warm
1 he freedom of the town- wa> our-. ^ >u
anticipated our every w ant, 1*0111 fort ami eonveni
mice, ami all this has so greatly
*ntributecl to our
fund ot information, mr reereiitn-n ami mir
pleas
lire, wi* must always be > mr -lebtor-. ami a-a
'light token of our appreciation «*•
our kindle-"
in e.\ tern ling to u» the itiv it.atiou to mm mui in this
tour of exploration to a rouniv ahvadv. thr-umli
you, known and notecl in New l-.nglaml tor it' .a-;
agricultural resources and animal prodtn tion. a mi
for your attention and rourtes
thrmiglu ut
trip, we begot you to accept tin-cane -a -,.u
venir from u -. to ever re mi ml you of out 1 e-art IVI
thank-, *iiir gratitmle ami Irieml-hip. una-i
l-u
a- tincompany it, :im 1 w lin-h w ill -ur\ i c
intiteri.il of which it i.- mtt-lc.
Vuiir friends c\.
W M. I
15 \icici I
I > VMM. Nl.l-.IHI VM,
<
15. l‘lt V II.
II VI.* It I >us ||; Ml.,
W M. II S lit H K I. VM
T. W \ osi-;.
Fki:i> K. I;i< li vi;i
* "inliiittvr for l!i.
Par

Wills

h. T.n.
!•
0
f.
II

1

Thc Ih.ckland -lefeated tie- Lang'
.Monday, in a score d lu to

Mr. Atwood on tin'las. nevnipanied i>\

both

Messrs, Grant.

of Belmont, hav

rant!”

t

cuing.

cv

--n

to

lull

last

<•.

Si

a

cane was -cut

1

u.

Total.;j:»

by friends, Aroostook Kxploration I’arty, \ugusi.
The

H.
-1
t

'allahan. lb...

Inlivi

and blank 'pares bear the following in
ip;i
“lion. Fred At wood, Winterport, Me.' lYo-onied

term-

duty in reducing the expenses of

beat

!•»

atony.

shout

ate

third

a

slaughtered.

were

delegates mnpo-ed t
Pay er- and Tax Reducer-, and agreed upon

a

M-eiday

perh -t -tick. Tin; lo ad is of g..
and very handsome. A right angle i- formed at
the head, the gold sides being respectively three
and four inciies long. The chasing i- vi v elab

lssi;.”

-omc

Bangor

"<.d, tiirec

minty commissioners fared
the convention mi Tuesday.
11 other candidates received a re -iminina
d

!.. 11. Mureh secretary
i
list of
elected

Know Iton, c.
hatterton.
Goodwill. 2b...
Howard, 1. f...
Me \ndlcPhinney p....

of money to bus a cane for
lie committee performed the

The

tin- t.niim

ever, in

Butler and

hearty.

c a stink.

Vi

•:.i•

>eai

county, ami this i- no doubt enough to kill them
with their party
“l>o\vn with Farrow”' *‘\-iy

1

<

w

is the agent for

tlm-e

of

one

marsh in

<

hand.-

Iu:m(»*’kati<

(

token of their appreciation ..f hi- if. rt- in
their behalf ami id their enjoyment
the hie the
\r-1< ok excursionist
hands..,

will have

of

»cm<►crate

do their

Total.

a

a

a

under

uncommon

cranberry

who

and Farrow

gette

I’endleton

raised

1
:•

rn. t,

T.n.
0

| adopted

Fred Atwood.

his

on

corner

at the

cier-

Kelley*.

Knight.

Presentation to Hon.

not

are

Woodcock

tiuti—some for

:’,b_
D\lc\ p.
Ku-ldci ham,

of much interest ami all felt well
repaid for tin* time spent. Morrill bras* band lurnished music. Tin* following resolutions were

A

The
hard

>oulc',

were

the arrivals and

among

Be!fa-t

the

at

Whih

—

were

take

High and Miller -trect-. hawritten tlu: ovv nets in California stating w hat tin
city council will do in regard to buy mg Urn -atmfor a public library lot. There is one-fourth ot an
acre, at d w bile the price is in keeping with recent
sales of real estate in this city it is believed it can

ga in-.
unable

Kay, s
I >earth, 1. f.

.D Fred Durham, of Norfolk, Ya., has been
stopping on the grounds-H.C. Derry and wife,
and .Joseph Mill-. tin* great test medium, are ex
ported here Thursday.

following

L.

Mayer Baker,
lot

HAMiiUi.

-,

courtesy.

II.

pitcher, performed
Be I fasts, proving a vry etVerth c and pn/./ling
twirler. In fact Bangor only made two hit-oil'
him. As in the preceding game. Belfast out-baCd
Bangor, making sex on base bits with a total <
twelve. Belfast made foil" run- in Bn lir-t innitig,
hut did not see the home plate again during the

■

SKA US*POUT.

at

cidem-”

Mr.

here the

j

the .Journal lm\
“a*

Bar Harbm

gone to

report from “( y." found in
the post othre Tltursday eve

cuing. Such

“frost hell-

his first work in the b..\ for the

T.

Init active, aggressive war
npun ruin ami eider
sellers.
•-’mi, That lodges rise in public e-teem am! increase their influence
u~: in proportion as th*.
enforce the law
.‘>nl, That we view with alarm the great increasi
I m the use of light drinks, partirularh cider.
SATt’KPAY COVK.
Itli, That w e attriluite this largely t*» that pro\ i~
Tin; following are the new arrivals at .J..J. Shaw’s;
ion in our law allowing the sale of cider in
ijuan
•ID McLaughlin and wife, Mr. .John Chase and
tities of the gallons, even for
tippling purpose
ath, That w*: demand the repeal of this law ami
wife. Miss I.ily Breen, Mrs. Thomas Callahan,
an enactment in its
place punishing the -al- of
Mrs. (has. Durham, Dolton, Mass.; .J.T. Trefe- eider if
sold as a bev erage.
tln*u, Mrs. .J. T. Trefethen, Miss Helen Trefethen,
7th, That tin* temperunre voter acts to the best
advaiitage politically when be -trives to secure the
Cambriilgeport, Mass.
nomination of temperance men in his ow n part'
Guests at Otis Cummings’.- Lewis A. Barker and that it is not the
duty of any voter to g., out
liis parts. if worthy nomination' are made bv
and wife, and Lewis Darker, -Jr.,
Dangor; Philip, side
it.
i'id. Kvorett. and Arthur Dowker, Brookline, Mass.
sth. That it i- the duty of even- <joed
T-mplnr
Residents at Mr.-. R. Drink water’s Kim Cottage. to vote for none
except those who are lf, ^. uipalhv
with
the cause.
Miss Maggie Dell, Mr.-. ,J.
( oleord and son,
‘•’th. I'luit we, as heretofore, Imartils endorse out
Arthur Darling-, Mrs. Frank Gibby, \rthur,
Harry Counts Attorney, b'. \\ ip.gcrand Alice Gibby, Mr. and Mr-. Geo.
luth, I'luit it i- partieularls important that a
Gibby, Mrs.
sheriff in sympathy w ith us bed dccted.
•I
". Holt, Russell s. Holt, Miss Kva A.
Holt, Mr.
llili, That every representative to the N T
lUli,
and Mrs. (av. W. Lavers and two
>
children, Mr. should be pledged to the repeal of the cd,
:1U
and Mr-. Loud and son, Harry W.
Lovett, Masters and the enactment of suitahle lass s in it place.
That
we urge upon school officers the b. tt«
mi
Osmond and Willie Lowery, Wm. (
PfalV, Jr. foreenient of the act
retpiiring temperance instrur
wife and daughter, Wm. W. Morse, Mr. and Mrs.
tion in the public schools.
v
1 hat tile thanks of this iMstrict Lodge are
Rawlings, .James Wishart, J.aura D. Wood,
and are hereby extended to U<-cue Lodge for it
Mr-. R. F. ’teuton and Iven/ie D. Yeaton.
cordial hospitality, and to the loc al baud'foi- their

-idc,

easi

K\ehange.

<m -team

w

the

on

The frost hell” i- a sort of'alarm clock arrange
used in the California vineyards. W hen Ha
mercury fall- J" a certain point a hell i-rniur in
the lii'iiM-, and the inmates lm-t l« out and hulld
lire- t«. prevent the frost from injuring the vim

played

base,,van,

first

Bradman- h.ouse,

on

mrnt

|.

Bangor

to

Mr. K.

tire

the reform Administration.

to an injury received the da\ hei. re
alhihan went to lirst base, ad Barrett w as -ui*-tltuted in the lield. l'liinney. the new left handed

bird-dog of a reddish color.. .An ex- [ Kesolved 1st,
That true temperance work, niirsion from Wiuterport landed here
Thursday, Hiirc- nut only «• tf«»ri t<> save tin* inebriate ami to
numbering about 100, on tin; steamer Ralph Ross. inruIrak* temperance principle'. among tin* young.

liie

8

10
|

u
a

new

a

1'iiis owing

crowded full. The -peak* r- w ere M..I Dow,
C I
I)r. A .J. Billings, Rev'. Geo. >heldou, I Ion.
•M R. Mears, Prof. K. \\ Goweu. J. \Y. Mitchell. .1.
R. Hurd, James Twitched
mi Mr-.
Trie
addresses

u

the afternoon.

in

was

G*

ii

>

0
o

ltKI.l AST

played in

Koekland and

er

public meeting was
lodge met. It

a

I

I

o

good. 1’weive of the twentv-nine lodge- in the
county were represented by one hundred and lifty
held in tiie

27

.The Grand .lurv will he
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Wild pitches, Plummer *2; Burns I. Pa-sed halls,
Barn.-. I.
first base on called balls, Bangor- 2.
Be!fast •'!. f irst base on errors, Bangor- I
Bel
l.t-f !.
struck out, by Plummer
: !
Burns \
!Banc run. Phinney. Three ha-e hit. Knowlton.
I
base hits. Plummer, Kudderham I turns. Chat
tcrtoii, Swccnc\. Howard, Goodwin. Ba-r- -tolen.
Bangor-<i; Belfast ii. Double pla>-. Ka\ and lv
lc\. Kudderham and Kelley, Ka\ and Kudderham.
Famed runs. Bangors.'* Bellas'! t. Left <.ti l.a-i
!' u
Bangor-.**. Belfast s. Tina* of
I pi re, W ii. Kobinson, Warren. gaum, 2h.,2.">m.
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Saturday afternoon, Imt was extin
guished without a general alarm '1’he lire caught
from a defective chimney
M
o
Bradman \\a
overcome with fright that she tell in a partial .-hock.
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Win. We. k-. the new proprietor of the Pr« -«|m
Isle Hotel, i- tin
right man in the right place."
lie is a hotel man ail over, and hi- hou.-e 1- mriv
big a large patronage from the traveling public
i < aribou Republican.
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Templars of Waldo (,'o. met in District
session with Rescue Lodge of Morrill on ihe i’Jih
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comfort of the excursionists, and it is to be regretted that they made the trip at a los-.
They did so
rather than disappoint the few who wanted to go.
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Kno\vlton,c. :»
Chatterton, :Jh.
‘ioodw in, 21).
Sweeney, lh.4
.MeAndless, s. s..4
Howard, 1. f..

home, the latter part by moonlight, was
very pleasant. Two passengers from Bar Hai
bor were landed at C asting and the Belfast
party

family

lb..

Plummer, p.
Dearth, c. f.

lady pasengers turned up here Monday. having cme by
tin- tjueen City ami Chuvnee, am!
they threaten
to sue the
managers ol the excursion for leaving
them. As the final departure of the Rockland was
fully ten minutes after the appoint* .1 time it would
seem that they have
only themselves to blame.
I be

o

n
I

Total

ship and conspicuous among them
yacht < orsair, l.»0 tons, owned bv
•I. IMerpont Morgan, of N*-w York, she was built
the
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Ktidderham, 2b,

the Rod

during the visit of the Mas tern Yacht Squadron.
The sailing crafts included some of the
largest
ua.;
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served

was

The remains of Mr. J. B. Littlelield

score:

guests, the

Office and veranda were thronged. There was a
large fleet of yachts in the harbor, full as many a-

place. Supper

IIANGOK.

lively

wa>

Several members of Silver Cross, K. P., of thinly, went to Waterville last Thursday evening,
and were entertained by Ilaverloek Lodge of that

total of

a

Kay, s. s.
Harmon, 1. f_
Carrigan, r. f..,

lias
were

A Belfast party
enjoyed a clam hake on South
Shore, North port, Saturday, and the same da> a
company of young people drove over to Fort point
and had a dance in the evening.

Bangor, making eighteen
twenty-seven. Luck was
against our boys, however, as it has been all -mu
mer.
Bangor made three double plays, the hall
being struck fairly into a fielder’s hands cverv
time. No such chances were offered to the Bel
base hit with

at

to

stay.
The shops

It is reported from Belmont that the corn
crop ifair, grain good, while potatoes are a failure.

in the after-

the battery for
Bangor, while Burns and
Know Itou occupied the same
position for the home
team. Belfast out-hatted

to Bar Harbor this month and

come

excursion,

were

It

lack of

no

Friday <»n
proceeding to Cam-

unsuccessful

an

come

occupying
cottage_Mr. Stewart
opened a hoarding house in his basement_
Mrs. A. P. Brown, of St dohnsbury, Yt., arrived

be done here

a

water

as erroneous as

have found

seasons

another boom in real

HKKillT.S.

it has been demonstrated that such

Appointments.

proved to be

Grand

Vicinity.

rain Monday night was much new led and
caused great rejoicing
among the farmers.
Tlu;

Belfast last

Queen City, the boat,
a

,s.

audience of .100 greeted them on the hall
grounds. The game was a ten inning one, dose
and exciting throughout.
Plummer and Burns

wise—and otherwise

oil shore it would be hot

was

but this

to

came

News of Belfast and

II1-.I. 1-ASi

noon an

quest for quarters taken the
return boat across the ferry. The result will of
course be more building the coming winter, and

their

Colson has

Accepted.

had .|:{
.>4
1.5
Fay son
ami Simon A. I’ayson, of Belfast, was declared
nominated.
The following county committee was nominat
ed;
Belfast,—K. A. Greer.
Thorndike,— Feter Harmon.
\V interport, —Freeman Fit tie Held.
Searsmont,—A. G. Caswell.
North port,—I). A Wadlin.
Freedom,—.1. 1). Famson.
Searsport,—J. H. Sullivan.
The committee on resolutions reported recommending the adoption of the resolutions passed
by the Democratic State Convention at Bangor.
Carried.
The convention adjourned to 2 i*. m. to listen to
remarks by Hon. S. S. Brown, of Waterville, and
I). J. MeGillieuddy, of Fewisfon. At the appoint'd hour the Court' House was well tilled, the Fin
rolnville hand discoursing excellent music. Air.
Brown was first introduced. He said that in the
past thousands had voted under mistaken ideas.
The soldier had been told that his pension would
stop, and business would he interrupted. Nothing
of the kind lias happened. No disaster lias followed Democratic ascendency. Jle reviewed the policies laid down by Jefferson and Hamilton. The
latter thought the masses tickle and the govern
ment should be controlled by the rich and well
born. Jefferson thought the opposite, and that is
the idea of the Democratic partv to-day. He had
no charge to make against Air. Bodwell the nominee of the Republican party.
His only success
svas as a government contractor and the partner of
Blaine. Now lie is one of the rich men of the day.
The whole burden of the speaker's remarks were
against a man who had money—in other words
communism—and he had the sympathy of the
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the wind

clear,

greatly enjoyed.

was

weather
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Bangors

den with

accommodations, will find it hard to realize that

B. Uessee of Thomaston with his fam-

ami move*! into hers.Mr. Tin ker and

chine._
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cool ami

was
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is
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It is no wonder the old line Democrats
were few.
John 'I'. Rowe, an old-timer, was present and attempted to introduce the Democratic
principle of a free ballot, but was put down by the
acclamation crowd.
Belfast controlled the* machine and took six of the nine nomination.-.
At lo.Id o’clock, F. A. Greer, Fsip, chairman of
the county committee, called the convention t• order and named Hon. R. W. Fllis chairman. W. B.
snow, of Winterport, and J. K. Woodcock, of
Searsmont, were made secretaries.
Mr. Fllithanked the convention for the honor conferred
and counselled his hearers in regard to their deliberations. He said the count\ was close and a mistake might prove fatal. He urged them to forget
the past and work for Waldo county. On motion
the
committee was made the* committee on
credentials.
The temporary organization was
made permanent.
Messrs. Rowe, of Frankfort, I.amsou, of Free
<loin, Bartlett, of Montville, Pn\ -on. .a Belfast and
Hunt, of Belmont, were made a committee on
resolutions.
The committee on credentials reported cverv
town represented with a total
l:lu delegate--.

»

The

as

reports that Bar Harbor is tilled to over-llowing have been received with some incredulitv, but
satisfied ourselves that they were correct. Not
only Bar Harbor, but all the other resorts on the
island, and at adjacent points on the main land,
have been taxed beyond their
capacity. Those
who know the number and size of Bar Harbor hoand
the
tels,
many cottages and lodging houses,

correspondent of the Sea Breeze reports: All
°f the cottages are now occupied hut one.Mr. |
t.ouldhas opened his restaurant-Mr. Maynard
has completed his cottage, and it is very attractive
and pretty... .Mrs. Babcock has also completed

Belfast, presiding, would have thought it was a
He would
Republican gathering.
have seen
(.diaries Baker, Ansel Wadsworth, W. M. Rust,
and tt.;;» class of Republicans, controlling the ma-

..

far

so

we

A

years ago bad be returned suddenly and looked into that Court House and beheld R. W. Fllis, of

..

Hon. Geo. E. .Johnson moved that B. W. Bogcrs,
Esq. of Belfast, be nominated for County Attorney
by acclamation. Carried.
Messrs. Johnson, of Belfast, Harriman, of Bel
fast, Merrick, of Troy, Patterson, of Belfast, and
Mears, of Belmont, were made a committee to receive, sort and count votes for County Commis-

a

licre with hi- family.
He cam
for relief of a
throat trouble b\ recommendation of an old Waldo
plivsjcian, Dr. Mains. |“B’’ in Waterville Mail.
The wonder is, m»t that people come, or
linger,
but that so few,
comparatively, understand the ad
vantagi w hich X<-iihport pre-cuts a- a summer
rc ori.
'The need of an annual vacation for the
bu-y worker is becoming more apparent rear b\
ear, hence the growing demand for a place o'f
fpii'd eomtort. Tln se are days of hurry. Wc are
running under high pressure, brains and strength
arc alike
overtaxed, and sooner or later must ield
unless the teii.-ion i- sometimes relaxed, and
op
portunitx given for rest and refreshing. What
better place can we lind than here at
Xorthport.
where we live as quiet a can he desired, soothed,
not disturbed, by the echo".- from the more fa.-hiouahic center[Madison Bulletin

the familiar

deeiared

success

The

occupying his cottage here.The doctors
liud Xorthport a good place fora vacation: Dr. ('.
P. Thomas of Brewer, Dr. 11. E. Snow of Buckport, and Dr. Luce of Freedom are here. I met a
Mr. Webb <>f .Jackson, Mich., at the hotel. He is

We missed

»»

and James Pattee

the crowd will

is

build

Bev.

Convention.

shrubbery already

Whole number of votes.

following

over

ily

nominated their candidates for the county dlices.
A new set of faces was seen in the convention. A
new

a

the prophecies of Wiggin. The
atmosphere was
delightful, just cool enough for comfort, and the
was
seen to its best
place
advantage, recent showcome and spread
ers having laid the dust and freshened the
foliage.
down till there is

omitted to insert Lnuterbrunncn cottage,
occupied by Win. llowe, wife and daughter Ilattie
A. Howe, Ed. and Florence IIowc and Jacob Barley, of Boston.John K. Phillips and wife and
daughters Gertie and Maud, from Waverly, Mass,
are visiting his sister, Mrs. A. E.
Damon, South
Shore.Clias. K. Smith, of Freeman, will build
a new cottage on
Bay View Square this season
A new well is being
dug on Gridin St.—a needed
addition to that locality... The canvas is being
spread all through the grove.
I noticed lew. W. Drew Wvinan, a
graduate of
Colby, now pastor of a Baptist church in Mass.,
stopping hen*. He was here last year. Bev. B. B.
Merrill of Brewer Congregational’(,'liuivh, is
hero,
(
also

County met in convenBelfast, Tin-day, and

j

Necessary to a choice.
Abner Hodgdon, Troy, bad.
G. D. MeCrillis, Belfast, had
James Pattee, Belfast, had.,

are

trying to form a stock company here to
nice little steamer especially for Xorthport.
Success to him— In our roster of North Shore last

For the district composed of Frankfort, Winter
port and Monroe, A. F. Fernald, of Winterport.
I’or the district composed of Brook>. >wanville,
Morrill, Waldo, Knox and Freedom, lion. Joseph
IL Mears, of Morrill.
The convention then adjourned, having been in
continual session.

Count)

air

the

smooth, and the
was

Ikir

May,”

Gray,

move

blowing,

the Grounds ami tread it
hardly any turf left on Buggies’ park... We hear
< apt. Barbour, of
Bangor, the owner of the “Susie

erty.

Waldo

not

was

lSAMiOU

passengers went on board here and nine or ten at
the Camp Ground. A brisk northerly breeze was

—that

all

length

delegate

the boat

entertainment at

week

For the district composed •>: Searsport, Stockton
and Prospect, Warren F. Gridin, of Stockton.
For the district composed of the towns of Lineolnville, North port, Islesboro and Belmont. M. <
Hill, of North port.
For the district composed of Burnham,
Troy.
I nity, Thorndike and Jackson. I.
Libbv, of
Burnham.
For the district composed of Searsmont, Montville, Libertv and Palermo, 1.. ( '. Morse, of Lib-

The Democrats of Waldo
tion at the Court House, in

Rft*c
on

in the midst of the season, but next
week the crowd of cottagers will be here, and the

The following county committee was elected
For the district of Belfast, the Hon. W. 11.
Fog.

I

Harbor.

Harbor last Sunday

were concerned.
Notwithstanding the
exceptionally line ami the departure of
was delayed an hour
only about thirty

was

Ktven

....We

..

make the nomination unanimous, which was done.
Messrs. Hnrriman, of Belfast, Mears, of Morrill,
Merrick, of Troy, Patterson, of Belfast, and Stinson, of Searsport, were made a committee to receive, sort and count votes for a candidate for
Begister of Deeds.
The ballot

numbers

day'

—

for the government. Hut he was a Republican.
'mi iii' in* 'll
»i
I low ns < 11 swum die. M
II.
The administration in one hour struck him down
Moody of Liberty was nominated for -enatoi h,
and threw his Hun employees out of work. After acclamation.
the administration had done its work the Dolphin
.John T. Rowe said while lie was not opp,.-, d to
was accepted, because she w as a
good vessel. John giving candidates i»arty usage, lie favored a I »a 11= *t,
Roach ha- done more to build up the industry in especially for new men. Hi* waoppo-ed to rings.
which he was engaged than any otlu r man,'and
A. W. Hardy, of Wintcrport, presented the
more for this country than
name of Freeman Littlefield, of -aim* town, for
every Democratic secretary of the Navv w ho ever sat in hiplace. Mr. second Senator and moved it be made l.v acclamaMilliken briefly referred to the War Department
tion. Lost.
and the Pan-Fleet rie transactions of Attonicy-t ienA. d. Cummings of Prospect, presented Hu;
eral (iarland. He said had it occurred under name >>i .Fesse II. Cook, of d.u*k-mi.
Hlaine every mugw ump in the country would get
Mr. Cook said it was an old saying that too mam
down on his knees in holy horror before God. ei.oks spoil the broth, and a- he had an elder blot liHe reminded the delegates that while it was an off er who might come before the com cation later, lie
would w ithdraw his name.
year, it is an important one. Maine is not only to
sound the key note this year, but for lsss. I'nless
d. F- dordon, of Stockton, presented the name of
a revolution occurs we will bear upon cur banner
dolin T. Rowe, of Frankfort.
in \ssthc honored names of Janies G. Blaine and
/.. F. Downs, of swanvillc, presented the name
John A. Logan. [Applause.]
He urge-1 his hear- ot Dr. A. W. Rich of Brooks.
ers to make the contest now, and closed to
Mes.-i s. ( a>w ell, of Sear-nioiit, Wa ilin, of .North
give
wav to the committee on credentials.
port, and Cummings of Prospect were made a
'l'hat committee reported nil delegates present, committee to receive, sort and count votes. The
ballot
every town being fully represented.
The committee on
Whole number of votes.IF,
permanent organization
recommended that the temporary organization be
Necessary to a choice.r,s
made permanent. Carried.
Rowe had..
Messrs. Patterson and Johnson, of Belfast, and
Littlefield had
Rich had.
McAllister, of Burnham, were made a committee
on resolutions.
and t here was no choice.
Marlboro Packard, of Searsport, nominated J.
dolm T. Row e withdrew hi- name in fa\ or
Dr.
<
Nichols, of Searsport, for Senator, and moved Rich. Mr. JIardy withdrew the name of Mr. Littleit be made by acclamation. Carried.
lie hi and moved the nomination ot Dr. Rich bv
J. <>. Johnson r ■. of Liberty, in an
eloquent acclamation.
W'm. Berry of Belfast, was nominated for » !erk
speech, presented the name of W. H. Hunt, of
same town, for second Senator, claiming that his
of Courts by acclamation.
section of the county was entitled to the nomina/.. L. Downs of swanvillc moved, that the n ,mition. Mr. Hunt was a thorough business man.
nation of Ansel Wadsworth, of Belfast, for >licriil'
ovki: mi-: I.AIvKS.
kind, liberal and a Christian gentleman. He re- be made by acclamation.
dessc ( ook presented tin* name of | >.avi«i A lexan
Through the courtesy of I Ton. Charles E. lated a story told by a General in the late war.
(iibbs, j*roprietor of the s(.j,ago Steamboat He said if you should go beyond the most advanced der, of Belfast, for the same olln e. No not ice w a
front of the armv, and then go bevond the most
taken of Mr. Alexander and Wadsworth was
we
were
to
make
the
recompany,
permitted
advanced picket line you would find'the ItD Maine declared nominated by acclamation.
turn trip over tin; lakes.
A coach takes passenMr. Wadsworth said lie bad not -ought a third
regiment stealing chickens. Mr. Johnson said.
gers from the Cumberland House to Long
gi\c us Mr. Hunt as a candidate and wt w ill eon
nomination, but had said lie would accept if ten
Lake, a distance of one mile, where we go on liseate -no Democratic chickens.
dered him unanimously.
board the steamer x bago, a fast little side
Hon. <>rrin Learned, of Burnham, presented the
•J. (i.Cook, of Belfast, was nominated f..r Rogiwheel steamer which draws but three feet of name of Dr. A. J. Hillings of Freedom.
He ter of I iced' by acclamation.
claimed
that
Mr.
Hunt
Mr. Hardy of Wintcrport nominated 1
has
not
had
W.
exwater.
Lake
is
ten
miles
in
legislative
and
Long
not over one in width.
It is wonderful that no perience, while Dr. Hillings has. which would Brow n of Belfast, for ( otmiy \ttorney.
make tin latter more valuable. He thought section
•1. I>. Lam- m: ,.f Freedom nominated R.
F.
more people pass the summer
here, for the ought not to he considered. A senator
and
represented Duntoii of Belfast for County Attorney
scenery cannot be surpassed ill Maine. At the the whole twenty six towns in the county.
moved it be done by acclamation. < arried!
foot of tin* lake we touch at Naples, pass
Hon. A. L. Nickerson, of Swnnville, seconded
Mr. Brown -aid he did not like thi snap game.
through a draw bridge and enter the bay of the nomination of Dr. Hillings. He -aid in eon He understood that Mr. Duntoii was not a candielusion
“Give
us
date
and lie bad been urged to stand. He wanted
so-called.
ami
there
After passing the bridge
w ill be no t hird
Hillings
Naples,
a ballot.
party in the county.”
numerous stumps appear above the water and
Cummings, of Prospect, said the nomiMessrs.
of
nation
went a begging and Brown had been urged
Nickerson,
Swanville.
Johnson, of
the iillle steamer glides swiftly around them.
of Morrill, Hill of V,'interport, and to take it. Fli < ook of Belfast, wanted to vote on
The passengers amuse themselves by wagering Liberty,
Locke of Belfast, were appointed to receive, sort
the question. Mr i.amsoi- wanted to know why
something that the boat will strike one, but the ; and count votes for Senator.
Mr. Dmiton, who was a candidate two years ago,
The follow ing i- the
veteran Abe Shaw, a Lake pilot of eighteen
result
should be denied a renoinination when .ill otherWhole number of votes.!f2
lmd received it. He wanted Duntoii nominated to
years experience, is at the wheel and she goes !
Necessary to a choice.17
<>n without touching.
After passing the bay of
give character and strength to the ticket.
< timmings moved for a reconsideration of the
W. II. Hunt had.
Naples we enter the Songo, the crooketlest
J. Hillings.r,~
A.
ballot whereby Duntoii was nominated bv accla
river in the United States, it is but two and a
and Dr. Hillings was declared the nominee.
mation.
half miles from lake to lake as the crow flies,
Mr. Johnson, of
Ham-mi raised the point of order that Cummingmoved that the nominabut by the river you sail six miles and make tion be unanimous.Liberty,
did not vote in the alUruiative, and said he should
Carried.
Dr. Billings was called for and responded brief- move to reconsider all the ballots whereby randi
twenty-seven turns, some of them so sharp
that the boat actually doubles on herself, while ly. He thanked the convention for the honor of dates were nominated by acclamation.
The motion to reconsider was lost.
the pilot is busy rolling his wheel from star- the nomination, lie had not sought the nominaDmiton announced that he was not a candidate,
board to port. 'The river is so narrow that one tion, but said “If vou call me 1 will perform the
could almost leap ashore from either side of duty to the best of mv ability.” He was not a that Mr. Brown's position w a.- correct, and that In*
in alluding to that class ol individuals did not want the nomination from a divided conmugw
ump,
the boat. The Songo is the river made famous the Doctor said he had a
vention.
better name for them—
by Longfellow, who sings its praises in a poem the neuter gender party, neither male or female.
Brown said lie was -atislied and withdrew. He
It is a fact well known to his profession that a
beginning:
received a vote of tluink.- from the convention for
“Nowhere such a devious stream.
monstrosity cannot reproduce its species. The unravelling the snarl, and harmony once more
Democratic party would be glad to get rid of them,
Save in fancy or in dream.
prevailed.
for they are not productive.
<>.<;. White,of Belfast, was nominated for Conn
Winding slow through bush and brake,
Messrs. Ayer, of Freedom, Maiden, of Palermo.
ty Treasurer by acclamation.
Links together lake and lake.”
of Montville, Mortland, of Sear-port ami
Messrs. Rowe, of Frankfort, limit, of Belmont,
Murray,
Only a poet can do the subject justice. The Fisher of Winterport, wore made a committee to and Pay son, of Belfast, were made
a committee to
stream is very sluggish and is fringed on each
receive, sort and count votes for a candidate for receive, sort and count votes for County Cminnisbank with a growth of
liiissioner.
put- She rill'.
D. Murray, Ksq. of Montville, presented the
IF i.iau, of
Hooding Drant, of Prospect, \\
ting on its autumnal tints. It was enchanting
to stand at the bow as the boat glided around name of Henry L. Payson of that town.
Prospect. Hiram Farrow, of Belmont. F. R. Puck
Hon. Geo. F. Johnson, of Belfast, presented the ard, of Searsmoiit, and W. D. Hlliot, of Knox,
the sharp horse .-hoc; points, starting up some
s. G. Norton, of Palermo.
were put in nomination.
lone bird resting in the foliage from the scorch- name of
Allred Stinson, of North
Messrs. ( iiimning-, of Prospect, Cordon, of
presented
ing rays of the sun, or to watch the waves of the name of Capt. John A. Searsport,
Thorndike
and Dickey, of Nortliport, were ma le a
of
same
Partridge,
the; steamer as they engulfed blue-bodied devil’s town.
committee to receive, sort, and count votes fort
C. K. Smith, of Freedom, seconded the nomina- Commissioner.
darning-needles making a passage across the
Mr. Farrow withdrew from the lirst ballot.
river on an oak leaf. Shortly after entering tion of Mr. Payson, and said that no third party
candidate would be nominated against him.
The result.
the Songo we come to a lock in the river.
Result of first ballot:
\\ hole* mim!k‘r <>t vni, -.;,:i
ai nils ] nun mo stream leaps over a tall of
note milliner 01
voces.so
several feet ami the boat must be “looked”
Necessary to a choice.. .An
Necessary to a choice.1.1
Farrow hail. -j
down to the lower stream. She is run into a
J. A. Partridge had.la
.J. G. Cook ha«l.
basin, gates are closed, bow and stern, and the
11. L. lhiyson hud.30
(.'rant
.i:.
flood gates forward arc opened, and those at
s. G. Norton had.as
Flliot
.h;
the stern are closed to keep the water back. and there was no choice.
Capt. Partridge thanked his friends for supportWhen the water in the basin lias run out and
Packard
and
in
a
withdrew
but in favor of ami there* was no ohoieo.
speech
the boat is on a level with the stream below, ing him,
no man.
Second ballot.
the forward gate is thrown wide open, and the
Second ballot:
Whole number of votes.!*■_»
steamer proceeds. The Lock lias an historical
Whole number of votes.‘>2
Necessary to a choice.It;
interest. At this point in the olden times there
Necessary to a choice.47
Farrow had.
1
wa» a terrible battle between the Indians led
s>. G. Norton had.a7
Grant
by the mighty chieftain Worrambus, and the
Flliot
.14
settlers at the blockhouse. Worrambus was and was nominated.
Ginn
.Is
Mr. Johnson moved the nomination he made
killed and was buried beside the basin that
unanimous.
and
Packard
was
Carried.
nominated.
now composes the lock.
We now enter the
Messrs. Johnson, of Belfast, Knight, of North
For second < ommissioner
broad waters of
Whole number of votes.ss
nort, Sheldon, of Searsport, Hatch, of Waldo, ami
SE1JAG0 LAKE
Norton of Belfast, were made a committee to re
Necessary to a choice.|.'<
Farrow had..17
and steam a distance of fourteen miles to Lake c.eive, sort and count votes for a candidate for
Clerk of Courts.
.*20
Fay son
Station before mentioned. The first objects of
Mr. M. Packard, of Searsport, nominated Win.
interest on the lake are the linages and Frye F. Bunnells, of that
Flliot
town, and Mr. Hahn, of l„inIsland.
The Images are a mass of rocks colnville, presented the name of Tileston Wadlin, and there was no choice.
forming ( ape iiaymond and rise perpendicular- of Northport. The latter was the nominee at tinSecond ballot.
ly from the water seventy-five feet. Abe last election.
Whole number of votes.m;
The ballot:
Shaw, the pilot, informed us as we stood beNecessan to a choice.II
Whole number of votes.S3
side him in tlie pilot house, that the water
Flliot
had.-27
..4-2
Necessary to a choice.
is eighty feet deep three feet from the shore.
W. F. Bunnells had.IT
Tradition says the Indians carved images on
T. Wadlin had.no
ami there was no choice.
the face of the rocks to give information con- and Mr. Wadlin was nominated.
Third ballot.
the movements of the
Mr. Bunnells asked that some
t

white mail. At
cerning
this point Cupt. Frye leaped over the precipice
to the water below when pursued
feet
seventy
by Indians and made his escape bv swimming
to Frye’s Island, just oil the Cape. The
images
were nearly obliterated, but (
apt. Gibbs has
improved upon the designs of the red men. lie
recently employed a Hridgton artist and now
the broadside of the rock is painted with images
that can be seen as the boat passes. They represent Indians, canoes, etc. At this point'Hawthorne's cave is pointed out. Nathaniel Hawthorne, the American author, the classmate of
Longfellow, passed his childhood in Iiaymond,
and the house is pointed out to the passenger.
He had a roving disposition and spent much of
his time about Sebago Lake. The cave makes
in from the water’s edge for twenty-five feet.
Hawthorne used to row his boat into the cave
and then crawl through an aperture into the
open air. This lake is full of associations with
Whittier, Longfellow and Hawthorne. Just
beyond the Images Shaw pointed out a sunken
island known as One Tree Island. The land is

steamer Hock land

Megunticook Ilall in the evening,
by the Euturpe Quartette of Bangor, and indulged in a very pleasant trip home by moonlight.

by

they

truly charming.

was

Clark
Wilson

of two years ago.
when Col. W. II. Foglcr, chairman of

while the committee on credentials were preparing their report, Hon. Geo. E. Johnson, of Belfast,
called upon the Hon. Seth L. Milliken, our Congressman, for remarks.
Mr. Milliken said lie was gratified to meet the
delegates of Waldo county in convention; gratified
to see such a full assembly. He remembered the
party through all its history. He never remembered in an off year to have seen a fuller convention or more determination to nominate good candidates. Whether or not all were satisfied in the
choice he knew they would go home and see that
they were elected. He came in to see and to look
upon the people who had so many times honored
him, and to have a good old talk with them, lie
spoke of the great loss to the country two years
ago when the nation was snatched from its defenders, and of the loss to the country when its
greatest statesman was relegated to private life.
There has been this gain. Our opponents have
been in power two years and have done what we
could not do. They have demonstrated that the
made were false, while the promises
charges
they made have not been carried out. When our
opponents surrendered at Appomattox, they never
surrendered to Northern sentiment. The* erv of
reform became tin* shibboleth of the
party. Mr.
Milliken briefly called attention to the promise
made by the Democrats. The\ said the suiplus in
the treasury, which they placed at from $200,000,000
to $400,000,000, ought to be distributed through the
country. Randall and Hendricks said the people’s
money was hoarded in the treasury. This erv was
sufliciont to carry the state of New ^ork. which
decided the contest. Morrison the other
day made
a motion to have the surplus distributed.
The
President oppose*I it. The Secretary of the Treasury said the money must not he taken out, but
must be reserved as a working fund. The Republicans stood by the President in this as tliev always do when he is right. The Democrats oppose
him when he is right. Their opposition to the administration is from force of habit. The surplus
in tiie treasury when the Democrats took possession was shown on investigation to be only a
little more than $s,000,000! The Democrats said
we were
corrupt, and when tliev came into power
they instituted an investigation of the departments. The books were examine*! ami the money
counted. They found that the Republican party
in the twenty-four years in which they governed
the country were defaulters to the nnmunt of two
cents! They subsequently found the two cents in
the waste basket. N*>t one word has been beard of
corruption in the post office department. We ne\
er appointed a postmaster who was in the
penitentiary for robbing the very office to which he
w as appointed, and w ho could not take the office
unless pardoned out of jail by the President. Post
"dices were never before sold like pigs and pot
tage in tin: market. Mr. Millikeii referred to the
present state Department, a ml said no one ever
heard Seward, Kish or Blaine called cowardly or
charged with neglecting to defend our citizens.
He then reviewed the fishery question ami the
non-action of *he government in regard to our
prosecuted fishermen. But w hen some poor tramp
steps over into poor weak Mexico and violates her
laws, the Secretary wants her to get dow n on her
knees. It would be a nice tiling, in their opinion,
to invade Mexico and make Democratic states out
of the captured territories. There is enough ig
noranee in the northern tier of Mexican states to
give a larger Democratic majority than Texas.
This i» to offset the western territories that cannot
get into the I’nion because they arc Republican.
Mr. Milliken then took up the Navy Department.
He said a poor boy came over fro in Ireland and
w ith hi- broad axe w ent into a
shipyard. Uv in
dustry he became a ship builder and'the owner of
an iron yard in Pennsvlvania.
Two years ago lie

a

Killnian had..21

majority

a. m.

to

Bap

at

llic excursion to Bar

Breeze brings the following items with
in reach of our scissors: A
very pleasant excursion
to Camden was made on steamer Susie
May, Thursday, by the following party: Mr. and Mrs. X. G.
b’.’agg, Mrs. Edith Ayer, Mrs. Plummer, Miss
Annie Baker, Bangor; Frank Knowlton and Belle
Swett, Belfast; Arvilla Sawyer, Oldtown; Mrs. J.
B. Mayo, Foxcroft; Edwin IIowc and
friend, Boston; E. B. Lord, Stillwater. They attended an

Whole number of votes.71

Necessary

Sunday

KOUTIIl’OUT.

I'ltOM

The So a

ami there was no choice.
Third ballot.

credentials.
Messrs. Beamed, of Burnham, Hatch, of Troy,
and Packard, of Searsport, were made a committee
on permanent organization.

—

session

was a

KUTJSS

.24
...81

Wilson

for the honor conferred upon him and briellv stated
the object of the meeting.
On motion of C. E. Smith, of Freedom, Messrs.
Smith, Emery Boardman, of Belfast, and C. K.
Hills, of Winterport, were made a committee on

but the hospitality of the Odd Fellows ami the picturesque scenery more than
make amends for deficiencies in this direction.
You leave the Maine Central at the transfer
station back of the city of Portland and take
the P. A O. train to Lake Station, at the foot of
Sebago lake in the town of Standish. From this
point there are two routes to Bridgton—one by
rail and the other by steamboat over the lakes.
Tin writer went over the former and returned
by the latter, and we will follow in that order.
From Lake station you continue on the P. & O.
until you reach Hiram where you change to the
a narrow
Bridgton and Saco River IL It.
gauge road. The rails are only 24 inches apart
and the engine and cars are on the same diminutive scab;, the seats holding but a single person.
Yet these roads arc easy riding, safe and
deservedly popular. Bridgton is thirty-eight
miles in a northwesterly direction from Portland. A committee from Cumberland Lodge
met the visitors and escorted them to the hall
where toilets were made and quarters assigned.
The town contains about 8,000 inhabitants, and
i> situated on a stream affording excellent water
power for numerous woolen and other manufactories. The inhabitants are justly proud of
the town and delight to set forth its many advantages and beauties. We met Major Shorcv,
editor of the Bridgton News, the only paper In
town, and a live local sheet, and to him are indebted for manv courtesies. Major Shorey’s
Imine is situated on an elevated street overlooking Highland Lake, one of the many lovely
sheets of water in and around Bridgton. His
land runs down to the lake, on whose shore he
has a summer house. Here in the afternoon,
beneath the spreading branches, the Major
finds rest and inhales the cooling zyphers from
the lake. Beside the cares of a newspaper office Major 8horey gives close attention to his
farm. Ho is so* considerate and affectionate
that the stock and domestic fowls on the place
come at his call.
One old gander answers in
response to his name. The Major is proud of
the bird, and from bis wing doubtless plucks
the proverbial goose quill. From tlie house
there is a magnificent view westward over the
lake. The laud on either hand is elevated and
tin.1 majestic White Mountains of New Ilamp>hire form the background. The sunsets in
this vicinity, at certain portions of the year, are

i.<»<ige

Clark

County Committee, called the convention to order, the Court House was well tilled, many besides
the delegates being present to witness the proceedings. Hon. Joseph R. Mcars, of Morrill, was made
temporary chairman, and IS. F. Foster, of Montvillc,
secretary. The chairman thanked the convention

large crowd,

of

It

The Local Summer Resorts.

Killmah had.28

the

forth to allure members from the remote eastern to the extreme western section of the State
was the
charming scenery in and around Bridgton, and a sail over the beautiful Sebago Lake
and the tortuous Songo ltivcr. The hotel accommodations at Bridgton are not adequate for a

J lie

the

At 10

Bridgton Centre. Among the inducements put

room

Whole number of votes.7s
Necessary to a choice.. .in

representative body, composed of young, earnest, intelligent Republicans,
with a sprinkling of the gray haired veterans of
former campaigns. The earnestness manifested
in all the deliberations, and the determination to
put before the people an unobjectionable ticket
will tell at the polls, and a little of the old time
vigor of the Republicans of our county will in-

The lovers of the mystical Three Links met
last week at Bridgton in annual session. By a
law of the order the annual session must be

ODD

1'ounty Republican i'onventlon.

Waldo County Republican convention was
held at the Court House, in Belfast, on Saturday,
The

j

Windsor Hotel last week.
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K'-j.. C. P. A: T. A. of the Maine Central. re, ei\e<l Tuesday, eontainetl the bc.-t piece ef
loeal ne\\> we have printed this many a day
the
Boothbv,

—

announreineiit

that

an

additional train would he

i-iit on the Pel fa st iiraueh next Monday, euimretiii_ with night trains at Burnham both ways. This
means two

that

tlie

throti”! trains

mail

we

to

lutve been

Boston each

getting

at

day, and

noon

will he

delivered before the usual breakfast hour. There
one thing certain, this long desire*l improvement
in train

facilith.» would not

have been brought
about |»ut for the recent change in the Presidency
of the Belfast \ Mooselieail
new

time table in

advertising

Lake It. It Co.
columns.

See

A V t' HTiM; \< < idknt. A -loop yacht containing ten persons capsi/.cd in Penobscot bay on
sumlay, and the part) after hanging t,i the over
turned boat
forty minutes were rescue* 1 in an
exhausted condition. Those on hoard the sloop
were Henry J.
Hall, wife, son, daughter and
nurse girl, of Brooklyn, N. Y., Bussell Holt ami
Wm. < Pfiffer, Jr.. of Poston, and C'apt. and Mrs.
It W. Sylvester, ami Fanny Elwell, of Northport.
The party arc hoarders at Saturday Cove, North
port, with (.apt. Sylvester. The yacht left the
Cove at 11.30 and stood down the bay, Capt. S.
sailing her. When off Duck Trap a flaw struck the
craft burying her lee rail in the water. Capt. Sylvester attempted to let go tin* main sheet, but it

fouled ami he was unable to do so. The boat was
knocked down, tilling immediately.
A portion
of the stone ballast ran out. the remainder sinking
the stern ibeneath the surface, leaving the bow
above water. A small boat in tow was partial I v
dragged down bow foremost. Capt. Sylvester and
Mr. Halt succeeded, after much difficulty, In reaching the small boat, to which they clung, while the
others o| the party clung to the bow of the yacht.
Mr. Hall
say- thatsch. Warrington, golngdovvn tin*
bay, passed them, but we feci sure that no human
being would pass people in such a condition were
they seen. Later, sch. Lion, of Brooksville, Capt*
t.eorge. II. clintto, rescued the party and landed
them at L. II. Duncan’s. Previous to the rescue,Bussell Holt swam ashore for help, a distance of
nearly one mile. Mr. Hall says Capt. Cliatto treat
ed them vary kindly and refused a lil>eral re want.
The yacht was afterward x recovered.
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Woodward of I'o-ton were in
e*'k.... Mr. 1 lowar<l Grant and familv.
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..Iw in and Rex. A. A. I.exx is
i:i• I xxn*
Iraxe lor Nortliport this \utk_Mrs. II.
A. II. li returned from her vi.-it to
Bueksport on
Monday.. .Tim Melhodi-t and C ong. >. school
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inad*-

G
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Northport

and

Temple

oil tli»' Barge ( liilonl last Thursdax- am!
xcry pleasant time... .Quite a large number
our
ili/.ciis enjoyed tin- moonlight excursion
Mr. IViiobsi oi on Saturday •
ening. The* night

Height.had
t
on

a

perfec t, llie company good and the music line,
and nothing was wanting to make it a ver\ enjo\
\\:i~

aide time

.The .Stockton nine

up last week
to play a game of ball with the
Winterport box*
ami won au easy xictory over them, which is not at
all surprising, as ours i- anew club and has had
but very little

came

practice.

San i»t 1’oint. Friday n change of wind put a
serious a-peet upon a little chip lire set by Mark
'•inn on his beach, the old Colcord A
Berry ship
> ard. The fire spread very rapidly among the dry
chip*, threatening the store houses, seventy cords
or kiln wood waiting shipment, and the wharf.
A
d

raised, and by phiwing and drench
ing the lire was subdued, but it lingered in the
chip-pile* until the rain_>. A W. A. Young
row

was soon

ha\< contracted

build for French Bros, a second
large poultry-house. The dimensions will be loci
l,v 1>r» ba t and 7 feet
high, with a basement ISO feet
i- ug
There will be three ventilators and twelve
double

to

hen completed it can not
fail to be a model building. The contractors can
be relied upon to do first class
work, a> shown by
llu line work at their house. Thev are
enterprisindow

w

and

s,

w

ing and successful young men... Mrs. .Joseph B.
French took her third ride this season to Fort
Point with her guests, Archibald Boyd ami wife
Mrs. Francis L. Freni ii spent a week
Bangor
with her sister, Mrs. Ira Ward in Prospect. It is
very pleasant to note the outings of invalids who
of

...

have

spend

to

Twenty live

so

went

many weary days indoors.
from this place on tin* Queen

City

excursion to Bar Harbor, last week... A party of seventeen, members of Progressive Lodge of
Good Templars, rode to Swan Lake, Friday.

There

about

were

fifty assembled Monday

morn-

ing for the liar Harbor excursion by steamer Rock
land, arranged by the Engine Co’s at Buoksport.
Tin* boat

came

along, nearly

two hours behind

time, hut the management had taken

on

up-river

all the passengers she could carry, and no landing
w as made here as advertised. We understand that,
a

portion of the boat load

though

passengers

was

were not to

from

Winterport.

betaken from there,

our

people will not patronize the excursions of opposition lines in the future. An effort will lie made

engage one of Harbour’s boats for an excursion
from this town only... .The Stowers meadow is being harvested by Scribner of Searsport. Eighty

to

tons

of

chines

hay will be cut.
at work.

Ten

men

and two

ma-

try
They
party came to the Ilersey Retreat,
Saturday. They make the Point gay witli their
are

"eek.\
presence

will

to finish this

new

—

Mrs. Owen Wardwell Is very ill from

attack, Monday....Mrs. Henry S. French
leaves for her home, North field, Minn., this week.
-Rev. B. B. Merrill of Brewer, returning from
Northport with ids family, Monday morning, stopped over until the afternoon boat_Oliver Green
ami wife of Manchester are at Capt. Alexander
a severe

Black’s—Miss Nellie Putnam of

Harrington, is

sister, Mrs. N. S. French.Will P.
Blanchard and wife and Mrs. Rufus Ilarriman,

with her

Somerville, Mass., arrived Sunday.. .Mr.
AUiert Rhodes comes from Boston this week.
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SHIRTS!
To be closed out at retail at

dollar.

Fancy Checked Shifts
only 25c., former price 5()c.
Lot No. 2. Good durable Shirt only
37 1 -2c., former price 50c.
Lot No. 3, Heavy Dark Shirts only
50c., form er price $ l, 00.

FOE NEW-BORN INFANTS.
H
I-

he used Mill,
nurse Ihr

"ill v

enniiilenee,w hell tile mother
eliild, a. it safe and natural
mother’s milk.

jiiiiil.le |..

substitute fur

Also Choice Patterns at 75c., 87c.,
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.
One lot Gray lleppelent mouses,
ayes S to 12 yrs.. only 50c.,

The BeST FOOD to be used in
connection with PARTIAL NURSING
"tiler lend
n

■

iiu

a list

rch-dii •!

by

A

SURE
hi

a
w

iinii'ngham Krp-.
grinding corn and feed,

for

miieh needed want in
ill be a -m<r--. ami that

<

our

fai

lie board-

lip

\

\t

;-f.ei ion ...Tilton

if a

on

a

Flliott

\neathm.-tarted

day evening a.id will
Wm.

i-

!

;irs

yi

some

the

in...-t

u

former price, $1.00.

aiiswi rs
,ierfeetll in sllrll eases,
inrhanee uf diin-stiou and will he
the child.
-u

now

been

Tlio 95c.

PREVENTIVE and CURE
CHOLERA INFANTUM.

| Undershirts & Drawers

for

[his jinilii/i s/ttl and easily asslmilatf, I-ood. latal results in
this dreaded disease
can I**surely prevented.

ans

nin t

letters and received

in

tow

n_led Jones

home for the season, and the eompauy will
mauiilaeture a lot of nice jumpers and sleighs for
::!

the

;a

Chilfa’s, Boys, Mens, & Youths’

I uiniret Is of
physieians testify to its gre.it value.
It will be retained when even lime water and milk
iv ire ted
by the stomach. I n tli/spvpsin, and in
all wasting diseases it has
proved the most nutrit;-ni- and palatable, and at the same time the most
economical of Poods. Koran infant may he made
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MEALS
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.a-

inal
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And

MARK ANDREWS, Propr.,

grain... -e\oral of tin

iiii /.. P. I »»w

n-

and

!

lie

u

ill
of

e.car-e

Pate-

of

his h

return to

week-Ik

a

College,

i„.

IP

POUT OF HKLFAST.
AltUIV Kin

Seh. F. !.. Warren. ( olson. Roster
**eh-. sarah I.. Da\i-. Kneeland, New
.viia. it.
A ork Mo*e- l.ddy, Mart. I»an,nor.
An-, F». Seh. Florida. Warren, Ro-p.it.
A :ia. Ir. Sell. I'.mil)
Rosbrn.
All;. 17. Sell-, will. Sievin', (alter. R< -loll
Annie l.. MeKeeii. Alahoiiey. Rang, r: si. Johns.
< iilmojv, New A ork.
Aha. 1*2.

do

in Soar-moiit

Nickerson, a
apjioint

rereived l!ie

of Dexter

CORE

School

Aug. 12. •'sells, lien. R. Ferguson, Ryder. Filsworth: A.. Ilav lord, Jones. Somes Sound; I.ydia
M. Webster. Webster. Rancor.
Aunr. IT seh. Jas. Holmes, Ryan, Seai'sport, to
load iia\ for Roston.
Ana. It. sell. F. L. Warren, < olson, Hampden.
Aug. !•"». Sell. A. Richardson, Pattersliall. Ran

is

ulate him

Monday,

school in Di.-. I and 2 i- under the in
struction of Mi- Jennie Moody of tips town. 1
v'"- ’• i~ buight
by Mi-s I.uclia Parsons of thito\M._
-ehool in Dis. No. : is taught by Mi-1 lark
°r ...
X'honl i.- Di.-. No. > is
Miss

Auk. I*s- sells. Annie i.. MeKeen, Mahoney, llo
Fmily,-. Rangor.

Woken;

AMUKKAN

taught by

Darien. Aug. 12. ( leared sell. Wm. Frederirk,
Flower-. New A *u k.
New A ork. Auk- I". Chared hark Clara F. Mr
Oilvery. «.ril1ih, st. Thomas. Ana II. Arrived brig
I la i! a 11. < o«.mhs. Trinidad. Alia. 12. Arrived -eh.
Charles Meath, Pendleton, Rangor. Ana. 1 J.
Arrived bark i.eorae Treat, Treat. Cardenas.
Ana.
It. Arrived brig Katahdin, Have-. Ranaor. ( haired bark Willard Mudgett. Crocker, ( allao. Ana.
h'..
Arri' e.I -eh. Mattie Mcti. Ruek. Putnam, Fa
iardo.
Ke\ We-'. Ana. II. Arrived bark Fdward < u.-hina', I tick more, Roekport.
Raliimere, An;. II. Arrived sells. John F. Mcr
row, Niekerson, Rancor; Susan R. Ray, Relfa-i.
An.
! I.
A rri ved seh. sal lie I’on. We-tRangor.
Philadelphia. Ana. 12. At *ived sell. Fannie A.
(.otliam, Welch, Rrunswiek.
Perth Amboy, Aug. 11. sailed sell. Lucia Porter,
(irindall, Portsmouth.
Portland, Au;. II. Arrived brig L. staides,
Stowers, Phil:*. Ana. 1*1. Cleared sell. M. J. < <»t

l-.va

Know It-.u-Tin*.-»• ow ning land on (loose
ri\ er have had an exrrlleut time to get their swale
iiay In. We learn it was all secured in good shape
before the water was let on-IP T. Seribmr w ith
aerewof

point..

D

Mi

Maria

:

men

i- mating the Mower- Meadow at
.Mrs. J. >. < oh* is in town_Mr-.

< .ondiuie id

Kangoi i- visiting Jier many relative- ami triends.1 iie Kepwblieaiis .q
mint
were fortunate in uniting upon a ticket on
I .i e:
ati-laetorv l" the temperance ielnelil of the
party. It will greatly aitl and no doubt insure the
—ueeess of
the entire Kepubliean ticket in this
W. deukius will preach at
i*.
county—Kc\.
M. sharp next Sunday upon the subject, ••Christian
Neutrality."
>T« M'KTUN.
TIm* V ilklgO -rhool- bogM It Mo|)dav.
.>everai excursion-, made up along (in- river.
i11«-i11«1111>toekion village. Fort J'oim ;m.| samP
Point have been to Bar Harbor thin work.

Mciviua Pa
her

tier.-on

i-al home.

vacation.

summer

Imm

Washington

iii

t<>

;i

apt. Elia- Pattcr.-onin town .II. i.. Lain

Stock,

Saw

up the sale of the bark

following oilicers have been

yer Kills, Brownell Orangcrand Eugene
; Com. in Exhibition Hall, which will

contain the line arts, fruits, llowcrs, etc., are Dora
Maiden, Amiette Shiite, Kdna It. Partridge, Martha
lllanchard.

\vHena

Orillin, Kannie Cleave.- a ml
door sport and a shooting mate.lt in particular. C. s. (Irilfin. The Com.
on prizes will be very numerous, and each will be
selected for his special qualifications to judge of
the department assigned, ami will not be chosen
until next month. The Orange Hall will be used
for the line arts, fruits, How er-. etc., and the low or
or Town Hall for poultry, vegetables, etc.
It i(

s.

(,'rinin:

iii

urn

-i

r<u:i a<.\

to

ltlancli aid

.1.

H'

mu

iim

Cleared

Tlu*

of the season on
only Gnuiil
this l’alare steamer.
If the weather is fine steamer Penobscot will
leave Pangor on Sut unlay aft< rinwu.
Any. j!,
/ss/;, at :i o'clock for a

eating,

GRAND EXCURSION TO BOOTHBAY,

sell.

Liver Pills arc equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaini, whim they nlso correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate tho Lowv!-. li n if tin y only cured
■

-s t > those who
-t p: :•
Ache they would
puller fn m this di\; essiiig c«»mplu:M; but fmti:
naiely their goodness do< s n >i nd h« re, and those
« ho once
try them will find 1 hoe 1 i♦ 11* j ills valuable in so many ways I hut they \\ ill not m* willing
to do without th
e
J’ut aft'r ail sa le In ail

f many lo es that In re is where w'C
great boast. Our pills cure it while
th rs do ii.it.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very email and
*. vy
mnice a dose.
easy to take. One or two
They aie Ktrictly vegetable and do not gripe or
ir
th.
action
but
gentle
by
purge,
please all who
um'them. In vials jit ii') cents; five for $1. Bold
y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.
1 y r. 1

Threeusing
Brand
of
Yarns
are
Legged
invited to favor us with their
opinions regarding the goods.
They have been pronounced
the Acme of Perfection. Sold
by all dealers. Lewis, Brown
& Co., Selling Agents, Boston,
Mass.
our

|

pouts.

.schooner Benjamin Carver of Searsport, went
ashore near W hitehead, Rockland. Saturday morn
ing. The vessel is light ami is going to pieces.
seh. Bmaelteof Searsport, West, from Hampden
for Boston, loaded with hay, ran ashore 12th on
High Head, about I*, miles above Winterport.
intended that the time of the lair shall not eouiliet
Her deckload was discharged Fridas
The schr.
was raised ami will he repaired.
with Hie time of the New England. state and ( .uiutv
Launched 14(It from the yard of the New England
Pairs. The exact date and details of the fair arc
s;hipbuildingCo.,at Bath,'a hark of three hundred
!<• be duly ad vert ised by a committee to be
tons, not named, owned by ( apt. Win. Lewis of
appoint
New Bedford, and built expressly for the w haling
ed for that purpose-This w eek w e have to ail
business.
non nee the death of ( apt. Charles Bridges which
The fishing schooner, Maggie Powers, which
sailed from Portland a few da vs ago on a mackerel
occurred Monday evening at J» :C>, aged IS years
trip, w as totally w recked on tfie Isle an Ilaut. The
lb days. He was a native of Castine. II< enlisted
crew were saved.
The vessel was valued at £3ooo
in the 2nd Maim* Regiment, Co. B., and served all and was not insured, she was owned by E. II.
Chase.
the
war.
through
Beginning as a private he was i
In the New England Ship Building Company's
continually promoted and at the close of the war I yard Bath, is a 220-foot keel for the new steamer
w liich will run between Portland and New York. In
he was Captain and acting Assistant (). M.
He
Morse’s yard a live-masted schooner is in process
did not miss a day’s service in the whole war.!
of construction, which is the lir.st vessel of the
soon after the war lie served in the Cu-tom House
kind ever built on the New England sea coast.
Win. Rogers launched at Bath. Aug. II the four
at Ca-tinc, and for ten years as an ollieer of the
masted center board schooner Beniamin E. l’oole,
Cnited state.- Senate. Then for i\years he was
1155 tons gross. She will hail from Providence, R.
a member of the linn of Bridges Bros, in WatcrI., ami is owned by Oliver Ames, (lakes Ames. K.
L. Ames, Wm. T. Hart of Boston, B. F. Poole of
villo, where about lifteen months ago his health so |
Rockland, Mass., and ( apt. J. F. Davis of Somercompletely failed that he came home to Stockton set, who will command her. she lias a carrying
and started a market but was never able to attend capacity of ISOOtonsof coal. Her dimcnsions'are
length 220; breadth 40.3; depth 10.5*.
it. His sickness was chronic rheumatism contract
The 3-masted seh. Mark Gray, Randall, from
ed in the army and ended in heart disease, or
Albany for Boston with molding sand, and sell.
V ictor, Jenkins, from Apple River, Ns, for New
rheumatism of the heart. He was a member of York with
spiling, were in collision midway he
the O. A
If. of Waterville, and a member of tween Watch Kill and Fisher’s Island about !
Pownel Lodge of Freemasons of Stockton. He o’clock lust .Saturday morning. The V ictor’s head
gear was all carried away, her how was stove in
will be remembered for bis genial,
happy disposi- I and other damage done. The Mark Gray’s fore
tion, even in pain and adversity, and for bis ready sail was split and rail and bulwarks chafed. The
latter towed the Victor into this harbor, she will
wit. lie was a man of sterling worth and integrity
j repair at Noank and the Mark Gray w ill proceed.
and universally beloved and respected. Castine i At the time of the collision the wind was from
the
and Waterville will join with Stockton in mourn- south, moderate and foggy.
The
of
Snow
Bur
Circular
Weekly Freight
ing his loss, and in extending sympathy to bis wife gess, New
York, for the week ending Aug. II,
who is still an invalid. This must go to press be- says that in the River Plate trade some inquiry is
fore the funeral is announced, but presume it will noticed for Lumber tonnage, hut tin* oflerings of
cargo are only moderate. The Brazil t rade
be Thursday P. M.at the house. [Capt. Bridges is
improving, so far as regards inquiry for tonnage,
hut business both upon general cargo hence ami
was well known to the writer while in WashingLumber from the South is restricted by the low
ton, and he was as deservedly popular there as in
prevailing rates. Cuba freights continue quiet.
his native state. He was an ardent Republican To the Windward more demand is
experienced,
and active in support of the principles of his party. and in instances rather better rates have been
obtained. Coastwise Lumber rates arc a shade
Kd. Journal]_Mrs. A. II. Ward and son of Chartinner, hut the wants of shippers are light. (,olliers
lestown, Mass., are visiting her parents, Mr. and continue in fair demand, and as tonnage is not
Mrs. Asa Carter. Mrs. Ward will also visit her very abundant, association rates arc well sustained.
Charters; At San Francisco ship Belle of Bath,
sisters and brothers in this vicinity. With Mr. &
1,347 tons, to the Continent, 30 shillings, October
Mrs. Eli Ellis and Mrs. Herbert. Staples she will
loading. Ship Win. G. Davis, 1589 tons, to Cork
and Cnited Kingdom, Havre or Ant wick, 30 shill
go to Searsmont to Mr. A. A. Cobb’s, and he and
his wife and Mrs. E. F. Overlook will join (lie part s
ings; ship Nancy Pendleton, 1385, same. Schr.
and go to Wnldohoro to visit Mrs. F. Miller. On
Raven, 120 tons, from Port Johnson to Salem, Coal,
leaving Wnldohoro the party will go to Monroe to 85 cents and discharge. Schr. Welaka, 433 tons,
visit Mr. W. A. Carter, and thence back to stockfrom Darien to Philadelphia, Lumber, £5.50. stinr.
ton and their several homes. We w ish the mem
Mount Waldo (new), 202 tons, from Port Johnson
hers of this family party an enjoyable trip.
to Salem, Coal, 85 cents and discharge.

HAM)

which will perform choice selections of music da c
and evening.
The Penobscot has a licensed carrying capaeit
of bJoo people, but ill order to provide an abundanee of room for thorough enjoyment on thispecial occasion the number of excursionist-will
be -trictly limited to .V»o people.
Parties at Searsport, Nortliport and ( amden w ho
w isli to
go on the excursion will take passage on
the -learner Ivatahdiu on her regular trip Saturdav
and will join the party on the -toamer Penobsc.it
at Rockland.
The Penobscot on her return will
leave excursionists at all landings.

1'itrr fr<>m IJinii/or. Ifuin/xfin, Wlnhrl>urt mid hiurksnart.
,X/ it rsjmrt. lir/fust.
if/rjni/'f. iillililc))
out/

HorklamU.

staterooms, each with two berths, £ I on nndJiS’J.un
e.'icli. Perth- in Ladies and t.enilemcn's ( al.ins
free. Regular meals at regular hours and regular

•Ml

SLIPPERS

UKI>rci:i>, mel Hie few pules of

O cl cl
Can lie le.liellt

Lot si!
YCUT OWil PrlCSS.

ill

This stork contains to-day over Jive thousand
dollars worth of Hoots anil Shoes well selected and
bought fort A s 11! IN e have no shoddy good-, and

sixty days ritizens

f lielfast and

coo/) hoods at

iih

nmf

.rii

w

April d'.t,

SToiiiiAun,
Issu.--1711'

/'/.OS/\

a

tt.’>2

DUX' T FulK.KT Till: 1‘LAr/!.

Bros.,

snaw
l'i Main St.,

lletfnut,

H. H. FOHBES' OLD STAND.

20 YARDS COTTON CLOTH for 65c.

From Pole to Pole
Atek’s Sau«.\:vu;:i.!
1
power of run* 1 >r .11 dis»

demonstrated Its
uses of the blood.

Ctory.

having a GRAND WEEDING
OUT SALE in every department.

In fact we are

A- w i
June ], IS S3.
I>n. .T. (’. Avrit 5c c.i. —Tw.mi’v years bijo I
was a linrpoom
in
.North Pacitb', when tivo
others of tho cr*. w a id my^ if ivhv laid tip with
ncurvy. Our bodi- s were bi. •:!-•.!, gums swollen
und bleediiuf, teeth loose, ] .rple blotches ull
over us, and our breath seen.. .1 rotti n.
Take It
by uml largo we wi re pretty badly otf. All our
lime-juice was accidentally destroyed, but tho
captain had a c.unlo dozen bottles of Ayer’s
Barsapauii.: a mul gave us tlmt. Wo recovered on it quicker than 1 have ever seen men
brouirhtubout by any«>thcr treatimntfor Scurvy,
and I’ve seen a
i deal of it. Seeing no mention in your Almanac of your Sarsaparilla being
pood for scurvy, 1 thought yeti ought to kuow uf
tliis, ami so send mi the faets.
Kespectfuliy y< urs, lvALi il V. WlNOATE.

HAMMOCKS 75c. and $1.00.

Tho Trooper’s Experience.
Masrni, /;-t.s>,inland S. A/ri a. March 7, IS*3.

Come and

l>u. ,T. <'. A vt:u & (hremlemon : I have
ntiifli ple.isim* t > te>;i?y to the pre.it value of
W e have been stationed
Your Sarsaparilla.
lie re for ver two year.-, daring which time wo
liad to live jn v<
Being under canvas for
such a time brought on what is called in this
country “veldt-sores.” I l ad those sores f .r
fl< me time.
I was advised to take your Sarsaparilla, two ! •; hs (.f wi.i.h made my sores
and I am m>w quite well.
rapidly,
disappear
T. 1C. Codes',
Yours truly,
Trooptr, Cape .Vaunted Jtijlcmen.
<
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YEAR
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M. D.

H. H. Johnson's Store,

rights to the pr
Ksq.’s, Master

IT achting Shoes,

BANKER’S DAUGHTER.

Francis’ Shoe Store.

The only Company having all
ductionof Bronson Howard,

Special Scenery. Magnilirent Costumes, the
Original Music and a Cast of l uncalled

High St.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Excellence.

Ur.sv reed Sr,its ~i(> and 7-“ rents.
Scats on

sale at Poor A Son's Friday

Aug. 20th.

morning,

Swanville, in said ( ount
imy pre-entrd -aid will I
*

Class Con cent ion.

TIME-TABLE.
.1 Xrtc Arranjenunt of Trains.

married.
In this city, Aug. 12, by Hev. 11. A.( litl'ord, John
M. ( rosbv and Miss Vesta A. Harris, both of Bel
fa-t.
Iii sear-port, July lo. bv Hev. (
L. Haskell, Mr.
( liai les Keimi
of si. Joins, V !!., and Lli/.a J.
I low ai d, of Bi lia-t.
In Deer l-l»\ \ ug. 2, Steplien B. Webb, of Leer
M. *, and Julia L. Barter, of Mean Haut.
In Appleton, Aug. I.
F. Maddoeks and Annie
L. rainier, both of Appleton.

Olh-LD

On and after Monday, Any. 23, ISStf, trains connecting at Burnham with through trains lor Ban
gor, Watcrvillo, Portland and Boston, will run as
follows :
Trains will leave Belfast at 7.05 a. m., 3 r. M.atid
7.55 I*, m. Freight at 0 A. M.
Trains will he duo in Belfast at 5.20 a. m., 10.05 \.
m., 0 l*. m.
Freight 10.40 A. M.
Full details in complete new time taole next
w cek.
F. E. BOOTH BY,
PAVSON, Tl'CKEB,
Cen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Gen'l Manager.
Belfast. Aug. 10, 1880.— ly 1

JUST RECEIVED

HERVEYS

JEWELRY

BLACK
Jet and

In this city, Aug. II, Mrs. Joanna Cook, aged St
years and lo’moiitlis.
In Stockton, Aug. 1(1, (.'apt. Charles Bridges,aged
4M years and If. lays.
In Kockport, Aug.'J. Ldward tiardiner, aged 44
years, s mouths ami lo days.
In Hockiand, Aug. 12, Walter F., sou of W. II.
and Ftta Hosebrook, aged I year, smooths, Is days.
In Hockiand, \ug. II. Ldward Merrill, only son
of C. Howe and Lmina J. Wiggin, aged is months.
In Waldoboro, Aug. 0, J. Warren Miller.
In Uoekport, Aug. ii, Arthur L., son of F. P.
Libby, aged 11 mouths.
In Hockiand, Aug. b, I>eboruh s. Wallace, aged
7.'> years, II mouths ami I day.
In Tenant’s Harbor, Aug. 14, William A. Flwell,
formerly of Belfast, aged 40 years.

JEWELRY,
Crape Styles.

NE W STYLES

Also

Hervey’s

Jewelry

PLYMOUTH
4

lY

HOCKS.

ri:\v VtH'Ni; C()(JKI;I!KI.I.S at one ilollar
each.
Gw32
FRED ATWOOD.

BELFAST
Corrected

j

Store.

ItY C.

II.

CURRANT.

PRICE

Weekly for

SARGENT,

Produce Market.

NO.

the Journal.
8

MAIN

STREET.

Price Paul Producers.

Apples if hush
30350
tlrictl 4P B),
2g3
Beans,oca,Vhu,I.O031.75
medium,
1.4031.50

llav 4P

ton,
Hides if It.,
Lamb if lb,
Lamb Skins,

12.00314.00
5‘,g«;
7g!»
35370
yellow-eyes,1.I5§1.25 Mutton if ll>,
7gs
Butter if lb,
42 §45
10320 Oats if bush,
Beef if lb,
0g8 Potatoes,
45350
50300 Round Hog if !b,
Barley 4P lmsh,
ogo
Cheese* if It*
sg 10 Straw if ton,
O.OO37.O0
Chicken if fl>,
log is Turkey, if H»,
ogo
Calf Skins if tb,
830 Veal if lb,
7gs
Duck if lb,
00 800 Wool, washed ¥ lb, 20330
10 Wool,unwashcd#>’lb,22g23
Eggs if do/.,
Fowls’ll),
IO3I2 Wood, hard,
4.0035.00
Geese if lb,
3.00 g3.50
00300 Wood, sc,ft,
*•

general

Retail Market.

POWDER
Absolutely Puro.

never varies.
A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, mid cannot he sold in competition with the multitude of die low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
conn.
Kovai. Bakina; I’oWDKlt Co., I1K5 Wail St.,
N. V.
Iyr42

Beef, corned, if lb
789 Lime if hhl,
1.0031.05
Butter Salt, if box,
20 Out Meal if lb,
4 35
Corn if hush,
00 Onions if tb,
4 35
Cracked Corn if lmsh, 00 Oil,Kerosene*,#'gal., 12315
Corn Meal if hush,
00 Pollock
lb,
3',34
Cheese if lb,
10313 Pork 4Mb,
7gS
Cotton Seed if cwt., 1.45 Plaster if bid.,
l.OOgl.lO
3
Codfish,dry,4Plb, 3^£5 Kve Meal, if tb,
Cranberries, if «it., 0§0 Shorts, if cwt.,
1.05
Clover Seed if lb, 13§10 Sugar if lb,
0371
Flour if hid.,
3.5030.50 Salt, T. L, if hush.,
40
II. G. .Seed if bu,2.3082.40 S. Potatoes if lb,
030
Lard if lb,
8gU Wheat Meal if B>, 3>, 34

>ai'i
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a

*

op’

>n. as

.- u

oi

At a Probate < oltrt In*hi at la a
tile ( oil til v of W'ahlo. **i tin*
August, A. I). I'>ii.

1

w
*»11

i

d;.

Coat

WASTED IN A STORE.

1

;|
r
her, I.
*
onceriu■.!
wit lie ha
buhiui noon him elf the
the e-tale of

WII.M. M m l'< )BTi:i{. late Of Sear-port,
the Count} «»t A\ aldo. deeca-, d. hv giv ing bond
the law direct-. lie therel .t'e rejne-t- all per
<oti- v, ho arc indebted
-aid d« eea-'d'- estate to
make i mm,. Male pa;, men i. an I t In
vv ho ha v e a n
d. man.I- there.ni. t>. exhibit the sitlie for -etth
111**1 it to hn
.1. AV. BLACK.

I K suh-crilier In rel.v giv es public notice to till
1 concerned, that she has been dtilv appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of executrix of
the last vv til of

r|M

li.AMKI. dONL". late of Brooks,
inttiei "Utity ..f Walih,. deceased, hv giving bond
the law direct-; she therefore re,pie.-ts all pet
'on- v\ !i>. arc indebted to -aid d, cea-ed'> e-tate to
make immediate payment. and those who ha ve a n\
demands thereon, t',« exhibit the -ame f,.r settlement to her.
A! A B<. A i: I: r B d( »m ;s.
as

11 sul.^erlber lu iehv giv es public notice t., all
I
cone, tiled, that he
has been dulv appointed
and taken upon iiimself the trn-t of Lxeentor ot
the last will of
\ AT II AN 1* Alll.i *\\
into of Freedom,

rJM

in

!

.nimy of Waldo, deeea-ed. by giving bond
the law direct-; he therefore requests all per
who are indebted b> said deceased's e-tate to
make immediate payment, and those vv ho liav e anv
demand- thereon, to exhibit tin- same for settle
mcnt to him.
AVII.I.I AM tL It A BLOW.
the

as

-ni-

]\orncK.
'Mint «.i mi
ST VTK o|

Shingles!

to

Let,

J

ON

[weeks

CARRIAGE SHOP TO LET.

MOST

j

rjlHK

For Sale!
1 New Phaeton, Leather Top and nicely finished.
1 New Side Bar Leather Top Buggy.
1 New Democrat or Grocers* Wagon, 2 scats.
Will be sold low as I need the room.

4w32

FRED ATWOOD.

in the County of Waldo, tlee.eased, by giving bond
as the law directs; they therefore ropiest all per
sons who are indebted‘to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those w ho have any
demands thereon to exhibit tin* same for settleCIIARLKS II. FROsT.
ment to them.
PillNHAS M. FROST.

|

Warrant in

i.mi

M.VIXI

<>i A\ vi.t.,1 t ot xrv.
\|.po ( ,.| XIV SS.
A Iignst i», A
I >. INN».

AA

\

Insolvency

was issued by (.eo. K.
the Court of Insolvenev
t"1
-aid
.millv ..| AN aldo, against the e-tate of
AA I LI.I A M A Mon lit >L. adjudged to he an Insol
vent Debtor, on petition of .-aid Debtor, which
pe
lition was tiled on the 'd-t day of July. A. D. IssC.
to vv hie!i date interest
.. claims is to be
computed
that the pav mcnt of anv debt to or
by said Debtor,
and the transfer and delivery of anv property !>v
him are forbidden by law; That a meeting of the
( reditors <d said l>elit«*rto
prove their debts and
< boose .me or more
assignees of hi' estate will he
held at a Court of Insolvem v to be hidden at the
Probate Ollier in -aid Belfast, on the loth dav ot
September, A. D. ISrti, at two o'clock in the after

V

500,000

Cottage

trust

in

>.

Aroostook

-:•
\.
noti.-e to all
| i:
i.ecu dub. appointed and
<>i
Administrator ot

■

a

-e-'-ively

IirALDO SS.—In Court of Pi' 1 i! * *. .add at P.«*|
oi Auyust, |»e.
VV
la>t, on the second I' ii 4 d.
•I A MIA If. OKKMl'AT, Admiui-tratoi on the
fate of P>. F. Cl.K.MIA |\ late of M et* ill,*, in -aio
County, deceased, haviny pres«*nt**«! h:- lir ami
4 VOl Ntl M AN IS to 21 years of age. Must be
A of good habits, fair education and not afraid final account of admiui-tration of said estate for
allow:in«**'.
of work, (lootl references required.
Ordered, That notice thereof lie yiv**n. three
A. A. llOWKS & CO.
in the Re|.'dean .Journal.
weeks surccssiveh
Belfast, Aug. is, 1SS0.—lw.TJ*
that all person
printed at Belfast, in-aid < ount
interested may attend at a Probate ( own. to be
held in llellast. on the second Tue.-da\ of -eptrm
her next, and show cans**, it am tli«*"\ have. wlr.
I the said account should mu he allowed.
Cedar Shingles.
Low priced. For
CKO. K. JOHNSON, Jmlye.
sale in any quantity, to arrive at
A true copy. Attest —It. P. FtKi.i', Reyi-ter.
4w.’{2
Bangor or Winterport.
FRED ATWOOD.
UTAUJOSS.- In Court *d' Prohate, la id at P.,1I
M
fast, on the .-cr«>ml Tu**s*lay of Auyimt, l-sil.
NANCY If A I.KY, Administratrix on tin* * -tat** of
JoKK II AI.KY. l;it«* of Wintcrpovt. in said * min
i ty, deceased, haviny present*»d her tirst account of
St HTH sin >KK,includes shore privileges and I
administration of said estate for allowance.
an unobstructed sea view. A line location and
Ordered, That notice thereof be yiven, three
a nice cottage.
For rent furnished by the week or I
successively, in the Republican Journal.
month. In<|iiireof N. M ANSFIKLD.ht the cottage,
I j»rinte»l in llellast,'in sai«l County, that all per-.mor
A. I*. MANSFIELD, Masonic. Temple.
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
!
Boat furnished if desired.
;52tf
; held at llellast. on the second Tuesday of september next, ami show- cause, if am th**V have, why
; the said account should not be allowed.
CKO. K. JOHNSON, Jmlye.
A true copy. Attest:—II. 1*. Fif.ij>, Keyi-ter.
central and best located in the citv, on the
site of TBKADWELL & M ANSFI Fi.D’S old
subscribers hereby give public notice to all
stand. Conneeteil with blacksmith shop, fining a
1 concerned, that they have been duly appoint
good business. Near stables. Inquire of
taken upon themselves tin* trust of Admin
e*l
and
A. I’. MANSFIELD, Masonic Temple.
istrators with the will annexed, of tin* estate of
Belfast, Aug. 12, 1SHCS.—32tf
AM A It i All FROST, late of Brooks,

.u<

*e

rJ,ll

HARRIKT

5 1
L. LOUD'S.
Belfast, Aug. IS), lSST..—2w33

in.

KB WK I*. I- \Mi:> late f It, if:i-r,
in the Collin;, of Waldo, dfeea d, b> giving bond
the law duvet-; h« therefore re,pi* si- all per
'•■n.'
vy ho ar-■ nidi bred to "aid deceased's estate to
make inrued'ate pav men!. and those vv 1
haveanv
deni; ml- tlnw.-..11. t
exhibit the >ame f..r -cttle
mcnt to ! 111 M\ att
:.
i- B. 1 Duntoii, Bella-t.
Me
Id d; •. I.
\MKS

At a Probate t onrt In hi al Bclfa-t. within ami l'*n
the Count\ of Waldo, m the s»*eoml Tile tin\ u|
A nyust, A'. I). I>><;.
N. "Ill T!.. \ilministratri\ of l' h *•late Of l.r.ON \ U1 > -m i l., late of stockioi
in saidjP.mnt v of \Y'al*h>, *le* *a-e*l. haviny present
i*tI a petition for license t" sell -o much of tin* m
**state of said decease*! as will produce the -cm of
I'mir humlred dollar-, at pnMie or pri\at»* -ah*.
()r*U*re*l,That the said Administratrix ui\ »• me me
t*> all persons interc-te.l by eatisiny a **op\
>f this
order to he pnhlisheii three weeks sue*
in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast. that
they may appear at a Prohate Court, to In* held at
Belfast, w ithin and for said ( **unl\. on tin -**.mnl
Tuesday <»f s**pt«*mlier next, at ten of the clock be
fore n«»*m, anil show cause, n any the\ In
wh\
the prav«*r of .-aid pi-titioii -houi.l n* i i-e -ranteil.
«, I ;t ). 1.. .1* 111 N-. A. ,! udye.
A true copy. Attest
-II. P. Fiki.p, Rcyist*

Makers,

.-I

i:n>. :..<•..r

\

a-

-•

WANTED !

lit. *1

l.ii'l-tratriv

I
I! 1
! •: we
V c
public Holier to all
oneerned. tliat he has been duly appointed
taken upon 1 m- if t!.-e tni't of \-imini-.trntoi
of the C-I.ltc of

1

Commissioners’ Notice,

■:

I

■

1I7F. the subscribers, having been appointed by
VV the lion. Ceorge F. .Johnson, Kstp.to receive
and examine the claims of creditors to the estate
of N UIAM It A Ki:i{. late of Winterport. -I.t.m,
ed, represented insolvent, do hereby give notice
that -i\ months are allowed to said creditors t<
bring in and prove their claims; and that we shall
attend that service at the store of Albert F. Fernald, on the Iasi Tuesday of September, lssi;.at ten
of the clock \. M.
Winterport, .June in, Ism).
\. lx. FFl.’N A LI). /
T. W. SNOW.

m

\

of
County
i.iw

’I'll

•:
in a
.wiain
1{A( KI.1FF, natiif-1
(if a -1 will iml
instrument purport iny to In
R \ !\ I i'!
la I«•
i.. n
testament of S A M l' P i
colli vi lie, in a i l County oi \\ a him dcr.-a-i •!. !i:
in*r presfnt**'l sai'l will for Probat.■.
< irdere.I,
i*• .if
al!
That the -aid l'r»*« 1 yi\
persons interested by rausiny a **"p\ oi tin- md.k- su«*ff>^ii\ m tli< l.v
to In* publish**'! tin***- w.
publican .loiimal. printed at Bella-.. that tin
appear at a Probate Court, to be liehl at Bella t,
.n■ 1 Tii•
within ami for ai*l County, on tin*
lay
a
of September next, at ten of tin* clock before
ami show cans**, if am tiny have, w i\ tin* -aim
slioithl not be proveil, approved ami allowmi.
CKO. h. .l( »IIN>< >N, .1 mlye.
li. P. Fli:t I*. ReyMcr.
Att**st
A true eop

This shoe stands higher In the estimation of
YScarrra than any other iu the world. Thourands who wear It will toll you the reason 11 you
ask thorn.

r

Jlir

at.

n

..n

I'm

If

V\
i \ in- hoi d
1,
direct-: she therefore requests all pel
indc:.:ed t.. -aid -li*eea-cd’ estate to
mah" .ii-mi dial <• pa> nicni. and those who liav* anv
demand" there.m. to exhibit the same for -cttle
nt ot to her.
MAK\ A. M I A WN>.
till*

a-

-i

41 Lincoln St.,
Boston, Mass.

.)

.k«
I!.-on ii*'i
hr r-lair .•!

i-

lift e~
i!a
.*•!;
11
at i*. 1
i. t!•
<•;.
Id
<an l. to
In
at
lb
Probate
may appear
!
11«I t •»tuu\. **n tin*
fa si, within ami f«»r
n
Tile -da\ of September ll**\t. .1 t a «•! tilt
111•
have, u n\
fmv iiiinii, .uni -ii«»w must*, if a.
the same should 11-•! la provd. appe-'** d am! .d
loNV**11.
(,!:•* k. .ii*n\^«»\..1
Attest —li. P. lull' lowi-m r.
A true ropy.

J, Means Si Co.,

Ladies' Gold Watches and Chains. Custom
Rich cases with the best ot works, with direct
arrangements with American manufacturers.
I am selling at wonderfully low prices at

in*

I

at a

JUtlo lu Button, Congress and Lace. Best Calf
Skiti. Unexcelled In Durability, Comfort and Apr carcvice. A postal card sent to
U3 will bring you information liow to get this Shoo iu
State or Territory.

GOLD I>IXS.

of

not

nif ••

Republican Journal, printed

JAMES MEANS’ $3 SHOE.

Please call and examine.

|

j

STORE,

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PATTERN'S OF

M'iU*i *I.

1

\\
Prol.ale.

t

all pc r-o ns intfi. -if! 1 »\ '.ni-!: _•
dev to bo publish* d tllivr Wi'i'k-

,\Aic yonr retailor for trim Original S3 Slioo,
Beware of Imitations.
jNune Genuine unless bearing thlnStnmp.

Maine Central R. R.

<

>

—at—

j-

The HepiibMrans in tin* class composed of tlu*
town <>f 15rooks, Knox, Swanville, Freedom, Morrill and Waldo, are rctpie-ted to meet at the Me
< lure meeting house in Waldo, on Saturday, Aug.
•jstli. at I l*. M., lor the purpose of nominating a
Itepre-entati\e to represent said tow ns in the next
Legislature, and to transact such other business as
the eonvention may deem necessary.
2wJJ
11. M. ( II AsL, secretary.

powder

■.,

...
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■

A !

I)r. J. C. Ay or
Co., lam'd!, Mass.
Sold by ail 1 >ruppi.sts Price $1 ;
S:x
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Perry Springtooth

CKOSSKIN'N

sur-

years.

City Block, Main Street, Belfast.

81 & 83

Ayer s Sarsaparilla

nu. a. <>. stoiihakh.

Ollier Hours—s to IOA. M.; I 1-2 lo 5, anil i
lo *, P. \l. Nljtlil rails answered from the oilier.
I VI fust, April 1, lsstl.— I;itf

This

once in ten

only

It occurs

--

New
over

shape of

the great treat in the

see

prising bargains.

Francis’ Shoe Store. SKTIL

BURcc5s|

CHAS-

t

THE
Office

&c.

Hosiery, Cloves,

Maine.

1

lieffast. Me,

Beecher,

J. A.

can

-AT-

DENTISTS,
i»it.

vicinity

/.mr/:/: r/:/r/:s than

t'hniuji Itimiiifs*.

Ladies,

The Fashionable Event of the Season !

Masonic Temple,

2.00

LADIES' KID BUTTON BOOTS

\pplications should be made at onee as tickets
and staterooms are apportioned to each landing,
and the number is limited.
Objectionable people will not be permitted to
join the party.
D. LANE, Agent, Belfast.

Tuesday Eve., Aug. 24.

M ARITIME MIS< I.U.AN V.

j

lSAXGOIl

Palatka,

Blakely.

Com. on out

taking excursionists at Hampden, Winterport.
Puck-port and Pelfast.
heaving Rockland about 7 i*. >1., and parsing
< hv l's Head. White Head
Light and the Mauds in
the Pay, and arriving at Poothha\ at an earlv hour,
a Hording excursionists ample
opportunity' to explore the surroundings and visit the attractions on
Mouse and Souirrel Islands, and -ail upon the
numerous small steamers plving around the Pa\
Returning will leave Itootfiliay at I ..'clock r. m.
of tin* next day, passing tin* objects of int« rest of
Penobscot Pay by daylight and arriving in Pangor
at about
o’elof k Sunday night, 'flu- partv vill be
•accompanied by the

iurn 11iimi i.

Iii" Janeiro, Aug. 7
In port, seh. Benj. Fabens.
('onion, for New York, Id".
Passed by, ship Kennebec,
Youghal, Aug.
Ford, from Liverpool for Wilmington. Cal.
Nuevitas. Aug. Ii. Sid. barque Fvanell, Col
• old. New 'l ork.
Barrow. Aug. 12. Sailed, ship Frail!. Pendleton,
Nieliol.-. New York.
Tuskar, Aug. in. P.t -ed, ship America, llerri
man, Liverpool for Wilmington, Cal.
Havre, Vug. !S. \rrived ship Or.cida, MeGil
very. New York.
Cardenas, July 30. Sailed hark Geo. Treat.
Treat, New York.
Rosario. July 1. In port, barque Fred W.Car
Ion, Reed, for San Lorenzo.
Sydney. Julv 0. Arrived ship Win. McGilvcry,
from Port
Arrived ship Henrietta.
Falmouth, Vug. 15.
Blanchard, Lobos-de Afuera.

manage the town fair which i- to come
offaboutthe lirst of October: (icn’l Supt. K. I‘art
ridge; Com.on Agrieultare and Poultry, E. Partridge, She pan l Blanchard and Robert I »oc: < oin. on
eleven

111-in

Port Townsend- Ar. 2d. .-hip Ivanhoc, Carter,
San Francisco.
Newport News, Va.. Vug. |o. \rnved -eh-.
Maud Briggs, Franklort; Lizzie <'arr, do.

(

<-lo~

ii.

Brunswick. Aug. 13.
Chaplcs, Perth Amboy.

daughter b.-iUi vinitial
pher returned to New Vork, Monday, stopping in
It •-ton on the way
Elmirauda... .The

routs.

Magnificent Steamer

PENOBSCOT, Capt. Otis Ingraham.
Excursion

B'ck II radar!
an 1 ivlirve all the troubles incident to a bilimis slate of the pyeti-m, Pitch as Dirtiness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
While their most remarkPain in the Siile, »vc.
able success has b-. n Fii-Ava in curing

Ladies

s.\M.i:r>.

on Mon
principal
High
a line opening and we heart ih
e<>ngrat
on his stave.--.
The people of Dexter
are also to he congratulated on
so
aide a
securing
teacher... ,n- erul terms of fall -elm. I big.a:, on

P

'ia;..

On the

AC H E

:

Working Shoos ffi.

Tho ’-Jarpoorier’a

Saturday, Aug. 21st,

<

«

Hrl/imt, Mr.

-ON-

our

SHIP NEWS.

1‘hmiis k'lic.

/1

BOOTHBAY!

rTLittl

Shall Sell this Week

2.50

|.50

LADIES’
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Tuesday and Friday evenings.
f tin- l«-dge and the- closed a
very pleasant nice!
It w ill go into el!ci t !• ida
y owning. \ug. _nth.
,|r- "f >a\\\ard lodge.
Installation
of
ofiieers
Ma W
lias
been
en
Mileo. ",
Ihe,do.n.
^
no\t s.at urda
F- II a he I!
chunk wa> beautifully
..Mr. \\ II. Sayward. who
evening
school
.P >■! tin
r.iiiimar
11pei
"'unc. i »a -: >uula\.
h
'ecu soiiiew hat out of health this summer.
The •ie.-iga was original
:ii |M.ie,
•! I.1. Hind-, Wl»o becomeIt Temple llei.d t- I.
a
sJiort time.
.Mis. Aie\ j with Mr Ha kidl and tin etleet wu.-\er\ line. The
il
111 a
.I at Ma.bias. Mr.
concert wa- very
a;
He I last will give ’endings here Fridn\
ei.teriainin^; and was t.-irncd Jo
b. a large audience.
f armer- :.re now harxe-,
wniitg \ug. Jiuii
new

a

just the required remedy in hundreds of cases.
«I have taken Hood's Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia. from which I have suflercd two years.
I tried many otln r .■ dieincs, but none proved
so
satisfactory a- Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”

day afternoons.

J

presented i;-with a specimen
apples which he raised. They
retain the lla\orand were liard and
juicy.

their

at

homjisoii if.

of Itoxbun

pavilion both
tv ediic>da\ and
Thursday evenings of camp-meet
mg week. Music l>. Mudgctt Hros.

Jin-..thee.

it

have

to

throw off the causes and tone up the digestill they perform tin ir duties
willingly. Hood’s Sarsaparilla ha.; proven
tive organs

dcn.

Nellie

arc

House.

(apt. It. L. I ’artei son went to Host on Monday to
an operation performed on his
eyes, which
are again
troubling him.

am! M r. Thomas

ini'

year and the oflieers will endeavor to make the
fair exceed all that have been licitl on the
groundsill former years_Mrs. Mary Black died
at her home Thursday Aug. 12th,
aged 00 years_
The usual number of trotting horses are
training
for the fair and some lively
trotting is done Satur-

have

tii*- instruction of Mi-s Anna FernaM ...The Hand
ret-lain breast pin, hax iiifr
.a'.uted tin real', lost ill this fit\
will he rewar. let I by leaving

.i

’*1

teaching

Farrar, Nellit Bragg and Nettie
Stcv ens, graduates of the
N irmal School, attended the
encampment of the
I. >. \ > Alumni at < amden the past week
Mi
Cora Hall is visiting friends in Belfast fora
few days... The Morse’s Corner school i~ under

reel.

■

Fanil'

ui.•

Causes its victims to be miserable, hopeless,
confused, and depressed in xnir.d, very irritaIt is a disease
ble, languid, and drowsy.
which does not get well of itself. It requires
careful, persistent attention, and a remedy to

j

A. It. Ten

>i

DYSPEPSIA

coming

Nairn's, of Milford, Mass., is visit

Fpliam. of Saugus, Mass., is at the

>.

The trustees of the

Friday,
Matthews, Esq., of Liu
coinvilie, to Portland, charged with some irreguto-day. larity in procuring a pension for Isaac Tildcn sev
:
oral years ago. Mr. Matthews has always sustain j
Mrs. Myra Wright and her two children from cd a good reputation and it is hoped will come out
all rigid. The facts of the ease in brief are a> folI < 'ami1* 11
aIV visiting h.-r sister, Mrs. .1. I;
Mr. Isaac Tiidcn had $000 coming to him as
low
Ames.
arrears of a pension.
For performing the olliee of
I
our fishermen who made a cruise in sell. (.Vo.
in procuring this pension Mr. Matthews is
Shattiirk, retnrneii after a three day s’ cruise—-with attorney
accused of taking $400 and giving $.‘nK) to Mr. Tila full./be..

•-

Stiekllex

ate- A

1

...

supply
Trotting Park Com

to reduce the

as

Hamm, the piano tuner, will In* in towi

—

Prof. Sewall and wife return to Bangor
They are much pleased with Searsport.

> and w ife of Salt in, .Mass, are at the Kim House
bn a few week--Mr. Hubert C. small, dr. of
annlfii.
isiting friends in town-Misses den-

tax eolieet

as

receive the

to

^earsuioiit

extent

an

pany met last week to make arrangements for the
fair. Higher premiums are to be paid than last

milk

There is talk of an excursion from here to I tar
Harbor in aid of the town clock fund.

last years

Mis, Annie Drake i-

I ust

iner

a

id

II. Lane and wife left ior Island Falls Wedues.
t** visit his brother.

day

coming New

two

F.

Searsport
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the

Vd

nad'

nmi

l-

’at

e

in

eiti/.eus.

lias tiled his bond
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the -treefs

Mr.

butter faetory only manufacture!;
day. The feed in pastures ha?

butter

dried up to such

ing in town.

<>f the fair.

jingle to the 1 .ineolnville

ni" on

our

Hi lla-t. and
1,1

paintings from natural scenery the

steamer this week

The

>n iu)i:.

Porter, .Ir., left for Minneapolis las

Mrs. Olivia

bor fi«mi the St-inesville and liar Harbor Hoad.
Mr. Finery has taken first premium for original

resi^ueil.

is-

Kdward

by

M

Mo lbs. of

next week.

paintings ol
Mt. Desert scenery. One is Somes Sound from
s*mth West Harbor and the other a view looking
dow n through Stones Sound to South West Har

itpied b\ Mr.-. M. A. Snow in her dress

.1.

I Friday.

Finery Hall_Steamer Rock
Deluge Engine Cos. on
excursion to liar Harbor Monday...-

-upei nlending -•elmol eommittee of lb-ll'ast
ie -:,
|;
I Minton a member in place ol

a

Kobort

minstrel shows in

their annual
Mr. dames Finery will exhibit at the
Knglaml Fair in Bangor two original

Locals.

Searsport
f apt. .1. P. Curtis arrived

Arrived from Grand Hanks Sun

land took Torrent and

of the Post oliiee

teat

e\

sehr. Annie

ol

loaih

ear

the town voted to

Ourimer, Nicholson, with 2<HX
quintals codfish-This week there will be twe

1> Pane's sailboat, the ( ambridjre, made tin
t’roni P.elfast to rastine last Thursday in oiu
and fort} minutes.

'i.i
!

late to he

too

Monday brought

roshx

(!"'.<

he

Mr

week

one

tor the eamp trrotmds and six

->-1-1

I

reeeivetl

was

in.

week,

Biokspout.

confectioner}
shop

has closet I up

Temperance Republican*

A

trout

into the

went

last

.spring

Last

a i.f.umo.

peinl lifty dollars on the hill at Branch Mills am
the work has just been completed. About threi
feet has been taken off the top and filled in at tin
foot, making it easier for travel.As Ambrose
Hanson w as blasting in the w ell at Joshua Black'*
Friday, a large piece of the ledge was throw n lnt<
the air and fell through the roof of the house.

issue.

our next

ij

•

tuner, will In* in llclfast

]■ ian•

ll.imin
k.

\\<

d..!m-on, Judge

,.|

noon.

Civen under mv hand the date first above vv it
ten.
ANs|.;l AA A I >-AA < UtTII. >horill,
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvenev for said
2w'k1
County of Waldo.

Auction.
Al'll.l. he

'"Id at public auction at Sfarsiiort,
m
Saturday. Sept (, ISMi. at 2 u'rlork P. M.,
the D. S. '-inipson house, so called.
This house is
2 stories, slate roof, with stable, all it) good repair.
Said buildings wore built in isTT at an expense or
A rare chance to seover three thousand dollars.
cure a line residence nt a bargain.
SKAKsPOliT SAMNiis BANK,
aw 2d
Per Order Trustees.

Slimmer Boarders.
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would bear out my assertions as
strongly as
itii professional men. Longfellow graduated
at Bovvdoin before he was IS;
George .Bancroft
had earned Harvard’s diploma at 17;
Ralph
W ahlo Lmerson was under IP when he
graduated, and Edward Everett was 17. In prob-sional and public life it is equally striking.
Mr. \\ ebster, Mr. Choate, Mr. Seward and
.Mr. Y cssendcu were all through college and
reading law hooks by the time they were IP
But I don’t mean to imply that
years of age.
bo\s should be educated with reference to a
particular profession. It is difficult to tell at
b'» or hi years of age what a
boy may wish to
do with himself at IP or 20. The curriculum is
g'*od for all alike, and the regular course of
ludy w ill develop the maturity which will enable the boy to choose his profession more
widely. I have serious doubts, therefore, as to
the mission of the elective courses now bcc'Mning mi popular in manv parts of the coun! try.
remarkable instance which I may recall,
| Anarrated
to me, will illustrate what I mean.
j>y
The elder Mr. Latrobe. an eminent member of
the Baltimore bar, had two promising sons in
whom he thought lie saw wry clearly the indication- lor distinct professional lives. One
with a mathematical turn lie destined for West
Ib int and scoured his appointment as a cadet,
i he other seemed precisely
adapted to law and
alt- r hi- graduation at
college hi studied in his
father’s office and was admitted to the bar soon
j after his brother entered the army. But few
ardeveloped thi> singular change: The
M -t Point graduate did not like
army life,
and therefore resigned, studied law and became eminent in
his
other
The
profession.
I
you "Ik* had been trained to the law did not
1 iiki
his profession, retired from it and became
1 he di-t ingui-lied civil
engineer who constriieti the Baltiiuon »v Ohio railroad across the
Alleghauv Mountains. Few eases would so
striking!} illustrate the point at issue.
M
Blaine spoke at some length maintaining
that the sttnlv of Greek as part of a college
'o11j’-e.
II. didn’t expect that one student in
a
thousand would ever come to know the
< 11*
k language with the accuracv that would
liable him to enjoy Ifomer in the
I
original, hut
\i r\ -indent should know
enough t<» give him
a
"f
the derivation of
quick comprehension
ike whol* licld of scientific words which are
'oriou
i trom the (ire. k. We ran read Homer
! w ith enjoyment in the splendid pages of chaj.inan or even in Bryan; and
l>erhy, hut it is of
in-tunable advantage for men to know win a
and
phonograph
phulograpb should have their
i respective meaning and
why telescope means
; one thing and telegraph another.
This kind of
I knowledge upbuild-, and increases thekiiowldge of our mot her tongue, and in the end that
man in the { nited State- i- most
thoroughly
diicated who is a most thorough master of
English.
I I :il lit*
lo-m l with some observation- on
'*>' -T* at advantage of oral t<*a«-liiu»r when the
t• :i. Im r had tin* talent for it.
Tiie youth is al"•'}> «-:iptivati-«I ami inspired by the teaelier
beyond tli<* tt*\t l'ook and •rive* new
;v :i"
:md lib* t‘> what i- too often a lifele-s
lie used inan\ illustrations to enforce
tin' 1 >i!it.
Mr. Blaine spoke about an hour,
u-ing no manuscript or notes of any kind.
v«

n_:hi liicy had,

a

i.anvil tidd'. and f*-m*
w ;
And barns all empty. starinjr *»p n.
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For sale by all dealers.
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ai-oby Syringe,
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rI .ike

or

IP

UIIS,

"'

otherwise, internally.

and Inllaminatioii ot tl'.e
Bow ei(«iv« from a teaspoonful to a table*
S"" •‘fill once in half an hour, till reh «ved.
Pains in the Side—Take a large teaspoontul
on redring, mi l several times a
day, it necessure.
!>y sent cry and Cholera Morbus—(live
a tea-poonful o,r»j in from litteen minutes
to
ati hour, till pain and soreness are removed.
’llu medicine is commended with the full
assurance of its minualified success.
I 4uallv Good ft*r Horses and Cattle.

—Prepared by—
is.
DAVIS,

A.,

Infants

for

111 So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castor!*

Colic, Constipation,

|
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Sour Stomach. I harrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

|

Wiiliout injurious medication.
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:lmt all :• hellion liti'hod ami Mb-necd. am! all
tt.fost 111?sj|«
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*•>,,. >,.•*;*• 'o;i ;** hin.
instead of i!,.ii wild and yea>t\ chaos of turhiih n: wt- i-' 1 hm
s!|a 11 ho iii.- ri\or that makes
-lad t lie oil V of < iod. 1 lie ri\ *-r of 11ll- water of
life, that proceed' “out of I lie hroin- of (,*.d
and *1 tho Lamb.”
; Vl< xambr Ma.-lar* :i.
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Ayer

Vigor

1 hi i 11<

Mr.

Chautauqua

Itn-ri. us ingredients.
no dtl
'-.re*, against
j-rt-vei.tn all ►-•;» p dist-aH
a..
carts
and
1 air pr- wing thin or pray,
surely
in n--t organic.
t-alducuB tl.
s-

rRKPAKKn BY

Ayer «V Co., Ix)tvell» Mass,
bold by all Drug^is.

w :i' anion,

tl" ’*i mod.
-*f pro.-. odnr> and \pr<" hi' admiration of tlio simruhir'\ Hi.-i*m w ork of this
a"-.* ia» ;*-n
loimr >o nmd.-ilv and wit h sindi
-ina! I'll',
I ho memher* :i!V indeed Iltr iinpli'liiim w hat >idm \ Mhitli *1,•< ! tJ- *d the fmimli' 1,1 I!" 1- i inf in ty Bevi- \\ have
jnvserihi *! :i'
1 hoii :i:in in
ho:i
*"io i,,a \ im. w liieh
freely
fraii'lat' d. lie
dd. 11;t an! that thev w. r* Iraii'ialin- literature **n a little eat m*'nI.
Tin: organization wlii'di hr. Yineeiil has s,, al'-!\
peril. Pal is novel in *io'i-“u ami would Iimm Ih-. ii
absolutely in:j.ossihlo before tin- ora of railroad' and telcirraph. hr. Vim*, nt Ini' f-mml.-d
popular mii\ersit\ in wlii.-ii 'tu.l.-nts ean ho
admilti -I w ithout ro-ar*l to au’o or pp vjons
,!|!l!.r*. ami which ?-. a lar-< 'lininlu'. inih:M'l' d !.\ < operation, is prodm-in- liumln ds

thousands arm st ami serioti* r* a-l.-rs in tin
” i»11 !• y.
hi' '. If instruction. ^,iid.-d n, the
ri-ht ohaniiol'ami ma-l. oiiicioiit
l*y a e-Mnj>reh*-nsi\o and m:i't«_*rl\ organization.
Soni“ of
lie tcatur**t ihi- < haulampia oriiauization
miirlit I- a* h 11s.• |ij! :• •—«»i:- to manv of «,ur colI -'
1 In- la11"or liosoi t iii“ our ii i : her odmaition is its expense and
beyond that the -1 i 11
-i' ‘h r dan-.-r <>t
p. rniittin- a denioraliziiiLT
and eomipti\o expenditure h.-.ond the im.
'ar\ outlay of eollop- life.
jn th. eollep-s
"'hi-'li ha
.'OHIO *low II to ip from tin eolouial
1*0! iod. ih-' am ioiit liahit w as to arrange !m*\ s
in a
lass roll, aceonlinir t*> tip ro.-o-ni/od
cial rank of 'heir parents.
Iln- establishment of a national
ivpublieai
aovoniinoiit as ih-- lo'uit of our successful
p \ >1 nt ion broke down t his aristocrat ic
pi'et.-nti«*n and the names of students w, r<* lliem-oforih a!!.-*! alphabetically. But in the remarkable acquisition of wealth mi the
part of so
main in the Lniled Mates nnoth* r was
puu• n.a np in our highest eolle-es. e\. n
moreotleii'iveilian ihe ancient one- a distim tioii w liieh
the ‘-quality of all men as s.-t forth in the
.IccJarat ion of independence would not endure
of all the forms of social
siiperioriiv. Most
unendurable i> that loumled «>n mere wealth,
tinae, ompanied as it often i-. h\ b aniiim.
t
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“Lii:rk; <o s coca itr.r.F to\ic
p’im-iM not t-- con founded with tic- hmde of
trashy
alls.

It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. 1 am thoroughly conversant with its
mo !e of preparation and know it t -honototilv a
leur;timate pharmaceutical product ,but al-> w
f tiie high commendations it lias received i- a l
; irt3 of tl-c world.
It contains essence of
ef,
f "oa, (luinine, Iron and
Culisaya. which are dig.
s -l'. d in
pure genuine .Spanish Imperial Trown
ore
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the market.
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virtue, or by p»od manners. ’The sense oj
inequality forced upon the poor bov. or tinboy of nmderab means, bv tin- lavish'oxiieiidi-

THE SOURCE

|

OF HEALTH.

M;tke the Mood pure and you drive sickness
away.
N>-;,
.iinl you rmi>t sulli
with di.'*:i-<-. In
the Summer heat, wh-ti your physical
powi-rs nrc
<
huustt-.l ill,.] \i.ur m* 11 tul t.M 11!111 mrapabli-<
that,
V'feline ".ill give iii w lit.- t- iIn- t,I..«.<!]. s invalid and
•- vigor and
la:,
tot;,.
worn
strength
body a 1
J*••*!'«• i- v.in:, on your vacation ai d li.vm
s<. ure li. alt:i and
pleasure, Put if you are unable to
a r- 'pit*- !:« m labor,
f
by aii m< ans use Yegetine. and
y -<•.1
j.i ati\ 1. s>.u tie- dang.
from liibdcmicH
i.n.l levers. \ ,■ tino j.oss.-sses
ip its combination <-f
roots, barks, and b.-rhs the very elements in which the
<!
ase.l M.mxI
d* ti. ant. It removes the cause of and
thus eures r.lood IIumoi'H and Skin
J>igeai»edt
and as a tonic in Nervous
Debility it has no e.jwal.
»

.The
SOULfsPILLS)
_Liver Pills,
Cure
Arc I
tion.

Sick Headache. Constipation nn.! Piles,
11 r. I y V.-getalil*
ij.-ntl' _>
n ..nmcii ia
opera%> cents; o boxes, $l.i«.».
Druggists and by

Mail.
Cco. Pierce A

Co., 30 Hanover st.f Holton,

iyrnriiiT

A

2m3l

New
of

Line

r.Amns’

Fair Stii and Haul Sewed

BUTTON BOOTS
At Francis’ Shoe Store.
READ! READ! READ!
The Hampton Tea & Coffee Co.’s
Agency isnow better prepared to fill clubs than
ever

lie fore.

Send for

a

TKA JtOoK.

Howes’ New Block, Cor. Main & High Sts.
R* KITTREDGE, Manager.
he)fast, dune I, ltWO.—Onri-i

W. T. Howard,
MARBLE WORKER.
.M ANl

ACTUKK It

»>K

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Marks
and MARBLE SHELVES,
or

the best Italian and Ameiiean
v ery low price.

Marble, at a

Langworthy Building, nearly opposite Kill*
Ulna's Store, ( burrh street. Bellas!.

tflO

A

to

pr< sent

iveo

in’/e

a

the marvelous power of these
pills, they would walk 100 miles to Ret a nox if they could not hi had
without. Sent by mail for 25 cents in stamps. Illustrated pamphlet free,
postpaid. Send for it;
the information is very valuable. !. S. JOHNSON & CO 13 Custom House Street.
BOSTON, MASS.
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Howes’ Block

fhe:

THE LARGEST STOCK
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hum
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1

irrd. la nguid

ds-agreoa!.;.-.
I 111

I-

I

as iee
nour

is

VS

mw it

feeling and dull iieadaciie is

lake two of tartcr's l ittle*
In lore retiring, and wm will lind relief.
fail to do good.

iI.mi. during hi- long voyage across
A
ii tic in the«ia la tea, was doubtless
hatching
-oim
•rheme whereby he can lay over the

nt

j!

GAUZE

gi-tinc i-the .. perfect tonic and vitall/.cr
km.wn for pcr-oiis of advanced \cars.
\

\

“parah /ed” the other day by a stroke
ligliining. and her hoot- turned “bright red."
was

cw

a

-pa rah /c>" the hired man her hoofs
color and lightning is no name for it

cow

ii m am

( ai'o-r- Little Inver Bills after eatTake "ining It will reliex I*dv■ pepsia. aid digestion, give tone
ami igoi to the sy-tem. The\ make one feel athough lit. ua worth 1 ix ing.

No. it i- not 11ai’d to v rite fining paragra]>hs; all
ha\ lo im i- to procure a pen, some paper and
ink, and then -it down and write them as they occur- to
.in.
it i- not the writing but the occurring
t lial is hard.
on

o

A

R.

H.

>u. 7*» stall* m.,

no

poison.-

h'-.-n:.mhe.
warrant it.

or

to

produce’ dizziness, deafness,

other disorders?.

The

proprietors

The -owing girl w ho declared that sin* had fairlv
-titched Pci
If into a shirt i- reminded of the authority I>\ saying that things are not what they
>

slock

AND

/■•/.*/•:>//.

in each

111
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EDDY,
Karr,

:»(>

Kapl. s. H. |{ %RHOI K. Vlana.
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Maine Central R. R.
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I I si IMi'MAls.

the

twenty-six towns in AN aid"
Knox, Hancock ami Washington < 'omiti* s. with occasional eorre-pon !• m-<
from Maim* mrii in all parts (.f the \x ri• I. fit.
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Crockery,

endeavor in tin- future, as in tin past, will into make* it a MAIM! \ l'W-P A PI K. ubiim

|»la:v to the writings of native author••online tin- achievements of .Maim-

11 y ..r
l\ and
"lire.“
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Die
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BAGS !
Will Re-0]>(‘ii Monday. Sept. <;|
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still ,ui\e y <m almo-tihe i\ u.dr <d nr. im-tm
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TUB lMSCII’UMi

5 and 10 Cent Counter Goods.
Vou will
low as the

always Had a full stock and at prices
lowest. Please give us a rail.

>

B. F.

WELLS, Main St.

Itelfast, .lulv 11,

.1

\

1

I «<111.1

.June J. 1-sn.

t

"i oung. old. ami middle aged, all experience the
11: 1
i11 bene lie i a 1 effects of Ayer’.- >arsa
pa villa.
T oiiug child; ii. -ttffcring from sore eyes, sore ears,
scald head. or with any scrofulous or syphilitic
taint, may be made healthy and strong by its u.-e.

-DEALER

ii.-iM hr. i. a great sufferer from hay fever for
mu’-.ami have ried various things without do
an
good. I read of the many wondrous cures
oi Kl\'s < ream Balm and thought 1 would
try once
more.
In til teen minute.- alter one application I
■\uomh fully helped. Two weeks ago I comn11■ m■ i■.! n.'ing it and now
I feel nitirch/ cured. It
i- the greaic-t discover' ever known o‘r heard of.
Duhameli lark, Fanner, Lee. Mass.
iwT’i
1

I

is oi

tin*

Day

-OFFICE

A farm -J •urnal gives instruction f..r “shoeing
Kicking Muir.'' A better and safer way is to hand

(ok,iis.

lit

I

"»

the nude ..\er
a hlacksitii'h and then climb
and -ta\ there until the job is linisbcd.
...

a tree

in ltusim-ss House* fnrtn I,'
Its pupils completes the varied India-. ,,n nts t
at
tend this .school.
>n and aft it Amr. ?dd, tinina v !„•
.-a
Principal
daily from O till *2 o'clock, at tin- School ltnildina. < "S
Washington St. I Tospeetus, containing full information concerning course < f study, terms, etc., post free.
< -1:: 1

Disgusted
wit.h the lean ed doctors after swallowing their
c.»-tl> medicine, in vain for over a year for the re
liei oi eatjmh in my head, when I cured myself
1 •• using -i\ bottles of
Sulphur Bitters. My wife
i- now
taking them for nervous debilityI
Curler, Ptirlcer House, Boston.
I
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I.

important.
>ig"od.

t. w rm m i:
< hairinan <
mmitn,- ,.u i-'ire Pepinim
Belfast. Me.. \ ;ig. In, Ivs.;.

i.

Agriculture,
The Granges,
Good Templars.
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*.u

I

»11; 11 I«•.
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F. H.

FRANCIS

&

CO,,

XTEW STORE !
H.

no IMS’ KE IF It LOCK,

Corner Main & Hiirh Sts., Belfast, Me,

Be Careful of Your
BY

Eyes

That are well adapted to the needs and condition
of your sight. I keep constantly on hand one of
the largest and most complete line of < iptical h*ods
to he found in the state, embracing the celebrated
Ilocl: ('rystal and Parc Pebbles, Periosropic
Doable (’oncer, Concare, llifoeal and Pint
Colored Classes for Weak Eyes.
All prices from the common steel hows to the line
$f> and $11 gold hows, hon’t he swindled b\ the
fancy prices of peddlers, hut come and buy
goods at fair prices at

‘good

E.

STORE.

EAST MAINE SEMINAR!

a

ml

i

a

see mini pics

I'M.

ami learn prices.

-JO

-DEALER

I

X/> V mi XT.

MAI Xh\

selliii." mi ! prialit Hia n> with improved
ii• .-iriiijm: intr*•• I1 b\ M \>o\A ||\MI.I N. \vliirli i-m y'vat advance m Pianoforte con'triietiini. He sure ami -ee them before ym hey.
.Mu'i"i'N are li"iiirht direct I'rom the mannfaet urer
Mini I i■:,11
mi as reliable ifo,.-sat as h>w ) rirraml e:
;<mm as any other matt.
If you launot
see me remember me
address,

Tw enty ear.-' e\pet ietiee and bed of refctenros.
Itarit'es reasonable.
Private business of all dr
otn
seription handled with 'hill and judgment,
mnnieatioiis >irii-tl\ roniidential.’
It. < ( HABTHKK,
If-JH
170 (hutliam St., Lynn, Mass.

Wonderful Reformation
in Laundry Starch.
STAIinilMi. IKOMNIi AM)

polishinu mai>k kasy.

Iiiin nil runkiii^. .savcs time, labor ami money.
«.i\ (■--Tr>>\ laundry tini-di and gloss. K-gial to over
t\M» pound' «11ordinal" starch.
Ask yur irnin
I•1 NTAKl’HIVK.
11ista<*ti«»n guaranteed nr money
refunded. SAMPLE FKFF for ietter stamp.

» "mi

I

defy competition,

I .A s>s, and at. price
iRjElYL ML \ t ALL.
<

H, E. BRADMAN.
Belfast, \ug. L lssu.- :i|

J.

F.

FRYE

&

CO.,

Chester

White

Figs,

W. H. HARRIS,
Fi,rm, Heirust, Ho.

.If welt Slock

Established 1878.

General Commission Merchants
WIKM.KSAl.i:

DM U.KKS |

\,

Flour, Hatter, Cheese, Fyys, Heaus,
HAV, POTATOKS, FISII, (1AMK, POFLTRV, Ac.
9 John anil 5 Barrett Streets, Boston,
< 'orrc^pondence and
consignments solicited
Boston, Aug. tl, 1S81J. —lyr&f*

Stfc nn.t ill ways ReliaMllotvareof wort h !«•** Initiation*.
Aak your llrujnfliit f»r
lu>lisiiensat)l>; t<> l, A DIES.
"C'lilehcHtcr’i* KnicM-V an ! take uo’other,*r uiclose 4<i.
Stamps; to us for particulars in letter by return mull.

<’hlelient«T Chrmleiil <’o.,

28lit .UuiIImuii Square, i’hlludu., I’*Hold by IlnifffflHtM every where. Ask for “4'hlenuater’a Liitflirdi” Penny roy ul l’lll*. Take no other.

J. A.

Send for

catalogue.

4w.'ll

Irs. STODDARD & STODDARD,

Machine Girls

DENTISTS,
Masonic Temple,
i)it.

April 29,

sToimvitn,
188G.—17tf

w.

Belfast,
i*k. a. o.

Me,

ktodi>aui>.

FOR SALE.
Schooner PAY’ILLION, of Bucksport, will
he sold at a good bargain, she is Ilf tons register, sails and anchors in good condition. lias been
running this season. Carries 140 M. lumber. For
information inquiries should he addressed to
MBS. ALTHEA L. SHITE, Administratrix.
Bucksport, Me., Aug. 1J, lsostf.—2w92

THE

in

State.

pers.— l>amariseotta Herald.
That best of papers, the Republican .Journal.
Farmington .Journal.
of the best papers in tin >iate.

\

One of

til.

in

Brooks
At

Pants

good

wages.
JOHN II.

(Jail

P.

We want 300 Smart Men to go on tin* roatl at
once soliciting orders for Nursery stock, with

to Start on, Besides Expenses.
N<> experience needed. Apply at once, stating
previous occupation, age and inline references.
S. T. CANNON & C0.T Augusta, Maine.
duly ‘20, lSSli.—i\v:io*

Salary

SEAMEN WANTED!
For

Factory,

on or

address

(JORDON, Brooks, Me.

•Tan, ifi, issi;.—tie,

C

For

DENTIST,
anil

BELFAST,

Sprint;

MAINE.

Coasting.

JOHN 8. KtNLKTT,
A|>|>ly to
II. S. Shipping lommlsMoncr, Korkland. Me.
duly -!», lHSli.—,'10tf

LOMBARD,

Corner Church
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Mil.Ire--

School Reward Cards.

Phillips

gathering tin-news.- Maine

ever

;
k

•':!

of

paid in

the hot

lias

Mad-

■>.

!! teacher-

-etai

ortlandfAusiiiess
8

er.

State

i

'*’■•

The Famous Albert Lea Route

At

STOCK

SiNirspori

lence.- Wilton Record.
The .Journal has for years stood in tin flout
rank of Maine newspapers lor ability and < uin

'■

Pa-fern Stale.

That excel lent paper ami model of t \ p-> g i.. pi iieal beauty.- Water\il!e Sentinel.
Fast becoming one of the leading .Maine pa-

terprise

*

A II person-

the best paper-in the •ountry.it hawon it-sue.a-s- !»y sterling worth.
K:l-\vur:li
American.
One of the largest as Well a- on- of the he-t
newspapers in tin

ai*I"

W

mien >*f
!;iiruiij;h »•

mt it

I

in

enmanstiip rA ok-keeping

(iazettc.
'I’lie largest and handsomest paper prinPd in
the State. >111111 of tin- Ap Rutland. Vl.
'Idle most excellent yes, the best weekly paper in Maine -the lie I fast Journal. Somerset

B

The oUlent
the Mate.

irood

oiirier-
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A V

A

HoitU

!mvinpractical •'••h* I .»t Im-titc
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.ipcgc I'.ank. u tt li a
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..Here
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-Mn._:
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1
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l.'ata
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ItiiC^er and better than

ever

before.

Watel-

>

The Coming

I

Campaign.
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1
nt st:ni.
fv>r be.r nu

Sale!

YOKE Y K \ Kid Nil ST K cl US, large, fat,
well mated and broke. Will be sold at once
I
at a bargain. Also one horse and cow.
II. l'\ CCNNINiiHA M.
Fast North port, duly‘2(», lSSli.—3\v.‘U*

1'

\. !'

uicaJ

1

\v>>: h

Catarrh

CRE.4SVI BALM
A State election is to be held this year.anda^
the importance of circulating paid Republican
papers at this t .into is conceded our party friends
and all friends of the dot i:\ai. are re«|Ue>tcd
to aid in securing subscribers.

H. If. ( (POM US.
\

pr! I

;.!7, ls>1'.

2'>tccvs

He! fast.

8

time'
(hrrr
Interest se.’iii-un-

Security

INI ET.

loan

t

nunl, tn
home all loans guaranteed
nan
apolls Kqultable liitcslmcnt <
up capital Ut $50,000. 'i a w :'. Inn
pay

iiu

\>m
furcclii'iirc -i.it
an
->•
\\ ill In* pan!
prompt!'
if suit iia\c money t., i. an.

t,

Ini.til

Pres’l. and

year; $1 for sir months'
oft /‘ruts for three mouths.
Sumji/e coji/es
mill hr sent to those apyhTuoj for them with a
view to hecomint/ subscribers.
a

Ko*

lock

392,

\

t

>r

a

1

1W.J,

/'

Man’r.,

hay-fever
|»:irii« l«* i- :t)•}• ii««I into •acli n*»-tril ..
agreeable. Price .n iriit> :ti 1 trtiggi-t». b\ mail,
\

HALL,

rcgisterci.
I >rwggi>i-.

IN-

«u» ••cut.-'
\
(I«|

BOOKS, NT ATIIDIKKY, PKKIODH ALS, FTC.

Repililn Journal FiiUisbii Co.,
BELFAST,

MA I.XE.

Agent

lor

the

KKIMBI.HVN JOIKVAL.
copies for sale.

WINTER PORT,

Maine

irriiair-tree.

V

I-.I.N
1>

Pilt's..

41

Fancy Goods,

and

Dry

KtlVER.

!

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

M.

E.

HfiY

h
•1

>1 v 15KN,

15.

C\

$2

CATARRH.

la.
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principal

COLD in HEAD

Minor

1

nice-, fir.,

TERMS:

Me.

1

PER CEN T

:

Single

MAINE.

Benefit

( II AKTKKKD

-WANT LI) AT—

wfl r>

ti.i

'!•

Papers ^Curtains.

LARGEST

any

ADMtKSS I.KTTKUS TO

Office Hours—S to I0A. M. ! I 1-2 lo S, and 7
to 8 P.M. Might calls answered from the office.
Belfast, April I, lssG.— l.'itf

f''

1

W O O L E IV S

Beecher, M. D.,

Office overH. H, Johnson's Store, High St.

i,:i

Mmitlant.

:«

-DEALER

Fall Term opens Aug. 23.

College Preparatory, Scientific, Academic, Nor
mal, Art and Musical Courses. Business College
with first-class instruction. Location unsurpassed.

or

Original and Only Oenuine.

Iyr44

Rev. A. P. CHASE, Pli. D., Principal.

ItolliT

Slop

[WHOLESALE!

.ewiston dotirnal.

“CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH.

NAME PAPER.

.;

%W As

Room

PENNYROYAL PILLS
The

f.!.

S.

BRKl) AM) YOU SAI.K liY

iM-r.ii

,'k*

;

h'

"t

GENTS FURNISHING GOODS,

ville Mail.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,

>

A

>!••

Boston, Mil

ail \ I .\\ and LI Rs>T

"A1?:
1

■!

Tobacco,
Ciyrr rs,
ice Cream, ami
Fa a cy (i roccri.es,

\\

m

lleluia-,

GENUINE ILY,V;;.
ami our

The model newspaper. Home Farm.
The handsomest and one of the brightest an
best of Maine newspapers. Poston .Knirna!.

Phonograph.
Always weleomed for it-

(

:md Silk A

! fjlement k Adams,
Dry & Fancy Goods,

Une

In Y.
l.Jt.tn

l'r

M

:

'V

One of the best newspapers in this
other State
Kielmioml Ree.

am

Oldest Starch Factory
Kslnhllshcd 1 s*2 I.

V'

The Great Rock Island Route

I

1
IN-

The Geo. Fox Starch Co.,

»l

;•

popular Maim humorist. ami wln> ha- w n
national reputation, will eontimn ho contributions.

Om* of the brightest ami most newsy of our
exchanges.— AN big ami < ourier.
A eredit t > AValdo County ami the Slate.

nr>•

Fruit,

that

with

r.

One id'

s.l
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F. R. DAGGETT.

BU CKSPOKT.

Terms low.

-M*i l-i

a

a

GEORGE T. READ.
He i fa St, M

(inelnnatl, 0.

Confectionery,

\M»

HEBVEYS JEWELRY

Bradman

Ibis opened a new store in I lay ford Block, lirst
•lo.n- l»eli»\v >wett A. .Morrison's' lEh market, mid
will keep a line a~>orlinont of

HAVING

Sitting & Ere Glasses

the
r *.f;»phy rr tw:j
AM'-.INC. TH,S MAP THAT THc

,Tr.EC in

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.

HUH

thirds nmrli iv<Trillion. < Miri
never be wit In nil "tie.
price that w ill he entirely ~ati-1a•

name a

tory.

»<■-'!* 11

i( ;ilwill

Committee’s Notice,

For sale only by

l.\

l.l
\I

I—..

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,

Itirycliiiff is

F. R. DAGGETT,
Sandy Point, Me.

rril i; lllid. 'igm -i. ;in\in- l.ceii appointed by the
1
'supreme -Judicial ( -mrt within and lot the
< <>nut> of Waldo, Committee'
upon an appeal
the
inhabitants of tin- t,,wui of l ,;t
t r<
tin
I by
| decision o| the ouut\ ( on: mi' doners ot the< -uin
ot \\ al h». locating and
laying out a highway in
tlie tow u o| I nit in said ('ontit v, upon pet it i, mid
‘•Id »I »* < 1 i H- 1' i'i If uinl other', on Urn Inth dav a
! November, l"o. hereby gives notit e that we have
the -ixtll dav of October
appointed Wed lie da
next, at leu o'clock in Hu- loivuooii. aie. the dwelling house of < .forge II. Fl\ c, ill said In it
the
lime and phicc o| in aring upon said
appeal.
I>ate«l this third da\ of August. Ism;.
NATH AN IJ. W l-.U.INt, I »\,
‘m*i*in u-:ai:\ki>.
:’,w :;i
TAMI LI. KINt.sp.i Id

Balmy odors from Spire Islands,
Wafted by the tropic breeze;
so/.oDON'T in healthful fragrance
< anuot be
surpassed by these.
Teeth it whitens, purities;
You will u.-e it if you’re wise.

"i
mi'
i*ii hoy will prow in tin* end
de—truetivc t«i tin- u-cfulne-- of :ui\ institution
lh:it permits it. The military and naval aeadenm
of tin national government have been
oppos’d often in < 'ongre-s on the ground that
One Great Merit
they arc aristocratic institution*-. That i- a
mistake. 1 here arc no institutions in "I tin- Beaui’lier of teeth, SO/,o DON'T, is that its
c fleet
upon the mouth is refreshing, while as a
tin '■"nutry in wliidi e.pialitv of riirht ami
mean- of < lennsing the teeth, ami improving the
e.pi;i!;!y of position arc so absolutely main- breath, it stands
alone.
tained a- those at West Point and
Annapolis.
"let .-in spend mor.- than another ami
\ fashion item asserts that “snowballs make a
each i- limited to some >b|u
lo\el\ trimming for a tulle bonnet.” It may be
<»u
per annum.
rat her unreasonable to observe that small boyseon
that amount a son of Mr. Van Huron, w hen lie
shier snowballs appropriate trimmings for men’s
was President of the l nited States, and
tin
hats also.
-on of the tailor who was
making the cad t
uniforms ware each and alike compelled to
Scott’* Emulsion of Pure
live. The uni\ersit\ in the I'nited States
('oil
Liver
which can establish democratic
Oil, with llypophosphltes,
equality in the
style of liyinir amour' its students ami tolerate In (•'•■in-nil Debility, Emaciation, Consumption.
no distinction except those bused ou aristocracy
and Wasting in Children,
of talent ami acquirements will im vitablv I
come the centre and source of
the highest Is a most, valuable food ami medicine. Jt creates
culture in America amt w ill contribute to the an appetite for food, strengthens the nervous
syselevation ot learned professions in civil life in tem and builds
up the body. It is prepared in a
a» high a degree as West Point and
Annapolis ! palatable form and prescribed universally by
have contributed to the
military and navv
Physicians. Take no other.
prestige of the republic.
Another feature of modern collegiate trainColonel Hull Wheel, the editor of a Pennsylvania
ing t‘» which exception- may be taken is the
newspaper, thus condoles with the infant‘king of
Ion- time employed.
Admission to college ,>pain
“<>ur royal brother of Spain will probably
now. is. on an average, at the same
have our sympathy the coming IIy time, lie is
age Tit
which students in the preceding ireneration bald headed like ourself, and not used to lighting
graduated. To a very voting man favored by the tormentors.”
ample mean- the course runs thus; AdmitBucklen’s Arnica Salve.
ted to college at Is, graduates at 22, eoinpletes
his professional studies at 2d. goe- abroad to
The Best Saha* in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
hear lectures in a foreign university, and re- Sores, hirers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
turns home at 27 or 2S.
If h, be heir to a Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
and
cures Piles, or no pay
great fortune and intends to lead a life of mere eruptions, It is positively to
required.
guaranteed
give perfect satisfacthis
form
of preparation i- tion, or
leisurely elegance
money refunded. Price 2a cents per box.
very good, but if lie is compelled to depend For sale by Richard H. Moody.
ultimately on bis own labor for hi- bread, he
is sincerely to be pitied, for lie lias contracted
A .lersev City man recently sold his wife for
habits and tastes quite out of harmony with tlie twenty dollars, it is dillicult to understand what
makes
New Jersey women so valuable. In many
people with whom lie is to live, and uncongenial
places women are given away.
to the clients upon whose favor and confidence
he must depend for success. He finds that a conHALE’S HONEY is the best Cough Cure, 25, 60c., $1.
temporary who opened a law otlice at IwcntvGLENN’S SULPHUR SOAP heals and beautifies, 25c.
one or tw o years of age, has
already gained *a
GERMAN CORN REMOVER kills Corns & Bunions, 25c.
strong foothold in his profession, and while lie,
with his European training, may know more
HILL’S HAIR & WHISKER DYE—Black & Brown, 60c.
in many fields, lie know less in the field essenPIKE’S TOOTHACHE DROPS cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
tial to success. lie finds himself a junior to
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS are a sure cure, 60c.
those of his own age, and finds lie has wasted
lvrlO
in general culture some
years which
precious
should have been devoted to his special calling
In
the
A
country
young woman rushes breathin life. The disadvantage to which a young
lessly into t lie house of one of her freiuds. “Thank
man would be subjected in the learned
profes- fortune, my dear, we an; going to Paris at last!
sions i- vastly increased when he intends to Papa lias been bitten
by a mad dog!”
enter upon a business career; a hanker, a merchant, a manufacturer, and in either case his
Consumption (lured.
fate is not unlikely to be that of a discouraged
An old physician, retired from practice, having
life. I would not put forth this judgment with had placed
in his hands by tin Fast India missionsuch confidence, sa\d Mr. Blaine, if I didn’t ary the formula of a simple
vegetable remedy for
feel sustained by t.he opinion of one of the ablest the speedy and permanent cure of Consumption,
Asthma and all Throat and
Bronchitis,
men whoever taught in an English
Catarrh,
tongue.
An English gentleman, the late Mr. Forster, Bung A flections, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
widely known as Secretary for Ireland in Mr. and having tested
its wonderful curative powers
< tiadstone’s cabinet, was a son-in-law of the
in thousands of cases, has felt it his
duty to make
illustrious Arnold of Jtughy,and in a conver- it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated
by this
sation on the subject which I am now discuss- motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, 1
ing Mr. Forster told in#; that it was the opin- will send free of charge, to all who desire it, this
ion of i)r. Arnold that tin young men of Eng- recipe, in Herman, Frenc h or Knglish, with full
land were making a mistake of the delay, and directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail
W.
by addressing with stamp, naming this
it were better if they should lie
engaged in A. Novkh, 140 Power's Block, Hoc nest er,paper,
N. Y.
j their life calling by 21 or 22 years of age.
2«tcow48

>

HtTfast, Jan. II, lsst[.—lyret.u ;J

The Dm de Morny’sdelinition of a polite man Is
hard to realize. “A polite man,” said he, Is one
w ho listens w ith interest to
things he knows all
about, when they are told by a person who knows
about
them.”
nothing
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f.i't with a system ot water works, w it 1. 11\ imtit
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There are -i \era!
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"oil
from tin- -all water of the Ini', i'aniewi-liin.- i" eoiiipeti- will I,- furnished w ith :,h «]«•.
I
itg the st
h-eatioii ,,f hydrant-.
h\ the committee-m tin
ground. The hhUwil.
publicly opened .,t tin
hour alnn e II,me I. and tin r'--lit to rejee! am or
all l-l-l- i-;,-,.,,..;1
city. I
g tin
contract the iv-pon-iliiln,.; the parti, ', the ;n
duvet heiielit to tile eit\ of tin1 ada pla ,i I'll > Ml
he
\'.it,-r lor dome tie and mannfaettiring
parpo
while di'po'ing ,»! a- franchise, a- ’well as the
price, will lie laken into consideration. Tin m-t
the city for lire purpose- will he. how e\rr. the
most
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"All. .lone-, enjoying yourself ?" “Vos, the boss
“That’s good.”
g: \r me ;i vacation last Monday."
! d n’t know al/out that, because lie forgot to put
an end to it.”
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! 'on'i nil the s\ -tern with quinine in the effort to
priwmit or run liver.ami Ague. Ayer's Ague
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i' a more
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Send for Til us'rat*-d "reulur and Price
List, with Testimonials.
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Sherry.”
Invaluable to all who are Run T*own, K- rv-‘-u
Dyspept c, Jh'.i--ns, Malarious or afihend with
-.ik kidneys. Itcwnrc of Imitations.
ii-iJESTr’S FAVC2ITZ COCHETIC CL7CEEIHE.
LZ}
I <r<l
by Ih Tlnynl Jliyhurss thrtPrinecss of W'o
anu the nobdity. For th*Skin. Complexion, F.ru;>
Ll-.nsy i,-ii.ping.l{oughness. $1.00. Ofdnippis;I Ihllll, ( O S (•(-inline
Syrup of’Sar* ipn ri I In. i>
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and ill ’lie afternoon spoke b’nYih r*-ardina
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t
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*
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wonderful discovery. No others like them in the world. Will
positively
manner of disease.
The information around each box is worth ten times the

will <\< vote

it''pae,-jo that industry.

of

PUSH’S

Academy

<

worry, and rc-ulting irritation of the
e;iu e.|
l»\ ihe pre-ent high living of the
i”d an>i it' attendant excitements, have broken
!
ii-tiof -e\en-.-ighth- of our American
M
w n no nhilitv to help
t
"iiiiuiiant- and narcotics have proved d»*
•rm ■1
At the pre-«nt time, not one housewife
i‘
■1
!e to do her own work,
men
n ! n
toi many becau-c tliey are not a hie to
sup
a
M
and
a woman to care !<•>•
i"
her, because
\y;le
tli. pcrioil it;
broken them nearly as much. If
tti
mod>
-I li\ ing continues, w hat i> the end to In-I*'"’"i- in.-i-t that the south American Moxie
'Xi ia. I-oo.| plant idoing try much t<» mend the
'|b i1' "i•• t he dissipation and nerve wear so pre\ I
•1
i-said it has im stimulative or medical :
t'
t. inn Im-a remarkable
recuperative effect in
r\ "it~ prostration ami results from
dissipation. I
I >ruggist s;t\ ii- sale i- marvellous, which lndi
••ato- the truthfnines.- of our -t iteinent.
A Detroit woman’s husband was in the habit of
j
-mini: home drunk and heating her. she had
'•*ken in work and supported the \agahond witli !
-fait i atiehee tor year.-.
About two months ago
-I.* wauled him torim* his habit for liquors with I
tl" M'ixie Nor\e food L'\tract. He damned the
hiimliu- stmt and refused.
she then told him
!m had no excuse onaccount of
appetite, andcuffcd
hi- ar- il'.til lie 1 j• i.
Now in- is quite a man. It is
m
know n po-itivep. w iiieh did himthc most good,
ti'o uiliim or the M>>\ie, but tin* vagabond gets out
In- '.mini iatioo by '.tying the Moxie cured ills
tito !or tin- -uiif. This -hows how the women
1
b< I:e\«• in ihe Mo.xie with accessories.

airrieiilture, it

Triplo

The REMINGTON PT"MP is ahead
of p.ll competition in working easily
and rapidly.
It is secure from freezing; and i.. \vr
needs priming.
Wc FIRMS I
1TACHMF.NT3
TO
THE

The Joiknai. w ill eontinmi pit <»-ut :« reliable ami interesting weekly •!i^e-t of :nt< l|
r
police, will make, as heretofore, the new*,
W ahlu ( omit v a speeialty. ami \\ iii leml
i,«
ib- haml to every worthy purMiit ami entei
'*
j prise* in whieli .Maim* men mav !>.• !>_ i_.
si a or laml. Ih*roa;ni/im: the
prime mi; .rtam

portion

l>. L V\ K, Agrnt
UVI\ \l STIN. \«vnr
WILLIAM H. HILL, ,ir
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FORCE PUMP.

orally admitted.

of

Wanled.
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1

were a
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ers.

per term. If-.mi t r- > n sd..'><) t<> sJ.'tO
miimiecs for self-boardinir, •_*:> ets.
|n|ir experienced ami .-Ucce--ful teaeliper week
A lar^e ela--ot advanced students, many of
tie m teacher-, who are working for the accompli-hm.-nt of a purpo «■. (oiirsrs oi stmly adapted
to the wants I.i ;dl.
A complete Iiu-hie.-s < our.-e.
re.Iuifine two full t, imi-. A Normal < .mr.-eot three
;• yar-. in which -peeial attention i _•• en t>• tlm-e
w i-liine to tit tor le.t
himr. An Acadcmie ( oiit-e,
the df.-iirii of w hieh is to aive a practical preparuti.m lor
cry day im-inc--life. .\ "rminary >cioii
tilie fonr-e for -indents eotitomplarimr the
study
t -i pto|,• --i«m.
A ( olleae Preparatory <’our.-c, in
"hieh -111 .| 111 can be lilted for < olby dr any other
• ollee-e
the
-ante
re-niinue
preparatory work. I.oit ion bcautifnl. ipiiet ami healthfulin a
strictly
temp.Mat. and moral eommunuy.
Aeiomniodat mu- lir-t .da--, "tudi nt- are r. eei\ <1 into
private
I a m lies ami -urroiimied by tin* healthful inilueme
"i
home-.
Ibiildim;- lar-c and well furnished, and
oiitaiiis .me >.|
the plea-a :t. -t -ehool room- in
"aid" e.Minty. This school has been built Up by
it-ow n w ork. now stands on it- own merit-, ain’t
Xpeet- a future pf .Spet it\ by be!!.-’ a-cflll. No
heifer -eliool ad\:iuta::e- at’-o little expense can he
in ! in
New Kiitrl:iu.i. For further particulars
and t-.r eatah.-ucs, addiv.-- Mi-- .lennic 1’. Flood,
\M.. I'rcccptre--, Fairlicld, Me., or Dr. I*. F.
Fme, Principal. I\ It. N.rtliport < amp (irotind,
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BELFAST, MAINE.

With the he.unnnini; of tin promi: year Tin
Ki ithlu an Joi unu, entered upon it'
111
volume. It is |*i*int*• *l from new type, on a
Iloe pro.", and it' ineehani* .il evrih :i ,• j> -, ii_

( ommi: n< i ir
cor r i:ae.
Term of this Institution opens Monday,
Aujr. 30, a in I continues tv. clvc week-. Tuition, y:‘.,
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I recommend it as superior to
any prescription
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A Sure Remedy
for CROUP, RIPTIIERIA, and all
Til ROAT DIS-

less

Summer

EMINGTON RIFLE,

Proprietor.
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LIKE TIIK

None genuine without likeness of tlio

I>ifimn.ui
On appearance of soreness of
tin- throat, take half a teaspoonl'nl once in 15
minutes; applied externally. Repeat until
relieve d.
Bfuns or scalds—Apply as soon as
possiMe. Jt tin- surface is raw, cover with Hour, so
that when dried, will hu m a scab, and k-L remain, applying the Balsam around it. till well.
Krysipi i.is, ] *ei*p-seated Pains, Sprains,
Broken Bones, Stiff .Joints, White Swellings,
I -s of Motion in
Limbs, or Loss of Sight,
Lyes, Poisoning, Bites, Stings, etc.
Bathe thoroughly lr< rn three to ten times a
day. It much iuliuim d, put oil a thin Slippery
her. poult ii e, covered with the Balsam.
Poison vkkn internally—From half to a
taMe spoonful, and give ail emetic soon as
po~>-*ible; give Balsam several times a day
until well. Kar a*-he—'Turn a few
drops into
tin e..r. Chi'Plains— Bathe well and heat it
«
i.a
a
-Parc nearly to the quick; cover
1 hem v i: h hiu-k skin, saturated with the Balam, every night and morning.
Pit f.s —Apply externally, and It
necessary,
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to any specialist who
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nio't bound of investigation. T am speaking
<>t' the great mass of college graduates, who are
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, AUGUST 19,
Auburn, Maine. June 15, 1886.
Hon. Joseph K. Boiko ell, Ualhnoell, Maine:
Sir : By vote of the Republican State Convention held at Lewiston the yth inst., we
were instructed to officially notify you of your
nomination as the republican candidate for
Governor at the election in September next,
and to request your acceptance of the same.
We have the honor and pleasure to hereby
discharge that duty, to submit herewith for
your information and approval a copy of the
resolutions proposed by the convention, and
to

request

a

command the other by force, and each
will find in the end that justice, determined
by an impartial standard, must govern the
action of all.
Preliminary to a general adjustment, Maine
should lead in correcting some inequalities
and removing some burdens. The hours of
labor in all branches of industry should be
equalized by making the existing statute,
which defines ten hours as a day’s work, absolute and mandatory in so far as to declare
that a day’s work should not go beyond that
limit of time.
Krom long experience, both
as employer and employe. I am satisfied that
fur a given period a man will do more work
in ten hours per day than he will do in eleven
or twelve.
Whoever begins the work of today burdened with the fatigue of yesterday
is necessarily impaired in his skill and effican

reply.

With great respect, yours.
Geo roe C. Wino,
S. W. Matthews,
1 .kwis A. Barker,
H. H. Burbank,
|

Committe.

James Morrison, J

ciency.
The

legislature

should in my

judgment

HaI.I.OWEI.I., August 12, 1886.
change two other provisions of law. First:
Hun. Geokok C. Winc, S. \V. Matthews, In no instance should imprisonment for debt
Esq., L. A. Barker, Esq., Col. H. H. be allowed. If a man has no property and
can pay his
debt only by the avails of his
Burbank, Jas. Morrison, Esq. :
Gentlemen: I acknowledge the receipt of labor, it is certainly an absurdity to shut him
in jail where he is not only incapable of
your communication officially advising me that up
but where his support
on the yth day of June I was nominated by the earning anything,

Republican State Convention as a candidate
for governor of Maine.
Coming to me without solicitation, and I can
truly add without personal desire, I esteem
this mark of confidence on the part of mv
fellow Republicans as the c hief honor of mv
life. Sincerely attached as I have always
j
been to the principles of the Republican party
and earnestly as i have sought to promote
the adoption of those principles, it has not j
been my habit to participate in political discussion or in the active work of party organ-:
Mv opinions and conclusions are
ization.
those of a man devoted during his whole life
to business affairs—interested in public measures and in political struggles only as they
tend to promote the welfare of the
and the prosperity of the people. I appreiatc therefore all the more deeply the distinguished mark of favor and confidence
conferred upon me by a large convention
composed of prominent citizens and representing the character and worth of the Republican party of the State.
I'naceustomed as 1 am to public speech and
not intending therefore to make a canvass of
the State, 1 may be pardoned I hope for expressing my views on political issues at

country!

greater lengin man is usual in a letter ot acceptance. I feel that a c andidate for public
office has no right to withhold his views on
any question of policy that is engaging the
attention of the people. 1 should be unwilling
to receive the vote of anv man in the State by
an evasion on my part of any public issue, or
by reason of a misapprehension on his part
which perfect frankness from me might remove.
1 shall therefore speak without reserve.

For

some

time past the country has been

agitated in many sections by questions relating to the rights and interests of labor. The
desire of the working man to receive the
highest price for his labor is not only natural
but commendable. Labor is the commodity

which he has to sell, and his comforts in life
depend upon the amount he may receive in
exchange for it. He has the same right to
combine with his fellows to promote their
common interests that capitalists have to combine for their common interest. The laborer
and the capitalist are restrained only by their
own judgment and by the imperative obligation not to interfere with the just and legal
rights of others.
I have heretofore taken occasion to express
my opinion that a popular misjudgment arises
front the error of trc. ting the laborer and the
capitalist as belonging to fixed and permanent
classes. The laborer of to-day by industry
and economy may become the capitalist of a
few years hence ; and the capitalist of to-datin' extravagance and mismanagement maybecome the day laborer in an equally short
period. Thus the persons who represent
labor and capital are continually changing
and interchanging. A permanent consolidation of the persons of one class against the
persons of the other class is therefore as impossible as it is undesirable, and the country
stands in no danger of the manifold evils
which such a condition might entail.
It must always lie borne in mind that prosperity cannot exist in any community where
labor and capital are at war. Each has the
power to inflict great evil on the other, and
each will suffer while causing damage to the
It is therefore the duty of patriotic
other.
men, of all men who wish well to the community and desire prosperity among the
people, to harmonize the interest of employers and employes and make the interest
In this work of
of each the interest of both.
friendly co-operation the legislative power
of the State can aid by providing an impartial
system of arbitration of all disputes that
may arise between labor and capital. Neither

J

necessarily becomes a charge upon the taxpayers of the community. Sccomi: Trustee
process should be abolished in so far as it
may be applicable to the wages of the laboring
man.
The result of repealing these two
laws would undoubtedly be to curtail the
credit system and assure the laboring men the
prompt and regular payment of their wages.
By this process the most beneficent results
will follow—among the best of which is that
the expenses of living to the laboring man and
his family will be reduced from five to eight
per cent., thus enabling him to add that
amount to his savings for "a rainv day.”
Still another evil in our labor system
should be corrected. Children are now permitted to work in the factory at too tender
an age.
This evil is caused rather by the desire of a certain class of parents to have
their children earning wages than bv the desire of those managing the factories. The
law should prohibit children engaging in
factory work at an age so tender as to undermine health and strength and at the same
time deprive them of the opportunity to attend school.
If the age for factory labor were
fixed at fifteen years both evils, physical and
mental, would be avoided.

I have for a long period m private, and a
few months since in public, advocated these
reforms.
Mv experience has suggested their
value and 1 think in addition to the points
presented it would prove advantageous to arrange a system of weeklv pavments of wages.
Every change in our labor svstem that gives
to the laborer prompt control of his earnings
in cash will prove helpful and profitable to
him and a regulation directing the weeklv
payments would, I am sure, prove bench, ial.
It will, however, be found in the end that
the principal influence upon the wages of the
laboring man comes from the tariff svsteai of
the National (lovermnent.
\ protective tariff means good wages, while free trade or
mere revenue tariff means poor wages to the
labor of the* United States.
It has been the
steady aim of the Republican party to maintain protection and it lias been the steady aim
of the Democratic party to enforce free trade.
On this direct issue lies the whole question to
the laboring man.
If he fails to consider it
and to act upon it he fails at the point which
virtually affects his own personal interests.

Supplement.
1886.

ment he helped to save?"
Since the adop- series of years to come.
Every voter knows
tion of this resolution the country has been ; that the
Republican party has steadily favored
pained if not shocked to see the President of j prohibition and that the 1 temocratic party
the United States using his veto power in has
and yet a convensteadily opposed it
many cases to deprive worthy soldiers who tion called in the name of prohibition delibare in want of bread of the small
bounty con- erately adopts a course which, if it have any
ferred upon them by Congress. While con- effect at all, would turn the State over to the
ceding to the President sincere and proper control of the Democratic party and to the
motives for his action, I think the general enemies of
prohibition. With those prohibifeeling of the people is that it is better for an tionists who are bent on this destructive
irregular case to escape the scrutiny of our course it may be idle to argue, but without
law makers than that the risk be incurred of
'luestioning the sincerity of their motives I
throwing honorable soldiers as paupers upon I must be permitted to say that their course
the charity of the world.
tends evidently and < juickly to the destruction
W e hear from the 1 lemocratic
party too of the reform in whose supposed interest
much complaint of pensions granted to de- ; their movement is
organized. If nothing else
serving soldiers. But for the efforts and sac- can persuade them, I should think the unanrifices of the soldiers of the Union there ; imous indorsement of their course bv the
would be no national treasury in existence, Democratic
papers and by the avowed opand I told that their claim should be regard- ponents of
prohibition would at least startle
ed a first mortgage on the resources of the them into reflection.
It is a notorious fact
nation. President Lincoln gave to the Union that all the secret violaters of the
prohibitory
the coun- 1 law in Maine who are
army th generous assurance that
engaged in the clandestry would care for the soldier and his widow tine and unlawful sale of liipior regard this
and his orphans.”
I rejoice that in so tar as I separate movement as the
beginning of the
the Republican party could act this pledge destruction of
prohibition in Maine, and are
has been honorably redeemed in the past and ready and
eager, therefore, to promote it in
that the future will see no abatement of jusFor prohibitionevery way in their power.
tice and liberalitv.
ists to organize in Maine in
hostility to the
I congratulate the members of the Conven- party that has always maintained prohibition
tion upon the unmistakable terms in which and in favor of the party that has always opthey endorsed the Prohibitory liquor law. posed it is such a breach of good faith and
The history of prohibition in Maine may at honorable co-operation in political action that
this time be profitably recounted.
The orig- I venture to express the confident belief that
inal law in 185 1 was enacted by the votes of few earnest friends of the lausecan be inboth Democrats and Whigs and was approved duced to join in so destructive a course.
by a Democratic governor. The next rear Having myself steadily supported the prohibby a coalition of all its opponents the Demo- itory law from the first and given, it mv vote
cratic party lost control of the State, and at the polls and in the Legislature. 1 have the
when they regained it in 1855 one of the first right to appeal to its sincere friends not to
acts was to repeal the
prohibitory law and permit it to be destroyed by defeating the
enact a license law instead.
party whose loyalty to it has been unwavering.
d lie industrial and financial condition ot
The Republican partv. composed of the
Free Sailers and of the anti-slavery sections Maine has rapidly and steadilv grown better
of the Democratic and Whig parties, gained sine the Republican partv came into power
The aggregate wealth
control of the State in 1856 under the lead of in Nation and State.
Hannibal Hamlin, and the Democratic partv oi the State has trebled within that period.
has never sin< e exercised legislative power in Industry is the habit of our people and all
Maine.
Among the early and prominent classes have alike shared in the increase of
measures of the Republican partv
(completed wealth and comfort. The ratio of increase
in 1857-8) was the re-enactment of the pro- has perhaps been greatest among those who
hibitory law, which was approved bv the di- work for wages. The savings banks show
rect vote of the people.
Since then the Re- that the class of skilled mechanics and dav
publican party of Maine for a long series of laborers of Maine have at least fortv dollars
years has re-affinned the doctrine of prohibi- in the savings hanks in i.S.sb where thc-v had
tion in its platforms as one element in its po- one dollar in 1X60.
i he agricultural interest ot the State lias
Iittcal ri‘C' 1, and Republican legislatures have
in thirty different instances enacted addition- advanced with steady ratio and has rapidlv
a! provisions to the law as experience sug- increased in prosperitv. Speaking from exgested the best mode of perfecting it. Final- perience and not alone from observation, I
ly. in 1X83, the Republicans, having mure feel instilled in saying that the lands of Maine,
than two-thirds in each branch of the legisla- whether cultivated for crops or whether deture, submitted a constitutional amendment voted to gracing. will yield a most satislaetorv
and encouraging return to intelligent industrv.
providing that:
The manufacture of intoxicating lignors.no! in- It should at all times he the watchful care of
cluding cider, and tire -ale and keeping f r sale of the State to do all in its legitimate power for
intoxicating lirjaors .ire anil shall be forever prohib- the agricultural interest.
ited—except, however, that the sale and keeping for
The benefit which has come to all indusale of such ligaors fjr medicinal and mechanical
trial interests of Maine from a protective
purposes ami the arts, and the sale and keeping tor
To uphold tl
sale of cider, mav be permitted under such regula- tariff is beyond calculation.
tion- as the legislature may provide.
The legislature protective systems the Republican
partv is
shall enact laws with suitable penalties for the sup- committed not
bv its record but bv a
merely
of
tlie
mamif.t.i
sale
for
and
re,
pression
keeping
series of public pledges. The maintensale of intoxicating ligaois, with the exceptions here- long
ance of protection and the
in specined.”
securing of an
This amendment was adopted by the pop- honest ballot in the South as in the North are
ular vote. The prohibition of the liquor traf- among the most important objects to which
Those who
fic in all its forms is therefore incorporated in the Republican party is devoted.
the organic law of Maine. These various are ready to abandon the protective tariff and
< oncentrate all
political ellort on prohibition
enactments have been secured by the Repubare likely to realize the destructive effects of
lican partv
its members sustaining them in
the legislature bv a substantially unanimous free trade and at the same time hand over
the cause of prohibition to the tender care
vote, while on all occasions thev were resisted
and guardianship of the Democratic partv.
a
substantially7 unanimous vote of the
by
Democratic party itt the legislature and at the The Republicans of Maine will, as the) have
for more than a quarter of a century, steadily
polls. The results of the prohibitory law and maintain
prohibition, but thev will not cut
its enforcement under Republican rule for
rose from that great national
organization
nearly thirty years have undoubtedly been in which in
peace and in war has upheld the ina
high degree benelii ial to all the interests of
tegrity and honor of the union and secured
the State, moral, material and social.
the prosperity of the people.
A convention of prohibitionists lately in
Whether one man or another ntav be gov
session in Portland truthfully declare that
ernor of Maine is of small consequence to
“the record of the Maine courts, the deposits
in the savings banks of Maine as compared the people except as his election represents
the triumph of certain principles and certain
with other States, the small proportion of
measures.
While not insensible to the pertaxes collected by the United Stales authorisonal honor of the position, I am free to say
ties for the sale of liquors in Maine, the total
that it would in no sense attract my ambition
destruction of the manufacture of alcoholic
if it were separated from the advancement of
drinks throughout the State, and the vast inthe State and the development of our great
crease of sentiment in favor of total abstiresources.
The people of Maine can gather
nence among a generation growing up undewealth from the land and the sea, from the
all slxuw that
bauehed by legalized saloons
farm and the factory, from the forest and the
Maine may proudly claim to lead in this refrom the vast water power that invites
quarry,
and
that
she
is
a
of
a
form,
quarter
century the
of ever) handicraft. I.et us congrowth
ahead of States which license this gigantic
tinue united in our efforts for the enrichment
crime.”
of the State financially, for its adornment
And yet the convention which makes these
Its future development is more immorally.
emphatic and significant declarations and
than the success of any partv
and
gives this valuable and unimpeachable testi- portant
any party is valuable onlv as its measures
to
declare
that
the
mony proceeded
Republi- contribute to the
greatest good of the greatcan party, under whose auspices and control
est number.
these great results were wrought, should be
I am. with great respect,
defeated and deprived of all power to proYour obedient servant,
ceed with its work.
Every voter in Maine
Joseph R. Bodwei.l.
or the
knows that either the
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No citizen of Maine should fail to see that
the Morrison tariff bill supported at the present session of Congress by the mass of the
Democratic Reoresentativcs struck deadly
blows at every material interest of Maine.
It
gave to the farmers and lumbermen of Canada
the free market of the United States for all
their products—thus placing the alien, who
pays no tax to support our State or National
Governments, on the same basis as our own
citizens, who pay all those taxes. To the fishermen of Canada the bill proposed to concede
such manifest advantages over the fishermen
of New England that one might suppose tile
Democratic Representatives were legislating
for the Canadian interest and cherished a
special malignity towards the New England
interest.
Every manufacturing interest in
which Maine capitalists have embarked their
money and in which Maine laborers securegood wages was imperiled and its prosperity
menaced by this tariff bill, which but for the
stubborn opposition of the Republican Representatives in Congress would to-day be the
law of the land.
I agree most heartily with the resolution of
the State convention which declares it to be
“unfair to withhold a pension from a disabled
soldier on the ground that his disability cannot be proved to have been directly incurred
in the line of duty.” The only two questions
to be asked, as the republican convention
well expressed it, are these :
Was he a loyal
Republican party
soldier? Does he need the aid of the Govern- 1 temocratic party will govern the State for
—

—
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